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PREFACE

The author has attempted to present a general discussion of some

of the important theoretical aspects related to self-control behavior

phenomena. Some of these discussions are not directly related to the

central experimental topic. Howver, they help delineate a framework

llithin Wich. to view the more specific topic of interest here. That

more spec.ific type of self-control behavior of main interest in the

paper is self-reinforcement-especially covert self-reinforcement.

The author tbi.nks that this is an axciting area and would like to see

the experimental rigor that has characterized better research on

overt behavior brought to the area of covert behavior on a larger

scale. The methodological problems are great. Some prefer to simply

wit until covert behavior can be directly observed before studying

it. However, much can be learned earlier, and research results seem

to support this assertion.

This investigator is also particularly interested in developing

applied methods of self-control-especia.l1y simplified or automated

methods. One advantage of refining and specifying these methods (if

they work) is that they can then easily be used and studied by both

professionals and laymen in a large variety of settings. Desensitiza

tion has been the first successful example of a method that has been

clearly specified which seems to be llidely applicable to all sorts of

problems.

The experiment is a test of an automated method for increasing

friendly assertive behaviors. From this first crude attempt, it is
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hoped more can be learned. Work in automated behavior change tech

niques is only beg; "pi ng. It may hold in the future a way for IDa.llY

people to develop effective means for changing their ow behavior.
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ABsrRACT

A discussion of the applicability of conditioning principles to

self-control behavior was presented and relevant research was reviewed.

This discussion included both overt self-control behavior and covert

self-control behavior emphasizing the instrumental (or operant) con

ditioning principle;) Some of the problems associated with st:ud1ing

covert behavior were discussed. It was concluded that valuable re

search can be obtained from studying covert behavior as an intervening

variable. In addition there is reason to believe that it may be useful

to take conditioning principles llhich have been vell-tested on overt

behavior and apply them to covert behavior•

.An experiment was devised to test the effects of covert rein

forcement and covert behavior rehearsal. There were three treatment

groups-balanced for sex, social anxiety test scores, and school

attended. Each group had 12 pairs of §.s. The first group was the

Covert Rehearsal-Reinforcement Outcome (CRR) group, the second group

w.s the Covert Rehearsal-Neutral Out,,.,:,!!?-: (CRN) group, and the third

vas the Placebo (p) group. Each pair of §.s was taken to a testing

room and given a set of pretest questionnaires. Then they were taken

to a training room 'Where they listened to a prerecorded tape lasting

about 40 mimltes. Then they vere taken back to the testing room and

asked to complete an additional set of questionnaires. During both

testing sessions a hidden tape recording of their conversation w.s

made. The entire experiment lasted approximately 90 minutes. The

only difference in treatment for the three groups was in the pre-
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recorded tape. The eRR tape contained instructions to imagine a series

of eight scenes. In each scene, each .§ ws asked to imagine himself

in a particular social setting, imagine himself initiating a conver

sation with the person imagined in the scene, and imagine the other

Person's very friendly response. The CRN tape ws identical except

that the ~ were asked to imagine less positive replies by the other

person. The P tape consisted of a short lecture on Freudian psycho

logy then §.S were asked to think about some questions applying the

concepts to their life. All ~s were told that the treatment ws to

help them become more friendly and outgoing.

There vere overall treatment effects on Eysenck's PEN Extraver

sion scale, on a specially designed Friendly Assertive Expectations

questionnaire, and on change in the percentage of time §.S talked to

each other during the testing sessions. Further analysis showed

rather consistently across measures that the CRR and CRN group means

did not differ significantly, but that the pooled CRR-GRN group means

were significantly greater than the P group means.

Some of the possible limitations of the study were discussed.

However, it was concluded that the evidence supports the hypothesis

that covert rehearsal can have effects upon specific expectations and

actual overt behavior. The hypothesis concerning the additional effect

of higher values of covert reinforcement 'Was not supported. It was

also suggested that in a number of situations covert techniqu.es and

automated techniques may have advantages over other teChniques.
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CHAPrER. I

SELF-CONTROL BEHAVIOR

Slaving over a typewri.ter to prepare a manuscript, counting to

ten while being insulted, resisting the temptation to cheat on an exam,

pushing allaY a fattening piece of pie, imagining \/hat the new room will

look like while working long hours on it, and telling oneself that

smoking is bad for your health are all eDmples of self-control be

havior.

Psychologists of different theoretical persuasions have been

interested in self-control behavior for m.a.ny years. Ego strength,

internal control, independence, character strength, resistence to

temptation, sacrifice, delay of gratification, and other such tel11lS

have been used to describe this kind of behavior. Often these terms

remained vague. These terms frequently did not describe the specific

types of responses that were supposed to represent examples of self

control behavior. Also they did not adequately analyze the antecedent

conditions which establish or strengthen self-control behavior or the

efficacy of self-control behavior in actually controlling other

behavior.

This introduction to the experiment to be described later is an

attempt to discuss theoretical aspects of self-control behavior and

relate some relevant research findings to the discussion. The paper

gradually moves from a more general, less detailed discussion of self

control behavior to a more detailed discussion of self-reinforcement

and covert self-reinforcement phenomena. The more general topics are

I
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discussed to provide a theoretical framework vith supportive research

within lolhich to relate the concepts of self-reinforcement and covert

self'-reinforcement. Self'-reinforcement and especially' covert self

reinforcement have not been adequately researched yet.

The first chapter contains a very general discussion of se1f

control behavior and some dimensions for analyzing self'-control be

havior from a conditioning point of view. The second chapter presents

a general discussion of self-instrumental conditioning and expands the

discussion on self'-reinforcement and conditioned reinforcement. (Self'

reinforcement is viewed as a type of conditioned reinforcement.) The

third chapter is concerned vith covert conditioning phenomena. Metho

dological problems in studying covert behavior are discussed along with

a brief summary of some of the types of research that have found the

intervening variable of covert behavior to be use.ful. In addition there

is a more detailed discussion of studies utilizing the covert rein

forcement paradigm. Chapter four includes more specific statements of

problems assumptions, and hypotheses related to the experiment. Chap

ter's five, six, and seven present the method, the results, and the

discussion of the experiment.

~ ~-Control (s: Controll j ng) Response !I!!!~ Controlled Response

A number of recent distinctions have been made which help to

a.na.lyze self'-control situations more clearly. Skinner (1953) made an

important distinction between the controlling response (or self-control

response) and the controlled response. The controlling response is any

response which "affects variables in such a way as to change the pro-
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bability of the other. a The controlled response is the response which

is changed. He sees the process as somewhat analogous to an inter

personal situation were one person's behavior affects another person's.

Skinner procedes to give some different examples of types of controlling

responses. His types include making changes in the physical environ

ment such as a child sealing his own lips 'With adhesive tape to prevent

talking; changing the discri.mina.tive stimulus, such as closing the door

to eliminate distracting noises; increasing one's own deprivation or

satiation; manipulating emotional conditions, such as going away so one

can relax or telling oneself a joke; using aversive stimulation, such

as setting an alarm clock; the use of drugs; self-reinforcement, such

as going out only after doing one's vork; self-punishment; and doing

something else which is incompatible 'With the behavior.

A number of important distinctions betveen different self-control

responses can be made. The dimensions presented here may make it

easier to analyze self-control bebavior utilizing already fairly we11

known concepts and learning principles. Staats (1963) has emphasized

the importance of analyzing complex forms of human behavior using

already well-understood principles. He suggests carrying out detailed

theoretical S-R analyses during the discovery (pre-experimental) phase

of research in order to generate nev hypotheses for testing these ex

tensions of learning principles to complex human behavior. This is

the method that this author Tdll use. Several general dimensions for

describing self-control behavior will be presented.

The first is the degree to which the self-control response is

related to more organized self-control response systems. The second
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distinction is the availability of controlling stimuli to the subject.

The third is llhether or not the self-control response has its effect

mediated by the environment. The fourth dimension is llhether the

seJ£-eontrol response is overt or covert, and the fifth is wether

it is conditioning other responses according to the classical or

instrwnental conditioning paradigm.

Relation B!~ ReQPonse ~ Specialized ~-ControlResponse Systems

An important theoretical distinction may prove to be the degree

to Wich controlling other responses is a primary function of the

self-control response, or the degree to which it is part of a special

ized self-control response system.. These same response systems may

also function to change the behavior of other persons in a 'Way analo

gous to hOll they change one's own behavior. For emmple one may tell

himself to stop tAlking with the result that he stops talking or he

can tell someone else to stop talking with a similar result.

A number of authors have hypothesized the existence of response

systems 'Which function primarily as self-control responses. For e»lIIlple

Sldnner (1953, 1957) Jilentions a number of possible specialized self

control responses. One is the autoclitic response. These are verbal

responses with a primary function of controlling other responses.

Examples include self-editing of statements, stating contingencies

such as IfIf it rains, we wn't go", etc.

Staats (1963, 1968, 1971) has elaborated a number of such theo

retical response systems or ubehavior repertoires. It Several of these

have as an important function the control of one's own behavior. For

example a generalized imitation response may have the primary effect of
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increasing the probability that a person 'Will learn a nev specific

skill. Another example (Staats, 1963, p.lSl) is the language reper

toire consisting of instructions such as "open your eye", Itextend your

tongue, II Ilpu.t your right foot forward, II etc. Special response systems

'Which can elicit other responses symbolizing possible consequences of

behavior may also be important. These symbolic responses may be

verbal or image responses. A personts image of what will happen may

have important controlling effects on other responses.

Premack (1970) makes a distinction betveen a decision to change

onets behavior which leads to self-instruction responses and an ninter

nal contingency". The former acts as an organized response system which

has been developed to control one's ow behavior through self-instruc

tion in the specific situations where the behavior occurs. These

self-instructions are assumed to begin as the result of a decision.

For example following a decision to quit smoking a person tempted to

smoke may tell himself to Itput it down. There is less specialization

in an "internal contingencylt in which the controlled response may

simply happen to be folloved by a response of high reinforcement value

well then increases the probability of the first response. For exam

ple the image of dying of cancer follovr.i.ng a smoking response may

decrease the probability of smoking. That is an internal contingency.

The response system including the verbal response "think of the cancer

image each time you smoken is part of a more specialized self-control

system.

Other authors have also described self-control skills. Goldiamond

(1965) suggests giving subjects specific training in behavior modifi-
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cation techniques. The special behavior change skills that result

can then presumably help the person gain more control over his ow

behavior. More recentl.y Watson and Tharp (1972) have witten a text

book Yhi.ch can serve as a guide for "Self-Modification" projects.

The instructions in the book can be learned so that they can later

become self-instructions when one desires to change some babit.

Availability g! Controlling StimnJj (ItFreedom g! Choice lt ) !! Necessary

!,g£ ~-Control

It has usually been assumed that a necessary part of any definition

of self-control is that the person have the possibility- of presenting

the relevant con"lirolling stimulus to himself. Skinner in discussing

this point relevant to self-reinforcement says:

Self-reinforcement of operant behavior presupposes
that the individual has it in his power to obtain rein
forcement but does not do so until a particular response
has been amitted. This might be the case if a man denied
himself all social contacts until he finished a particu
lar job. Something of this sort unquestionably happens,
but is it operant reinforcement? It is certainly parallel
to the procedure in conditioning the behavior of another
person. But it must be remembered that the individual
may at any moment drop the work in. band and obtain the
reinforcement. We have to account for his not doing so
(1953, p.238).

This author basic~ agrees lolith Skinner on this point. However,

Skinner seems reluctant to hypothesize about the ansver to his question

about why the person does not go ahead and obtain the immediately avail-

able reinforcement. This author hypothesizes that one reason that self-

conditioning can occur is that self-control response systems intervene.

These self-control response systems may provide the immediate stimuli

necessary to maintain (or withhold) some response in the face of other

immediately available stimuli which llOuld tend to elicit some other
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response. The self-control systems are themselves reinforced by more

delayed consequences. Thus the man in Skinner Js eJCaIIlPle might for

instance tell himself that "If I get my llOrk done regularly, I vill

get a promotion. I knOY the promotion alone 'WOn't be enough. incentive

for me to do all my work. HOllever, I can keep a promise to myself.

I will make a contract Yi.th myself of no social contacts until my york

is done each day." When a days work arrives, it is the Sd for the

order to oneself, "Do not socialize until my vork is done. n To the

extent that these kinds of verbal self-instructions have been reinfor-

ced in the past they will control his behavior. If the promotion is

obtained in the long run, then that viil reinforce fUture self-control

behavior. The diagram beloy illustrates this e:mmple in detail.

Previous Conditioning g! Generalized Habit:

.§g ------
temptation
situation

Generalized~:

Sd
temptation'situation:
Friends available to
talk to but need to
work.

Specific ~-Control

Response:

self-control R ------ §.!:
~ contract-vith delayed
self and keep it reinforcement

obtained

2..21t-control II -- delayed §.!:
make contract to (promotion, etc.)
wit until vork
done and gi.ve self-
cOIlllllalld~

Sci' ---- R' ---- Sr
self-inStruction york until (1) Visit
"keep contract lt finished friends

vi.thout (2) york
visiting done

It is this author's contention that self-control response systems

are necessarily related to self-control behavior, and that self-control

behavior cannot be completely understood ldthout analysis and testing
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of these learned response systems. It is also contended that these

systems are learned by the same principles other behaviors are.

Environment Mediated !B.!! Nonmediated ~-Control Responses

Self-control responses can act directly on other responses or

their effects on other responses can be mediated by their effects on

the environment. One of this author t s students did a project in which

he pinched himself whenever he caught himself biting on his finger

nails. He decreased the frequency of his nail biting. Another student

who worked in a complaint department imagined customers t nblowing their

mindsn whenever he was able to remain calm and smile even in the face

of harrassment. This decreased his covert cussing and losing his

temper. These are examples of how one self-control response may more

directly influence the probability of other responses wi.th less en

vironmental mediation.

Skinner (1953); Ferster, Numberger, and Levitt (1962); and others

have suggested a number of self-control techniques in which the self

control response has effects on the environment setting in motion

events wch llill later affect the person. They provide many examples.

One may deprive himself or satiate himself on a reinforcer so that it

vill have more effect later. For instance he might drink a quart of

wter before going to a cocktail party so he Tdll not drink so much.

One might avoid stimuli with a high probability of eliciting undesire

able responses or approach those vith a high probability of eliciting

desireable responses. For example a person on a diet might stop buy

ing sveets so they llill not be in the house wen he is hungry. A

person trying to stop smoking might spend more time vith nonsmokers.
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Another method of self-control by environmental mediation is to es

tablish external contingencies for oneself. For example one teacher

successf'ully stopped his habit of saying a useless phase by having his

class of 200 students shout the phrase back at him whenever he said it.

More elaborate procedures may utilize a formal contract between the

subject and others. Taking drugs is another way people manipulate

their environment to cause changes in their behavior.

~~ Covert ~-Control RespOnses

Another important dimension for describing self-control behavior

is whether the behavior is overt or covert. The self-control response

may be overt or covert and the controlled response may be overt or

covert. Each of these different combinations has its own set of metho

dological problems. Some of these will be discussed later.

~-Classical~ ~-InstrumentalConditioning

Another convenient distinction in analyzing self-control behavior

may be the difference in training procedures. One could use either a

self-classical conditioning or a self-instrumental conditioning proce

dure. In a self-classical conditioning procedure the self-control

response would be the response controlling the presentation of the

conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned (UCS) or previously con

ditioned stimulus. In this paper the word unconditioned stimulus will

mean either not conditioned .2!: previously conditioned before this

training period. The word conditioned stimulus will refer to stimuli

being conditioned in the immediate training procedure. The self-con

trol response may be either the OS, UCS, or both. The self-control

response may be the OS, which is presented prior to or during the time
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the UCS occurs naturally. The controlled response is the CR which

then comes to be elicited by the CS. For emaple a person may want

the vord "loven to have more emotional meaning for him. He could do

this by saying the word to himself' (CS) wenever he is in a situation

(UCS) eliciting warm feelings (UCR). Then the word "love" (CS) would

come to elicit more warm feelil'lgs (CR) 0

A second method of self-classical conditioning is for the self

control response to control presentation of the UCS contingent upon the

natmoaJ. occurance of the CS. For example one might label as bad (UCS)

his ow behavior of yelling at others (CS). After awhile that behavior

may come to elicit a negative emotional response (CR) on its ow vith

out the labeling response intervening. staats (1968) has previously

discussed these possibilities.

A third method of self-classical conditioning involves self

control of both the UCS and CS presentation. A self-desensitization

procedure would be an example. Phillips, Johnson, and Geyer (1972)

utilized a self-desensitization procedure in which the self-control

response was turning on a prerecorded tape and follov.i.ng the imagery

instructions. One could also have more control over presentation of

the UCS and CS. If he vere afraid of water, he could practice rela:xa

tion instructions until the word "relaxn (UCS) had some power to elicit

relaxation (UCR). Then while at the beach he could gradually approach

water (CS) Wile "telling himself to relax. In this way he vould be

controlling the presentation of both the UCS and the CS.

Also it may eventually be possible to a.naJ.yze some forms of stan

dard desensitization procedures from a self'-classical conditioning
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model. Because even though the instructions are not self-administered,

any immediate effective image stimulus would be. However, methodologi

cal problems arise which will be discussed belove It is also possible

that other models are more appropriate than the classical conditioning

one anyway, but at present this is unclear. For review of the desensi

tization literature see Bandura, 1969; Paul, 1969; Jacobs and Wolpin,

1971; Lang, 1969; and Willdns, 1971.

The efficacy of classical conditioning procedures seems well

established for conditioning many "involuntary" responses (cf. Kimble,

1961). This bas been done using an extremely vide range of stimuli

including wrds (cr. Staats, 1963, 1968) and imagery instructions

(cr. desensitization literature). Staats (1971) has commented on the

potential utility of classical conditioning in a behavior language

therapy for changing emotional behavior, attitudes, and reinforcement

value. He bas included self-control procedures in his discussion.

Self-instrumental conditioning procedures ilill be discussed in

a separate chapter later.

Practical Importance st .2!!!t-Control Behavior

There are many advantages of developing self-control responses

in individuals. First there are many situations in which behavior that

is important to society cannot be immediately monitored or reinforced.

Orten the monitoring is poor and the external reinforcement weak or

delayed. Under these and other circumstances where immediate external

stimuli have only weak controlling effects on the desired behavior, it

seems that self-control responses can be very useful from the point or

viev or the society that desires the behavior. self-control responses
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may also be very desireable to the individual llho desires some delayed

reinforcement, but who would not make the necessary responses to get it

vithOllt the mediation of self-control behavior.

The behavior change interviev situation is one in Wich methods

leading to increased self'-control may be very helpful. For example a

number of authors have expressed doubt that any behavior change which

might occur in a psychotherapy interviev idll generalize beyond the

interviev situation into the target person's natural environment.

Ordinarily the interviever does not manipulate important conditions in

the target person's environment vhich may be important in controlling

the desired behavior. There is the possibility that using techniques

which increase self-control behavior idll help the target learn to

manipulate some of these external environmental and internal environ

mental variables vhich control his immediate behavior outside the

interviev room. A number of behavior modification techniques wch

might be classified as seli'-control techniques have already been

developed and used in clinical settings vith some success. Some brief

review of these techniques include those by Kanter and Phillips (1970,

pp.,426-4l,.0) and Cautela (1969). Some of these applications of self'

control techniques v.i.ll also be discussed further belove

Of course there are disadvantages to using self-control techniques.

To use a self-control technique 'Which presumes a certain level of self

control skill already may be very appropriate if the person has the

required skill, but inappropriate for someone without that level of

skill (or llmaturityll). Also, one cannot neglect the importance of ex

ternal contingencies even in persons vith the highest degrees of self-
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control. It is a constant emphasis that even in these cases, some sort

of reinforcement-even if greatly delayed-must occur occasionally

to maintain the self-control. It is assmned that a person's behavior

cannot become completely autonomous from his overall psychological

environment.



CHAPrER II

SELF-INSl'RUMEN'l'AL CONDITIONING

In calling certain behavioral phenomena. self-instrumental con-

elitioning it is assumed that the process is isomorphic to standard

instrumental conditioning phenomena. In other llOrds the same princi

ples apply to both phenomena. A classical example or standard instru

men~ conditioning by Skinner and associates wuld be reinforcing a

pigeon v.i.th a food pellet whenever he pecks a disk in the presence of a

white disk. The probability that the pigeon v.i.il peck the disk when it

is lolhite increases. If he is not reinforced for pecking a black disk,

he v.i.il peck the \lhite disk at a web higher rate. The discriminative

stimulus (00)-the vb!te key-is the stimulus wch precedes the re

sponse and is correlated 'With the occurrence or the rei.n.forcing stim

ulus. It comes to elicit or ncontrol~ the response. The response (R)

is the peck. The reinforcing stimulus (Sr)-the food pellet-is a

stimulus Wich under certain conditions tends to increase the probabil

ity that the 00 will elicit the R (cf. Premack, 1965).

Instrumental Cond1 tion1 ne Paradigm:

00 R ---------- Sr

(Wite key) (peck) (food pellet)

So R no Sr given

(black key) (peck)

This anaJ.ysis or instrumental cond!tioning has stressed the effect

or the reinforcer in strengthening the relationship between the response

and some correlated initial conditions, not in a simple indiscriminate
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increase in the probability of responses. A great body of literature

exists on some of the variables which affect the strength of instru

mental conditioning (cf. Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Honig, 1966; Kimble,

1961; Premack, 1965).

If the concept of self-instrumental conditioning is to be useful

and not be a misnomer, then (1) stimuli and responses must be identi

fied which correspond to acceptable notions of Sd, R, and Sr, and (2)

the same variables which have been shown to affect standard instrumen

tal conditioning must be shown to affect self-instrumental condition

ing in a similar way. Finally, if the prefix: "self" is to be retained,

it must be shown that there is a difference between phenomena described

'With the prefix "self" and "non-self" instrumental conditioning pheno-

mena.

Tllo poin·~s need to be stressed. First, it is not necessary that

the self-instrumental conditioning phenomenon have its own set of

principles. If it did-as mentioned above-it would not be is01I!Qrphic

to the standard kind and the notion of self-instrumental conditioning

would be a misnomer. Bandura (1969, 1971) often seems to assume that

"self" and "vicarious" prefixed phenomena cannot be explained by

standard principles. This seems inconsistent llith the reasoning pre

sented here. On the other hand Gewirtz (l97l) seems to diminish the

importance of the self-prefixed phenomenon on the grounds that tra

ditional principles can explain it. He seems to think the concept does

not really offer anything new. Again, 'While it is assumed by Ge'Wirtz

and this author that traditiona.llearning principles can be used to

explain self-prefixed phenomena, that takes nothing from the importance
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of the concept. Within the general concept of instrumental condition

ing the self-non-self conditioning distinction may be considered to

be a subordinate distinction of some importance. There may be very

different consequences stemming from whether conditioning is self or

other initiated. Without this distinction the cause of the difference

would remain a mystery. For e:xample, it may be that self-initiated

conditioning is more resistent to extinction or may need less moni

toring by outside observers in some situations.

The term self-instrumental conditioning may be used to describe

self-initiation of either the Sd or the Sr or both. The following

s';,ctions v.i.ll discuss some of the implications of these three possi

bilities of self-instrumental conditioning.

1'.!!2 ~-Discrimination Function g!~-Control Responses

Self-discriminative responses (self 00) are responses that either

produce or serve as Sd for other responses. Thus they are a type of

self-control response. Examples of environmentally mediated self 00

responses wuld include hanging a shopping list on the bathroom mirror,

setting the alarm clock, reading a book of instructions, or asking a

friend to give you advice. Examples of direct self-Sd responses in

clude telling oneself hoy to sv.i.ng his tennis racket from memorized

or original instructions, imagining oneself as thin in order to eat

less, and making an agreement with oneself to do something.

There are also examples of Sd which are covert which are less

influenced by specialized self-control response systems. For example

in same stereotyped sequence of responses completion of one response
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may be the Sd for the next response-completing a turn of the doorknob

may be a Sd for pulling the door open. Nevertheless, the turning of

the knob was probably not a part of an organized self-control response

system the w.y self-instructions are.

The idea of self-generated Sd is not new, but has ordinarily not

been specifically labeled as a subclass of types of 00. Skinner (1953,

1957) for example provides a number of examples of both overt and

"private" self-Sd responses such as setting an alarm or instructing

oneself. Staats (1963, 1968) discusses more detailed ooaunples of self

generated 00. He gives some very elaborate examples of self-Sd verbal

instructions in problem-solving, decision-making, and other activities.

He has also (1969, 1971) emphasized the importance of attitudinal ver

bal statements to oneself in controlling approach and avoidance be

havior.

Premack (1970) has described self-instruction as the operational

consequences of a decision. This could be described as a specialized

decision-makj ng response system which includes general responses for

implimenting any decision in terms of changing more specific, previously

established habits. The general self-control habit is presumed to

include a tendency to generate self-instructions after a decision is

made. So wether one decides to stop smoking or to read more, he vill

so instruct himself in the appropriate situations. These self-generated

00 viil hopefully be strong enough to overcome the effects of 00 in the

situation wch tend to elicit the old undesireable response.
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Variables Affecting .B Cue Value .9! ~-Discrimination Responses

~~ will be the term this author uses for designating the

likelihood that an Sd will elicit a response. The cue value of self

generated Sd IIlt1St be demonstrated to be affected in a similar w.y by

the same variables that affect any Sd if the concept of self-Sd re

sponse is to have much meaning. Such variables as correlated rein

forcement schedule, stimulus discrimination and. generalization effects,

deprivation states, and reinforcement value of the reinforcer must be

shown to have e~cted effects on self-sd cue value. This remains an

unansvered question.

Effects .2! ~-Discrimination Responses

Another important consideration in justifying the concept of self

generated Sd is wether the effects of varying dimensions of self-sd

are similar to other Sd in their effects on eliciting responses. One

expectation is that self-instruction and self-goal setting wuld in

crease the probability that relevant responses 'WOuld occur. Locke,

Cartledge, and. Koeppel (1968) have reviewed evidence concerning the

motivational .function of goal setting in knovledge of results studies.

In most studies lmowledge of results and goal setting variables vere

confounded. However, in four studies evidence supported the conclUsion

that goal-setting and self-goal setting had a significant effect. For

example subjects setting high goals tended to perform better, though

this is just correlational evidence. Subjects in one experiment were

learning to improve their automobile driving. They vere asked to

improve scores on only certain dimensions. It was found that scores on

these dimensions improved more than scores on other dimensions. Other
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authors (cf. Cheyne, 1970; Liebert & Allen, 1967; and Mischel & Liebert,

1966) have demonstrated the effectiveness of verbal instructions and

rules in effecting behavior in "self-control" situations. However, it

can probably be presumed that actual self-Sd responses to follow the

rules took place. There is no evidence that such responses actually

occurred.

Expectancies !E!! Anticipated Behavioral Contingencies

An expectancy can be defined as a response lo1hich describes the

nature or likelihood of some future event based upon previous learning.

Anticipated behavioral contingencies are expectancies concerning the

consequences of behaviors given certain initial conditions. An e:xamp1e

of a verbal anticipated contingency is the statement, "If I walk in

fron.t of a moving car, I may be killed." The same meaning could be

expressed through a sequence of images of oneself walking in front of

a car and being killed. In actual practice, both verbal and imaginal

sequences might occur simultaneously (cf. Paivio, 1971). Skinner (1966)

seems to play dow the importance of experiments using instructions

simply describing situations with "if, then" type instructions. He

has a good point in the context of' his discussion. (i. e. The instruc

tions are not equivalent to actual behavioral contingencies.) However,

the instructions may be important stimuli 'Which have effects on

behavior vhich cannot be duplicated by actual contingencies either.

The symbolic contingencies are a separate class of' behavior from the

contingencies they represent and as such are important. In other

contexts (1957) Skinner does give some more lo1eight to verbal anticipated

contingencies.
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Many previous authors have used the notion of expectancy (cf.

Kelly, 1955; Rotter, 1964). However, they have rarely attempted to

integrate it with contemporary learning principles. One exception is

Ferster (Ferster, Nurnberger, & Levitt; 1962) who has described the

discriminative stimulus value of "ultimate aversive consequences" in

decreasing the likelihood that overweight people \Iill continue to

overeat. They have applied a simple learning a.nalysis.

The attempt here is to give an account of the notions of ex-

pectancy and anticipated contingency Wich is consistent with establish

ed learning principles and can be analyzed theoretically in detailed

S-R systems as Staats has suggested. staats (1971, p.256), speaking

metaphorically, says of man that "through language he can bring the

future events into the present and behave in a manner appropriate to

those events. If Images can have a similar function.

This author assumes that a generalized expectancy habit is learned

in which a certain problem situation (Sd) may come to elicit an !BS,

pated contingency search response (R) in which the subj ect begins to

verbalize and imagine possible consequences of his behavior and assess

the probabilities of them. The anticipated contingency search response

will be reinforced to the degree that predicted events actually occur

and to the extent that accurate prediction helps the subject meet his

other needs. For example an ove:nreight girl may be faced with a choice

between a low-ealorie Tab cola and a high calorie Coke. The choice

problem might elicit the search for anticipated contingencies which may

generate a verbal statement and image to the effect that if she con

tinuously drinks Tab instead of Coke she YiJ.l loose more weight and
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look better. The anticipated contingency may then serve as a Sd itself

to elicit a Tab drinldng response. If this habit leads to weight loss,

then both the generalized habit of anticipating contingencies and the

babit of drinking Tab vill be reinforced.

Generalized~:

Sd------ anticipation search !!- R2 Sr
(problemsituation) (1) search for anticipated I (1) prediction
drink Tab or Coke2 contingencies validated

(2) assess probabilities of (2) specific
outcomes reinforcement

received
Sd -R Sr

"If drink Tab, will lose drink Tab lose
weight." weight

PaI't of the process of anticipating contingencies consists of generating

s;,ymbols representing possible contingencies and partly consists of

estimating probabilities. This is similar to a decision-making analysis

such as the one provided by Edwrds !ll!!. (1965). Skinner (1957) has

also recognized the importance of assessing probabilities. It is

possible that certain words such as "certainly", "likely", "possibly",

"unlikely", and "impossible" have acquired different strengths or value

as discriminative stimuli due to previous conditioning. The inclusion

of different probability assessor words in an anticipated contingency

statement may influence the statements power as an 3d to elicit other

responses.

This author assumes that the anticipated contingency response is

one that is learned according to learning principles. It is assumed

neither that people are born making explicit predictions nor that they

alwys make them. In any given situation some people w.i.ll "look before
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they leap" and others will not. Whether or not they do depends upon

their learning history. Shaping, modeling, or prompting may have led

to the initial habit of anticipating contingencies. It is assumed that

reinforcement maintains it.

To some degree all anticipated contingency responses are self

control responses. Yet the degree to which a particular response is

integrated lolith a more independent self-control response system is an

important consideration. One general self-control technique Wich a

person might use to actualize his behavioral change goals is to anti-

cipate specific contingencies in specific situations. He can imagine

himself getting fatter for eating the candy bar while seeing it resting

on the table. Some of the hypotheses the author rs experiment are con

cerned with anticipated contingencies and mll be discussed further

belovo

!l:m~-Reinforcement ,Response

In self-instrumental conditioning it may not only be possible for

a self-control response to function as a discriminative stimulus, it

may also be possible for a self-control response to serve as a reinforc

ing stimulus. A ~-reinforcing (self Sr) response is a response which

is made contingent on another response and increases the probability of

the occurrence of the first response. Bandura (1971) has specified

three necessary aspects of a definition of a self-reinforcing event.

First the reinforcer should be freely available to the subj ect during

the entire response sequence (also see earlier discussion).

Second, the self-reinforcement event must include some standard
~,

of performance. The subject must have some criteria for determining
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wether the response ws adequate for the reinforcement to be adminis

tered. Third, the reinforcement agent is the person himself. As per

the earlier discussion he may either administer it directly to himself

or set in motion environmental events that will reinforce him.

Premack (1965) has pointed out that!!! reinforcement situations

can be vievecl as a high-probability response being made contingent upon

a loy-probability response. So some "self-control" may exist in all

reinforcement situations. Hovever, in being consistent with earlier

statements, the prefix "self" is most applicable to behavior change

programs that are self-administered as opposed to being other-adminis

tered. This is equivalent to saying that the term "self-reinforcement"

is most applicable to reinforcing responses integrated with a self

control response system. For Emmlple, alloliling oneself to turn on the

TV because one rS 'WOrk is done is a self-reinforcement response. Here

the person attempts to increase his work behavior. But if someone else

administers the TV only when the 'Work is done, then the TV viewing is

a type of other-administered reinforcer.

It is necessaIJr to shOll that self-Sr is isomorphic to other rein

forcement paradigms in order to demonstrate the meaningfulness of the

concept (see earlier discussion of isomorphism). There has been more

research related to self-reinforcement than with other types of self

conditioning. Again, it is necessary to ShOll that self-reinforcement

functions both as a dependent and independent variable in the 'Way one

'WOuld expect from the literature on reinforcement in order to shOll its

meaning:f'ulness. These issues will be divided into three parts. First,

do traditional learning variables influence the probability of self-Sr
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responses in expected ways? Second, are the self-sr responses effective

reinforcers? Third, do expected variables account for their efficacy

as reinforcers?

Variables Ai'fecting~~-ReinforcementResponse

There is nov a growing body of research wch has in general

supported the assertion that self-reinforcement responses can be con

ditioned in ways lolhich are Similar to the ways other responses are.

Bandura (1971) has more completely revieved evidence concerning

some of the conditions leading to the acquisition and the maintenance

of self-Sr responses. The statements beloy are illustrative of the

evidence.

Differential Reinforcement. Self-Sr responses may be acquired through

differential reinforcement. Kanfer and Marston's (l963a) study provides

evidence of this. Subjects yere reinforced verbally for self-reinforce

ment after making ambiguous subliminal. perception judgements. In

another group they vere verbally punished for their self-reinforcement

responses. These latter subjects came to reinforce themselves at a

much lover rate. In my opinion the Liebert and Allen (1967) study 'Was

also a case of differential reinforcement. Since praise and criticism

by the experimenter ws made contingent on the self-reinforcement re

sponse in the "high rule-structure" group. That group later folioved

rules much better in a self-Sr situation.

Prompting. Another traditional 'WaY of establishing responses is through

prompting or giving instructions. Kanfer and lvTarston (l963b) found

that one group of subjects told to reinforce themselves even if they

yere not too sure did so more than subjects told to reinforce themselves
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only if they vere quite sure they lrere right. Liebert and Allen (1967),

and Mischel and Liebert (1966) have shown that verbal instructions

about the "rules" of self-sr can effect self-sr in expected ways.

Modeling. Hodellng has been shown by Bandura and his associates (cf.

Bandura and Kupers, 1964; Bandura, Grusec, and Menlov, 1967) to in

fluence the acquisition of self-Sr responses as it does other responses.

In their experiments subjects 'Watch a model who reinforces himself at

varying rates for different bOYling scores. The model uses self-praise

or criticism and candy or tokens as reinforcers or pwlishers. It has

been found that children gene~ tend to adopt the reinforcement

standards or rates of the models providing they were appropriate models.

(Bandura, 1971, p.86ff. discusses variables vhich determine the appro

priateness of models in relation to Festinger's social comparison

theory. )

Il!!! Efficacy S:~-ReinrorcementResponses

The most important question concerning the effects of self-rein

forcing responses is wether or not they act as their name suggests:

can these responses act to reinforce other responses? There are a

number of studies relevant to this question. Speidel (1972) has com

pleted a reviev of the efficacy of self-control responses.

A discussion of some of the better and more illustrative studies

of self-reinforcement efficacy follovs.

Kanfer and his associates have done several studies concerning

the efficacy of self-reinforcement. Kanfer and Marston (1963c) found

evidence consistent with the efficacy hypothesis. In Phase I they had

college students select one of four nonsense wrds. Predetermined
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choices vere reinforced by turning on a green light which the ~ had

been told indicated he was correct. There were also three levels of

incentive-green light alone (lov), light and poker chips (medium) and

light, chips, and prizes for chips (high). After each ~ reached

criterion in Phase I, Phase II began. In the acquisition (AC) group

the procedure in Phase I ws continued. The self-reinforcement (SR)

group was told that E vould no longer press the button. Instead they

vere supposed to press the button wen they vere correct. The extinc

tion (m) group suddenly stopped. receiving all reinforcement. The

dependent variable was frequency of correct responses. The result was

that the AC group continued to improve, the SR group remained the same,

and the m group decreased in number of correct choices. The differ

ences in group means was significant. The incentive variable was in

effective. Thus their results are consistent 'With the efficacy of

self-reinforcement hypothesis.

Spiedel oriticizes this experiment on the basis that the SR group

not only started self-Sr, but they vere also told to continue responding

as before. The EXT group was not told this. Her claim is supported by

results of a similar Marston (1964) study in which he did wrn the

extinction group and found they did not decrease in frequency of re

sponding. The issue is not settled however, because it may be that the

effect of the wrning was to cause subjects to administer covert self

reinforcement. A study should be performed wch keeps the ~s occupied

with an irrelevant task so they can not administer self-Sr. Bandura

(1971) has criticized Kanter and Marston for equating "correct" 'With

"reinforcementn• He suggests, for example, that on simple tasks being
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correct my not be nearly as reinforcing as being correct on difficult

ones. He has a good point, but that does not obscure the value of being

correct as a reinforcer.

A second important study was performed by Kanfer and Duerfeldt

(1967). They used a perceptual recognition task in 'tolhich 2S vere

asked to identify figures correctly. The main dependent variable 'Was

number of correct responses. Dtu-ing phase I all groups except the no

reinforcement (NR) group vere given 60% non-contingent reinforcement

of a green light for so-called correct responses. In other words

correct responses vere~ really differentially reinforced. During

phase II the external reinforcement (ER) group was treated as in phase

I after an Jlequipment check" interruption. The self-reinforcement

(SR) group vas asked to reinforce themselves as in the earlier study.

The extinction (EXT) group received no more reinforcement, but also

had an "equipment check" interruption. During phase III all groups

received no more reinforcement. An "equipment check" 'Was also made

prior to phase III.

At the end of phase I there vere no overall differences in number

of correct responses and no significant improvement over trials. At

the end of phase II there vere no overall group differences, but there

'Was a general increase in correct responses across trials. At the end

of phase III there vere overall group differences and general increases.

After phase III, the sa group made more correct responses than all

other groups and the EXT group less than others. There vere no differ

ences between the ER and NR groups. The SR group was also found to

improve in accuracy of reinforcement. The results generally are llhat
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reinforcement theory lo1Ould predict. First, there should be a slight

general improvement due to practice and covert reinforcement for all

groups. Second, since the SR group was the only group which was explic

itlyable to get contingent (self) reinforcement, it should have improv

ed more than others and did. Third, since the ER group was not receiv

ing contingent reinforcement no difference betveen it and the NR group

is expected. The only problem lies in the decrease during phase III of

the EXT group. It ~ have been that the shock of sudden4 getting no

more reinforcement somehow shook their confidence resulting in disrup

tion of the normal covert self-Sr responses.

Bandura and Perloff (1967) have done the best experiment on the

effects of self-reinforcement. The main dependent variable was the

number of cranking responses. The task was to turn a crank at a rate

to match some preselected level of "5, 10, 15, or 20". A bell rang

'When the level ws reached. The explicit reinforcers were poker chips

wch £,S knew could be exchanged for valuable prizes. They performed

alone. In the SR group children were instructed to set their ow

standard, then reinforce themselves. In the ER group the standards

of each.2 were yoked to that of a SR subject. In the incentive control

(IG) group children vere given the entire amount of tokens accumulated

by a yoked SR subj ect at the first of the session. In a second control

group (NR) no tokens were given. Results vere that there was an over

all main ef.fect and that there vere no significant differences between

ER and SR or IG and NR groups. But there were di.fferences between each

reinforcement group and either control group. Thus the results support

ed the efficacy hypothesis.
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A second similar study w.s done to find out if Sr-Er differences

could be explained by the goal setting phenomenon (see above). The

only difference w.s whether the standards were externaJ.ly imposed or

not, neither received tokens. There ws no resultant differences in

cranking rates.

Speidel (1972) concedes that this is a good experiment, but criti

cizes it on the basis of possible demand Characteristics. For ~ may

have been afraid that ! somehoW' could have checked up on them-even

though elaborate precautions were taken. This is of course a possibil

ity.

Another acceptable laboratory experiment by Deysach (1970) also

found positive evidence; but a study by Poultney (1%9) £ailed to. An

applied experiment by Glenn (1970) also got positive results. Other

experiments have more serious shortcomings. The overall evidence from

a variety of experiments tends to corroborate the hypothesis that overt

self-reinforcement can have a facilitative effect upon responses on

which it is contingent. Of course, due to some problems 'With the ex

periments, more work should be done.

Variables Influencing~ Reinforcement~ .E!~-Reinf'orcers

~ §!: !!.! Conditioned Reinforcer

A conditioned reinforcer (cSr) is a reinforcer that has acquired

its reinforcement~ (RV)(i.e. its efficacy as a reinforcer) from

conditioning. Skinner (1938) thought that a cSr could obtain its

reinforcement value either through classical conditioning or instru

mental conditioning. From classical conditioning it would receive its

RV as a conditioned stimulus (CS) from being associated \lith an uncon-
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ditioned stimulus (UCS) wch elicits some emotional response. From

instrmnental conditioning it wuld receive its RV from having previously

been a discriminative stimulus (Sd). An eJaUIlple of the classical con

ditioning being used to change RV wuld be pairing the word "profess-

ional" wi.th pleasant words and then using the \lOrd as a reinforcer

for work behavior.

Establishing Reinforcement~ ThrOUgh Classical Conditioning:

CSI ("good," "outstanding", etc)
CS2 ("professional")

-- CRl (positive emotion)

Applying Reinforcer:
Sd ---------- R -------- cSr

("please york hard") (hard 'WOrk) ("It looks professional")

An example of the instrumental conditioning paradigm being used to

increase RV 'WOuld be letting a child take money to the store and buy

candy ldth it. The money becomes an Sd for an exchange response leading

to a reinforcer. Later he vill 'WOrk to get money.

Establishing Reinforcement~ Through Instrumental Conditioning:

Sdl ---------- Rl -------- SrI
(money) (give it to cashier) (get candy)

Applying Reinforcer:

Sd2 --------- R2 ---------- Sr2
(lflf you mOll yard, (mOll yard) (get money)
you get money")

More recently staats (1968) has hypothesized that classical con-

ditioning of emotional responses is the principle most applicable to

conditioning change in reinforcement value. He has extended this idea

to include words, attitudes, self-reinforcers, various instrumental

responses, etc. So that almost any event or object which can serve as

a stimulus can acquire reinforcement value this Yay. His experiments
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on semantic conciitioning (e. g., staats, staats, & Cra'Wford, 1962) and

conditioning attitudes (e. g., staats & staats, 1958) are consistent with

his assertion that classical conditioning can be important. Staats

(1963, 1968, 1971) more specifically has discussed examples of hOli

response-produced stimuli can acquire RV through classical conditioning.

He also considers "guilt" to be a self-punisher established this wy.

One example he gives is of a child Which has had positive experiences

Paired with imitating others, so that after awhile imitation per se

may be reinforcing. A golfer may work very hard to learn to swing his

club like he sees pictures of Arnold Palmer doing it. In both of these

examples it is the matching per se that becomes reinforcing. It is not

clear the place Staats gives proprioceptive feedback as "response

produced stimuli. n Hull and Mowrer more obviously have given it a

central place. However, Kelleher (1966) presents an argument question

ing the necessity of proprioceptive stimuli intervening betlleen re

sponses in response sequences. Some response sequences (e.g., some

piano playing) seem to occur too quickly to allow for this type of feed

back.

staats's argument has particular appeal because of his thesis that

"emotional responses" under1y reinforcement value. This seems appealing

in the light of the evidence relating optional levels of stimulation and

arousal to increased motivation (cf. Appley, 19'10; Berlyne, 1967;

Bindra, 1969; Hunt, 1965). There has been more evidence that classical

conditioning principles apply to the learning of emotional responses

than instrumental conditioning does (Kimble, 1961). staats's viell pre

sents a potential theoretical bridging principle between arousal and

reinforcement research.
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It is apparently not the intention of staats to hold that instru

mental paradigm procedures cannot lead to effective changes in rein

forcement value, but that classical conditioning underlies this process.

There has been quite a bit of experimental vork on the issue of

what principle underlies conditioned reinforcement. Both paradigms

have proved successful. Keller and Schoenfield (1950) have taken the

cSr as Sd position. They cite tliO studies which apparent4" failed to

find any cSr effect after a classical conditioning paradigm ws used.

Kelleher (1966) provides the best review of the evidence.

It might be helpful to discover any isomorphism between acquisi

tion of reinforcement value and variables affecting these two condition

ing principles. Jenkins and Bersh (1951) found that optimum intervals

between cSr and established Sr were 0.5 to 1.0 second-the same as in

classical conditioning.

Kelleher also cites an experiment in wich Stein (1958) attempted

to minimize "operant responding" during conditioning of rats. He did

so by pairing a tone with brain stimulation.· The tone then became an

effective reinforcer for pressing a lever.

Kelleher's own research on rats provides a third attack on the

problem. He has compared chained and tandem schedules of reinforce

ment. He has found that a vhite light can come to serve as an effective

cSr by being intermittantly paired with food even though no programmed

response occurs bet\leen the Wite light and the presentation of food.

On the other hand other lights serving as Sd for the response leading

to food did not always function as reinforcers. This evidence is more

consistent with a classical conditioning explaination. Kelleher (p.209)
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overall concludes, "The available evidence suggests that stimuli are

established as conditioned reinforcers b,y means of respondent condi

tioning."

Actua.11y, the lack of occurrence of a programmed response does

not mean that a response did not intervene. At this point it is

impossible to rule out either principle as an explaination of how

neutral stimuli, such as self-control responses, may come to acquire

reinforcement value. For the purposes of this review it seems more

valuable to point out that both conditioning procedures have been

used successfully to increase the reinforcement value of neutral

stimuli. It is assumed that self-reinforcement responses acquire

reinforcement value the same basic way that other neutral stimuli do.

There is some evidence to support this assertion. Both Ascher and

Cautela (1972) and Miller and Clark (1970) used classical conditioning

procedures to ~~cees~~"'Y increase the reinforcement value of 8elf

administered reinforcing stimuli. Cautela and Ascher used covert self

reinforcing stimuli and Miller and Clark used overt reinforcing stimuli.

These experiments will be described in more detail below.

~ Specific Variables Increasing Reinforcement~ .2!: Conditioned

Reinforcers. In ordaI' to maximize the reinforcement value of the cSr

one would need to knoW' what parameters affect it. Kelleher (1966) and

Wike (1969) have concluded that a number of variables have been shown to

increase cSr of sn;JDB1s. One is a shorter interval between presentation

of the cSr and the established reinforcer. Another is higher frequency

(or probability) of reinforcement folloving cSr (p.lS9). Another is to

create a generalized cSr by pairing the cSr with a multitude of estab-
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llshed reinforcers. This might suggest wy words like Itgood, It Itbeauti-

fullt, and "honest" and why general attitudes and moral principles may

have such a strong effect.

The parameters of the presentation of the cSr which affect the

cSr's influence on instrumental conditioning is a separate issue. Ap

parently conditioned reinforcers can come to function much in the same

wy as other reinforcers. For example it has been show (cf. Keleher,

1966) that various differences in schedules of reinforcement using cSr

have expected effects.

~-ControlResponse Systems--Combined Functions .2! Stimuli

In the earlier two sections it was pointed out that self-control

responses may serve discriminative or reinforcing functions in self

in.strumental condition.i.ng. Also it vas pointed out that they can serve

as stimuli in self-classical conditioning. It is assumed that in many

cases the same stimulus may serve any or all of these functions. For

example if the word "good" is used to describe a book it may serve as

a Sd by causing the listener to read the book. At the same time it

can serve as a previously conditioned stimulus and cause the book to

elicit positive emotional responses it did not before. Finally, the

word "good" can be used as a Sr. It could be used to describe Johnny's

behavior as he reads the book.

staats (1969) has discussed in some detail hypotheses concerning

the human motivation system. He calls this the ARD system. By this

he means that motivational stimuli may function as attitudes (A),

reinforcers (R), or discriminative stimuli (D). Staats means to in

clude motivational stimuli covered by such traditional terms as emotions,
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values, needs, drives, goals, reinforcers, attitudes, etc. As has been

mentioned the principle by which he presumes the ARD stimuli acquire

their value is through. classical conditioning. Staats has described

hypothetical "behavior repertoires" (here called response systems)

which he says include many of the self-control functions that have been

described. These repertoires include imitative skills; achievement

standards; verbal-motor, verbal-emotional, and verbal-reinforcer skills;

and others.

Many of the more general skills can be used either as self-control

skills or as skills for controlling others. For example one can praise

a friend for going on a diet, or the friend can praise himself. Each

may be the application of a verbal rule (the instrumental conditioning

principle) to change a particular habit (eating). The only difference

is the target of the response. So in a sense many general skills can

be considered part of one' s self-control response systems.

Even if there were not unique skills (which there probably are)

that a particular individual has developed for changing his ow be

havior, the concept of a self-control response system might still be

quite useful. For it still could be used to describe which set of skills

are actually used to change one's ow behavior. Thus it might be a

category cutting across some of staats' description of repertoires.

Here is an example from a different field of endeavor. An automobile

engine may conveniently be said to consist of a fuel system, electrical

system, etc. However, when examjning faulty starting problems, it may

be more useful to think of the starter and carburetor each as part of

the starting system, and the lights as part of another system.
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Kanfer's (1971) model of a self-control system includes the three

aspects of self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-reinforcement.

He thinks that the initial stimulus for this system's activity may be

some sort of disruption of normal chains of (automatic) behavior (cf.

Mandler, 1964). Then the person pays attention to feedback from re

sponses (self-moDitoring) compares it to relevant social or personal

standards (self-evaluation), then reinforces himself according to

previous standards of self-reinforcement (self-reinforcement).

The new standards then may serve as Sd for future responses. The

term "shaping" has often been used to describe a similar process when

the target person vas someone other than the shaper. Thus this process

could be called n~-,!hapinga, it includes both self-discrimination

and self-reinforcement.

Kimble and Permuter (1970) have emphasized the "automatization"

aspect of the self-shaping process. Automatization is the process of

developing an automatic habit through self-control behaviors•

.§.!1t-Punishment~ ~-Extinction

The focus of attention in this paper is on self-reinforcement.

There have been a number of studies utilizing a self-punishment para

digm (see Boberg, 1968; Cautela and associates' work in covert sen

sitization discussed below; Martin, 1971; Kanter & Phillips, 1970,

p.435; and Weingaertner, 1969). Ev~n though these are an important

type of studies of self-control behavior they will not be reviewed

here.



CHAPTER III

COVERT CONDITIONING

Covert conditioning is an:y conditioning process \lhich is presumed

to include covert responses as an important part of the process. Covert

responses are responses 'Which are not directly observable. They can

also function as stimuli for other responses. A number of examples of

covert conditioning have already been given including the controlling

function of expectancies, self-instruction, and covert self-reinforce

ment.

General Problems ~ Studying Covert Phenomena

There are some major problems in defining and studying covert

responses (also see Reese, 1971). It seems that until such time as a

device is invented for directly measuring these responses (if they in

fact "exist") then the concept can maintain at best the status of an

intervening variable or hypothetical construct depending upon the par

ticular author rs definition and the amount of "surplus meaning" in the

definition (see MacCorquodale & Meehl, 1948). To give the concept of

covert response the status of an intervening variable it is necessary

to define it both in terms of observable antecedent conditions which

effect it and in terms of observable consequent conditions which it in

turn effects. In addition the experimental antecedents and consequences

which define the concept of the covert response in question should be

relatively independent of the experimental events it is supposed to

explain. In talking about the interrelation of intervening variables

so called converging definitions should be used (cf. Cronbach & Heehl,

1955).

37



Staats (1963, pp.92-94) provides the example of defining a think-
..

ing response using Miller's (1935) experiment in Wich he trained

subjects to have a GSR response to saying the letter liT" overtly. Then

he asked subj ects to think of "Til wen they see one dot and. think of

the number "4" on every other dot. It ws found that the GSR response

was stronger to the dots to which they vere supposed to think of "T".

Here the observable, presumed antecedent of the covert "think T"

response ws every other dot plus the instructions to "think Tn, while

the observable presumed consequence ws the GSR response. Once the

"think T" intervening variable had been defined using a series of

experiments like Miller's, then the "think T" variable could be used in

other experiments. For example one group of subjects could be asked to

remember what some ambiguous figure looked like after being trained to

"think Til in an earlier phase. Other subjects could be trained to

"think four" first. Later on it might be possible to measure differences

in GSR and verbal report to see if "thinking Tn during recall helped

elicit a better drawing of the ambiguous figure. This wuld be an

independent check on the assumed mediation of thinking T by the members

of the experimental group.

The hypothetical extension of the Miller experiment is illustrative

of a methodology that can be used for studying covert responses. Ob-

viously, it is more tenuous and requires more effort than simply observ-

ing responses directly as can be done in experiments on overt responses.

Nonetheless, until wys of directly observing covert responses are found,

this method must be relied upon.
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Applying this methodology to covert conditiomng it is advanta

geous to begin by assuming that principles which apply to overt con

ditioning apply to covert conditioning as yell. The more that it is

found that some variables function the same wy in covert conditioning

as overt conditioning the more reason there is for believing others

did also. AlthOUgh it is not possible to be sure for each variable

until that variable is actually tested carefully (cf. Popper, 1938).

Even though there are many methodological problems in studying

covert responses, it is important that the study of covert phenomena

continue. Even Skinner (1957) seems to recognize the importance of

covert conditioning phenomena-especially covert verbal and motiva

tional behavior. Hoyever, he seems very reluctant to encourage research

on covert phenomena at present because covert behavior can not be

directly observed and he dislikes the use of intervening variables in

research.

This author disagrees. Not only should ney methods be developed

for studying covert behavior but also current methods be used to what

ever degree they can. To attempt to systematically ignore covert pheno

mena in research, as some have done, will not help. More adequate

theories concerning covert behavior need to be developed. E:x:perimen

tation on practical applications based upon these theories should also

be encouraged. This not only may lead to indirect testing of the theory

(cf. Popper, 1938), but also may lead to the development of useful

methods in applied psychology. In the area of applied psychology, pro

blems must be dealt with immediately. If methods are not developed from

the best theories available-even though the theories have not been
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i'ul1y tested-then someone Yill use a method based upon a less adequate

ly tested theory. That poorer theory may be no more than a personal

hunch! Systematic desensitization illustrates the successful develop

ment of an applied method from a theory that is not fu.l1y supported.

The experiment suggested here is an attempt to develop a useful method

of behavior change from a somewhat untested theory of covert condition

ing. This theory is an extrapolation from sound principles of learning

developed from research on overt behavior.

lli Status 2! Covert Verbal !!!£ Covert Image Responses

!!;§. Intervening Variables

A number of authors have hypothesized the importance of covert ver

bal and covert image responses and attempted to describe some of their

similarities and differences. staats (1963) probably goes into more

detail than anyone else in describing specific response systems that

may ordinarily be assumed covert (e. g., reading, arithmetic, and reason

ing behavior). Relevant research is also reviewed.

For e:xample staats assumes that "round meaning" 'WOrds such as globe,

bulb, and marbles each tend to wcit one common meaning response and

that "angular meaning" 'W'Ords tend to elicit a different common meaning

response. He further assumed that meaning could be transferred by

classical conditioning procedures. Staats, staats, and Heard (1961)

found that subjects presented nonsense syllables paired Yith the first

set of words rated the nonsense syllables as meaning "round" and non

sense syllables paired with the second set they rated as meaning "angu_

lar". Another experiment by Russell and Storms (1955) demonstrates even

more clearly the po'W'er of presuming covert verbal mediation. They used



verbal association norms to construct B-C-D sequences of words (e.g.,

stem-floyer-smell) • Then they taught A-B sequences to subj ects, where

A 'Was a nonsense syllable and B was the first Yord in the presumed

already existing sequence. Then they learned half A-D and half A-X

pairs, where X was a non-associate to B and C. They expected that the

B-C yords wuld mediate an increase in tendency to elicit D given A.

The results supported their assertion.

Skinner (1957) also discussed verbal behavior which is presumed

to be covert. Hoyever, Paivio (1971) has made the greatest systematic

effort to review relevant experimental evidence concerning the status

of covert image and verbal responses as intervening variables. His

conclusion is cautious, but encouraging.

We have reviewed the functional significance of imaginal
and verbal symbolic processes in relation to problems of
meaning, perception, learning, memory, and language. We
have found that each of these overlapping areas (and re
search therein) could be conceptualized reasonably con
sistently 'Wi.thin the framewrk of a model based on the
postulated functional characteristics of the two s,ymbolic
systems (p.525).

Paivio has amassed an impressive set of' evidence ToThich not only

seems to illustrate the utility of theorizing about covert phenomena,

but also goes far in defining as separate variables covert imagery and

covert verbal behavior. For example he has shown that latencies for the

reported discovery of image mediators are greatly affected by the con-

creteness-abstractness variable of the initial stimulus Yord. But the

discovery of verbal mediators is not so affected (e.g., a subject may

more quic~ generate an image associated to the word "horse" than the

word "truth", but he may generate 'Word associates with equal facility.
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Paivio has also asked ~ to drav the covert image or wite the covert

yord which served as a mediator betYeen the stimulus and response word

in a verbal memory task. He found that the imagery mediators vere more

affected by the concreteness of the stimulus 'WOrd than the verbal

mediators were.

There have also been some very interesting experiments Yhich have

shown that imagery instructions and presumed mediating stimuli have had

effects that one would expect the actual situation represented by the

imagery to have. For example Leuba (1940) pairing the ringing of a bell

v.i.th the smell of cresote found that subjects reported that they smelled

creosote later when the bell was rtUlg. An elegant explaination 'WOuld be

that a covert sensory (image) response ws classically conditioned to the

bell. Leuba and Dunlap (1951) paired a red diamond on a card v.i.th a

tin snapper sound. Later the subjects reported seeing the red diamond

on the card when the snapper was clicked. Bykov (1957) instructed ~s

to imagine they were responding to commands such as IIget ready to york";

that led to an increase in GSR and heart rate. Antrobus and Singer (1964)

found vertical eye movements when ~s yere asked to imagine a trampo

linist and horizontal ffYe movements when ~ yere asked to imagine some

one playing tennis.

The york of the investigators discussed is only illustrative of

hoy effective instructions to use covert responses and setting up sit

uations to cause covert responding has been in research on problems

in many areas. Other examples will folloY.

Covert Classical Conditioning

staats has used the principle of classical conditioning of media-
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ting (covert) responses to explain a number of important experimental

findings. They include sensory preconditioning (see Kimble, 1961,

p. 215), mediated and semantic generalization (staats, 1963, pp. 98ff. ) ,

and conditioned evaluation meaning (pp.14Off.). The last phenomenon

has already been illustrated by the staats, staats, and Heard (1961)

and Russell and Storms (1955) experiments discussed earlier. The Miller,

Leuba, and Bykov experiments presented earlier can also be elegantly

analyzed using the classical conditioning principle.

Covert Classical conditioning is a procedure in which either the

UCS, the CS, the UCR, or the CR is covert. staats (1963, 1971) pre

sented a number of examples of covert classical conditioning. If

Mr. Jones uses the word "ugly" to label his own face, then his face

may come to ellcit some of the same aversive emotional responses as

the 'Word "ugly".

There is a large body of literature which is relevant to the topic

of covert classical conditioning including much of the imagery desen

sitization literature. The topic is mentioned here only to point to

its potential importance as a covert self-control procedure and to set

the stage for a later discussion of the problem of operationally dis

tinguishing between covert classical conditioning and covert instru

mental conditioning.

Studies ~ Covert Instrumental Conditioning

Covert instrumental conditioning is any instrumental conditioning

procedure which involves one or more covert responses as principle ele

ments in the procedure. A:ny or all of the Sd, R, or Sr may be covert.
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Skinner (1953, 1957), staats (Staats, 1963; 1968), and others seem to

think that covert responses can function as 00, R, or Sr in instrumen

tal conditioning paradigms. This author agrees.

Covert ~-Discrimination

Some examples of covert self-discrimination, such as the use of

expectancies and anticipated behavioral contingencies, have already been

presented. Several authors have suggested the systematic use of anti

cipated behavioral contingencies in applied settings. All of the methods

have the subj ects actually imagine or say positive consequences of

desired responses and/,or negative consequences of undesired responses.

Ferster, Nurnberger, and Levitt (1962), for example, have suggested that

target persons imagine in detail ultimate aversive consequences of

eating and pair vords with these unpleasant images. The wrds then can

be used when tempted to eat.

Homme (1965) has proposed a similar method in \Jhich he suggests

that in the presence of the usual 3d to smoke one might try making the

following series of responses: sayan anti-smoking slogan, say a pro

non-smoking slogan, and then do something to get out of the situation.

Cautela (1968) also suggests that his methods of covert sensitization,

reinforcement, etc. could be used in the situation before the actual

overt response is made as a self-control procedure.

One point that is not made clear by some of these theorists is

whether they think the presentation of covert self-discrimination re

sponses has the first or second of the following effects. This method

may have the primary effect of reinforcing desireable and punishing

other, undesireable discriminative responses (desires, urges, drives,
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wishes, goals, etc.) that precede the target response. Or the se1.f-

discri.mi.nation response may have the priInary effect of serving as a

Sd i tseU for desireab1e responses which follov it. This author thinks

that both may be effects of this method, but favors the latter. Homme

apparently thinks the main effect is to decrease the probability of

linking the Sd to R because of the simple interruption. He bases this

hypothesis upon contiguity theory.

! ~-Discriminative Response Paradigm:

Sd----,- R1 ------ R2 ------ Sr
(others (avoid (.fee1 better
smoking) emoting).social approval

•self-respect)
R,------,Sr

(1) (imagine (imagine
smoke) cancer, etc.)

(2) (imagine (imagine
non-smoke) - health)

Another problem which most of the authors have overlooked is the

question of what maintains the effort to interj ect this sequ.ence of

covert responses into one's normal habits.? Expected, but de~ed.rein

forcanent may be responsible for the interjection of these self-control

responses. Hovever, it may be necessary to set up artificial or exter-

na1 reinforcements to maintain the interjection of responses if the

delayed reinforcement is too weak. In cases where a subj ect is expected

to imagine an aversive event in the chain, it seems that this would be

so intrinsically punishing that there would be a strong tendency for

this response to drop out quickly. It seems that imagining positive

consequences of desireable behaviors would have a much greater likeli

hood of staying in the sequence longer. Most authors have not discussed
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this problem. This may be one of the reasons that some of the results

of this method of covert self-control have been disappointing. For

example Tyler and straughan (1970) report an experiment following Homme's

procedure in which the "coverant" group lost an average of only. 75

pounds in nine weeks-not greater than the control group or a group

employing :Mee' s breathholding technique. Furthermore they report sub

jects had a difficult time interjecting the extra responses. Kreutzer

(1968) found no significant effects of Homme's method. straud-Johnson

(1968) found significant effects using Homme's method over a control

group and found it equal to Mee's breathholding technique.

Gardner (1971) used Homme's method in an experiment on smoking in

which he found more positive results than some of the other experiments

discussed. Subjects in the Coverant Control Positive group were first

asked to smoke three cigarettes per session for three sessions during

which they also used stethoscopes to monitor respiratory and cricula

tory changes. Then they were to reinforce themselves 'With high pro

bability behavior for imagining these sounds whenever they 'Wanted a

cigarette. A second group of .§S in the Coverant Control Negative group

were to follow desires to smoke with low probability behaviors. There

'Was a control group for each treatment procedure. The control proce

dures were similar except no attempt was made to control contingencies.

It 'Was found that the positive strategy resulted in more .§S completely

terminating smoking at the end of treatment than the negative strategy.

However, at a follow-up four months later the positive effects of the

first strategy had disappeared. The differences in results using the

positive control and negative control strategy are in line with the
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above exp1ainations concerning difficulty v.i.th Homme's method as it

has been applied (i.e. §.S artificially reinforced for interjecting the

response reduced smoking more). It seems important to find a strong

enough reinforcer for the interjection of the coverant control responses

into the normal behavior sequence.

Covert Behavior Rehearsal

Covert behavior rehearsal is like overt behavior rehearsal (cf.

Kelly~ 1955; Wolpe, 1969) in which subjects simply practice interper

sonal or other responses which they hope to make skillfully in some

other setting. The difference is that they simply imagine themselves

performing the response, instead of actually doing it. Behavior rehear

sal is probably a form of instrumental conditioning in Yhich the rein

forcers are often unspecified or not controlled. A student in this

author's class who 'Was a marksman, for eJ09Jllple, did a project in which

he kept track of veetly shooting scores. During a baseline period his

scores were steady, but during a period including daily covert rehearsal

his veekly scores improved steadily. Richardson (1969, p.56) reports a

study by Clark (1960) in Yhich covert rehearsal improved basketball

shooting. Richardson (1969) also reports a study by himself and Stuart

in Yhich they had students v.ith no previous experience covertly practice

on an olympic highbar. Four groups vere preselected according to scores

on the Betts (Sutcliff, 1965) and Gordon (1950) imagery ability tests

(see Richardson, 1969). The tests measured high and loy vividness of

imagery (VI) and high and loy subject control over imagery (CI). The

~s found the expected order of rated actual performance-the high CI,
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low VI group first; the high CI, loW' VI group second; the high VI, loW'

CI group third; and the loY' CI, loW'VI group last.

HcFall and Marston (1970) report a study on overt behavior re

hearsal 'Which is relevant here and in later contexts. They used special

solicitation procedures to recruit nonassertive .§.s. All 42 .§.S vere seen

for one pretreatment session. Treatment groups were seen for four one

hour sessions individually over a three week period. There were four

groups-tva treatment and two control. All.§.s were given a battery of

tests including a role-playing test of assertiveness. It had a situa

tion like the ones used for treatment where the .§. 'WaS asked to imagine

a situation then tell how he would respond in it. On the first day of

treatment the two treatment groups were given a treatment rationale.

Then they listened to taped scenes such as one describing how a gas

station attendent performed unrequested maintenance upon the subject's

car. The §.s were asked to make as assertive a response as appropriate

"When a bell rang. In the "feedback" condition .§S then listened to their

recorded response. In the "B2,-feedback" condition, they were asked to

think about their response. Then the.§. made a verbal evaluation of his

performance in relation to some general guidelines. Each of the six

scenes was rehearsed four times. The second treatment session was like

the first except that the scenes now included a description of an asser

tive response by the.§. and a negative, unfriendly reply by the mechanic.

Then the bell rang and the procedure was continued as in the first ses

sion. Sessions 3 and 4 were like 1 and 2 except six neY' scenes were used.

In the placebo therapy control group two advanced clinical students

helped ,2s explore their problem. In the ,!!2-treatment control group ,2s
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explore their problem. In the ~-treatment control group ,2S vere told

they would have to wi.t for treatment. Later all ,2S vere brought in to

a second assessment session. Also, all Ss were phoned by an accomplice

wo had once been a professional salesman and timed to see how long it

took them to make their first refusal and to get him off the line. Re

sults were some'What encouraging. Combined treatment groups did better

than combined controls on the lfolpe-Lazarus Assertive Scale and role

playing test, the two treatment and placebo-treatment control groups

were alike and scored better than the no-treatment control group on

self-ratings of amdety and satisfaction. In the phone test an overall

combined measures score showed significant differences between treat

ment and controls. But none of the separate phone measures reached

significance.

McFall and Lillesand (1971) performed a ver:y similar study. They

had 11 students in each of three groups--an overt and covert treatment

and one control. Their treatment 'Was considerably shorter than McFall

and ~arstonrs using a total of only two sessions instead of six. The

only tests they used were the "Conflict-Resolution Inventor:y" Yhich

the,y had designed to test assertiveness and a new role-playing test

simila,r to the old one. In the first session all ,2s were given the two

tests. They were seated alone in the room. Control~ ,2S were told

that the test 'Was the treatment and were dismissed. ~ and covert

groups received exactly the same recorded scenes except for two differ

ences. The overt ,2s were asked to respond aloud and the covert ,2s to

only imagine themselves responding. Also, overt,2s heard replays of

their responses and covert ,2s were asked to reflect upon their response.
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Both groups received a treatment rationale, then received refusal

training in five situations. The presentation sequence included pre

sentation of the responses of one female and one male model, coaching

by the narrator, the replay or reflection, and a second response by,2.

The treatment took a total of about 20 minutes. In the second

session there 'Were several phases. First, a treatment like the one

in the first session 'Was used using five ney scenes. Next, the role

playing test and eRr vere readministered. Then, three to five days

later, ,2s 'Were called and asked to help the phoner stuff envelopes for

three hours.

The Conflict Resolution Inventory has tw parts. On the global

rating of self-assertiveness all groups showed significant improvement

w.i..th no differences between groups. On the specific refusal situations

the combined treatment groups had a greater effect than the control

group (including overall...1 difference). On the role-playing tests,

the covert group improved more than the overt which improved more than

the control. On both the Conflict Resolution Inventory and role tests

analysis showed the covert group performed significantly better in the

situations designed to test for generalization effects. In the phone

situation the trend 'WaS in the expected direction, but results were not

significant.

This is a very interesting study that seems Yell executed. However,

there are still some problems. First, there is a possibility that their

control group is not an adequate placebo control. Also, there is an

unfortunate confounding. The covert and overt groups differed not only

on overtness of response, but also on wether they heard a replay of
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their own response. Sarason (1970) found that 'Watching video replays of

behavior rehearsal actually was less effective than having no such.feed

back. There is another problem concerning the use of the role-playing

scenes and Conflict Resolution Inventory. Each had scenes highly simi

lar to the treatment scenes. It could be that just listening to these

treatment scenes could cause improvement. The role of responding and

reinforcement remains unclear. The similarity betveen the Conflict

Resolution Inventory, role test scenes, and training scenes also leaves

the question of generalization of effects unclear. The resUlts:.of the

phone test are somewhat discouraging. Houever, considering that treat

ment lasted a total of about 40 minutes, and the trend 'WaS in the right

direction, all may not be lost. Considering the brevity of treatment,

the overall results seem encouraging.

Both of these McFall studies seem promising and are procedurally

very similar to the author rs experiment. The main theoretical differ

ence is in the use of reinforcement. McFall and his associates did not

explicitly manipulate reinforcement in either study. Hovever, some

reinforcement is obvious in both cases. In the first study the.§s eval

uated their ow response according to some guidelines they had been

given. In °l:,he second study the §.s received feedback by listening to

hoy models responded and were then given coaching. Covert self-rein

forcement and punishment should result as a consequence of comparing

their own behavior to those standards. The similarities and differences

in behavior betYeen first and second responses to the scenes shoud re

flect these reinforcement and punishment effects. However, the authors

did not report these results.
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Covert Reinforcement

Covert reinforcement is a self-conditioning process in which the

response of reinforcing oneself cannot be directly observed b.1 others.

It seems that covert reinforcement could be used to reinforce either

overt or other covert responses. Skinner (1953, 1957) and Staats

(1963, 1968) and others have discussed covert reinforcement and given

numerous examples. Homme (1965, 1966) was one of the early witers to

discuss covert reinforcement explicit1y at some length. He hypothe

sized (follov.i.ng Premack, 1965) that high probability covert responses

could be used as reinforcers for loY' probability responses.

Also, the paradigm he suggested for applied treatment has been dis

cussed under covert discrimination since it occurs before the target

response and seems to act more as a Sd (see the earlier discussion).

Cautela and his associates have done most of the research in the

area of covert reinforcement. He, like the author, seems to think that

covert responses can serve effectively as reinforcers or punishers in

wys isomorphic to overt responses. He has investigated covert rein

forcement, negative reil1f'orcement, extinction, and punishment paradigms

to demonstrate this isomorphism. Generally, his results have been en

couraging.

General Description .2f Cautela's Covert Reinforcement Procedure. Cautela's

(1970) general clinical procedure for covert reinforcement is as folloW's.

(1) First some assessment procedure is used for identifying high rein

forcement value (RV) scenes. The main device for this is the Reinforce

ment SUrvey Schedule (RSS) (Cautela & Kastenbaum, 1967). In this test

a total of 54 different activities, objects and situations are listed
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and .§S rate each on a 5 point scale. After taking this test the .§

ranks the items rated highest in the RSS. In doing this the .2 is asked

to actually imagine himself in the scene. Other sources of getting

information about RV's may also be used.

(2) Cautela doesn't say a~ng about any other preliminar,y steps he

goes through; hOlvever, surely he must offer some rationale to the sub

ject. In a description of "covert sensitization" (Cautela &Wisocki,

1971) he says his second step is explaining the rationale.

(3) If scenes describing the behavior and setting are to be used, they

are then constructed at this time. Cautela believes that there is no

need to construct a hierarchy as in desensitization if approach respon-

ses are the target behaviors. If avoidance behaviors are the problem,

then incompatible approach behaviors are reinforced.

(4) Next, the.§ is told that when the therapist says the word "rein-

forcement, II he should imagine a certain reinforcing scene then raise

his right index finger to signal when he has a clear image of the scene.

(5) Scenes are then presented tY.ice. An example follows of the presen-

tation of a scene to a male treated for homosexuality "Who 'Was reluctant

to call a girl for a date.

I wnt you to imagine that you are home in the ki.tchen and
YOU say to yourself, "I think I'll call Jane for a date."
~1hen you have that scene clearly, raise your finger. (As
soon as he raises his finger to signal clear imagery, the
experimenter says, "Reinforcement. II) Was the delivery of
the reinforcement clear? All right, let's continue. .After
you've decided to call Jane, you 'Walk toward the phone and
you start dialing. Raise your finger wen this is clear.
("Reinforcement. II) .All right, now you have finished dial
ing. Jane answers. You say, "Hello" and ask her if she
is free Saturday night and tell her that you wuld like to
take her out. Raise your finger wen this is clear.
("Reinforcement.") Now do the w.ole procedure yourself.
Imagine you decide to call. Deliver a reinforcement to
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yourself, then imagine you axe dialing, then deliver a
reinforcement to yourself. Then imagine you axe asldng
for a date and again deliver a reinforcement to yourself.
When you axe all finished, raise y01ll' right index finger.
Noy take your time. f.fake sure you get clear imagery.
You can see the kitchen. You can see and feel the phone,
etc. Also try to imagine that you are comfortable and
confident Yhile you are in the kitchen going through the
procedure. All right. Start. (Cautela, 1970).

Cautela suggests that several reinforcing scenes be used to prevent

satiation.

(6) The S is then told to practice at home twice per day and is encour-

aged to perform the relevant~ behaviors during the veek. He is

ilso told to deliver the same covert reinforcement to himself in the

actual situation.

Applied Studies .2! Covert Reinforcement. Wisocki (1970) reports a

successful treatment of a 27-year-old female for obsessive-compulsive

behaviors such as compulsive clothes-folding. She combined a covert

punishment technique for too much folding with a covert reinforcement

procedure like the one described above to get the subject to do alter-

native activities such as stopping and looking at the children outside,

going shopping, and folding clothes hurriedly. According to the

patient's records v.i.thin six weeks average times for bedmaking de-

creased from 30 to 10 minutes, rinsing dishes from 60 to 20 minutes,

clothes folding 'Was done in one quick trip, and sexual relations tdth

her husband improved. Three and 12 month followps shoved no relapse.

Cautela. (197la) also briefly described two additional cases in which

covert reinforcement worked. Unfortunately he reports no overall suc-

cess rates, etc. The studies by Homme and associates have already been

discussed.
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Laboratory Studies .2! Covert Reinforcement. Cautela (1970) reports an

unpublished study by himself, Steffan, and Wish in TJhich they shoved

§.S slides of circles. The.§sf task ws to estimate the diameters of

the circles. The covert; reinforcement (COR) 'WaS given the yord "rein

forcement" folloYing overestimation (or underestimation) of the circles.

Apparently a procedure similar to the one described above omitting

steps 2, 3, and 5 'Was used. There 'Were four control groups. One group

was given!!2 covert reinforcement (No COR), one group ws given B2E;-.£2a

tingent COR, one group was given the word "reinforcement" 'Without in

structions to imagine scenes (social reinforcement), and one group was

asked to imagine neutral scenes after over-or underestimation. The

COR group had more over-or underestimations than any other group.

The investigators made a good attempt to eliminate alternative ex

plainations. They didnrt say if the Irneutral scene" group received

the word "reinforcement lr also, but this seems like it would be the best

control. Then it could probably be assumed that effects were due to

differences in RV of the scenes. Hovever, whether that reinforcement

is due to information about the social correctness of his response or

due to the inherent RV in imagining dull scenes might not be a sign that

they did very veIl. Then there is always the possibility that demand

characteristics of the experiment (orne, 1962) influenced the outcome,

though by use of the "reinforcement" and Irneutral scenes" groups de

mand characteristics may have been partially controlled for. Another

question that remains unanswered is 'What 'Were the subjects doing during

the time they were supposed to be imagining scenes? All that can be

said is that they 'Were instructed to imagine and that they reported (by
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the finger raising) that they did. This then appears to be Cautela's

operational definition of imagery. This does nothing to take awy

from the importance of the procedure, but it does not provide much

additional information about the nature of the presumed covert responses.

Cautela (197la) reports an unpublished study by Kropp to test

effects of covert reinforcement on children's statements about them

selves. He used 34 children wo had varying clinical diagnoses of

problems. They vere administered a standardized self-concept scale in

Yhich the !d wuld read i tams such as, "I am satisfied vith the way I

am. If The child was to ansver "true" or "false". In the covert ~

forcem(;)nt (COR) group the ! read the items one day later to them and

asked them to imagine a pleasant scene. The~ reinforcement group

folioved the same procedure except the reinforcement 'Was candy or a

token. In the control~ no reinforcement uas given. Retests one

hour and tvo i-reeks later both shoved the COR group had changed signi

ficantlyand the other groups had not, though no report is given we

ther the change 'Was significantly greater than the other tvo groups.

Kropp's study 'Was not as yell controlled as the previous one; but it

appears to fit the covert reinforcement paradigm.

In another study Ascher and Cautela (1972) first asked .§s to

estimate the size of circles in order to establish a baseline. ,2s

in the experimental group vere asked to imagine "the most noxious sit

uation that you have ever experienced". Then they vere asked to "ima_

gine that the bell is ringing, and as you imagine this, the noxious

scene 'Will disappear". Thus it appears that a classical conditioning

type procedure 'Was used to condition the formerly neutral bell so that
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it would acquire reinforcement value from being paired 'With the termina

tion of the aversive stimulus. During this stage.§s in control group

A imagined scenes of the ringing bell and scenes of the aversive event,

but these images vere not paired. Subj ects in control group B took

part in an informal intervieW' and did not imagine scenes. During the

next stage of the experiment all .§S were taken to a room in much they

vere asked to estimate the size of circles. In a counterbalanced design

the ~ said the yord "bell" to .§.S whenever some overestimated and when

others underestimated the sizes of the circles. It was found that .§S

in the experimental group over-and underestimated the sizes of the

circles more than .§S in the control groups. The control group means

did not differ significantly. Apparently the authors considered that

during the first phase of the experiment a covert negative reinforce

ment procedure 'Was used. A classical conditioning paradigm seems more

appropriate. During the second phase of the experiment, apparently

the ~ saying the word "bell" ws the overt reinforcing event. One can

not knov wether this VlaS reinforcing because of the previous associa

tion of the word "bell" with the image of the bell ringing or wether

the ~ saying the word "bell" elicited an image of a ringing bell, Yhich

was reinforcing. The former case would be an example of overt reinforce

ment, the latter of covert reinforcement. Therefore this experiment

uas not a good test of the covert reinforcement hypothesis.

In another experiment Fla.nn.ery (1972) performed an experiment in

which he found nurses Yith strong fears of laboratory rats. He divided

them into three groups and tested the effects of three procedures upon

reported fear of rats and actual approach to the rats. All.§s took the
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Reinforcement Survey Schedule (cautela & Kastenbaum, 1967) and learned

the necessary pre-training procedures for cautela rs covert reinforce

ment training. The covert reinforcement consisted of imagining an

individualized pleasant scene 'Whenever the ~ said the verd Rreinforce

ment". In this experiment there w.s no control for the social rein

forcement value of the ! saying this word, which limits its value for

testing a covert reinforcement hypothesis. The group receiving covert

reinforcement for actual approach responses improved more than the

group receiving covert reinforcement for covert approach responses,

which improved more than the attention-placebo group. This order of

improvement Yas consistent across reported-fear and behavioral approach

measures.

Cautela, Walsh, and Wish (197l) had a control group of students

imagine a mental retardate, and practice that image all wek. The

covert reinforcement group would first imagine the mentally retarded

person, then would imagine a pleasant scene. Again paper and pencil

test attitudes changed more for the experimental group than for the

control group. The problem vith this study is that it is not really

designed to test the instrumental conditioning effect of covert rein

forcement. It superficially, at least, fits a classical conditioning

paradigm, because it involves the presentation of a neutral stimulus

(retardate) then the presentation of a positive emotion eliciting stim

ulus ldthout an image of an instrumental response intervening.

Studies !a Covert Negative Reinforcement

Cautela (1970b) has discussed a covert negative reinforcement pro

cedure which he believes is similar to overt negative reinforcement
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phenomena. This procedure is similar to his covert positive reinforce

ment procedure except that subjects are asked to imagine that a covert

response is followed by the termination of an aversive stimulus. Cau

tela and Wisocld. (1969a) performed a controlled study 'Which may be

relevant to this hypothesis. Undergraduates answered a checklist one

week prior to the experiment. In the experimental groups §.s were asked

to imagine a scene in which they were bleeding and in pain. Then they

imagined that "they vere comforted by an elder~ person. The control

group ~s did not imagine such a scene. Ten days later all ~s were re

tested. Experimental ~s showed greater changes than control 2s. The

problem "With this experiment is that like the study on attitudes towrd

the mentally retarded, it does not really seem to fit the instrumental

para.digm as well as the classical conditioning paradigm.

In the Ascher and Cautela (1972) experiment discussed in the last

section the authors called their procedure lTcovert negative reinforce

ment". However, it does not really appear to fit the negative rein

forcement paradigm as well as the positive reinforcement paradigm. The

bell may have received its reinforcement value from having been paired

with the termination of the image of the aversive scene. However, this

fits a classical conditioning Paradigm for the conditioning of rein

forcement value. In the part of the experiment tmich better fits the

instrumental Paradigm the over-or underestimation of circle sizes is

followed by onset of the bell, wch is a positive stimulus.

Studies of Covert Erlinction~ Punishment

The focus of this paper is upon covert reinforcement. However, the

studies of other instrmnental conditioning phenomena help support the
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more general theory asserted here that covert responses obey the same

laws as overt ones. In covert extinction §.S imagine the performance

of the undesireable response in a scene 'Which excludes some usual rein

forcement. In covert punishment (Cautela calls it "covert sensitiza

tionlf ) an aversive scene is made contingent upon the real or imagined

undesireable response.

Most of the clinical and laboratory studies have been done on

covert sensitization since it is the earliest procedure employed by

Cautela (cf. Cautela, 1967). Cautela (l97lb) only reports a few case

studies using covert extinction and gives no rates of improvement.

Cautela (1971a) reports an unpublished study by Viernstein who found

that covert sensitization reduced smoking significantly more than place

bo and no-treatment groups after a 5-veek follow-up. He reports a num

ber of other poorly controlled or small sample-sized studies that also

have i'ound positive results in cases of alcoholism, homosexuality, self

injurious behavior, and. overeating.

Cautela (l971a) reports an unpublished study by BarloW', Agras,

and Leitenberg Which explicitly tested the possibility that the effects

of covert sensitization are due to expectancies. The subjects vere two

homosexual males. They yere first told to relax while imagining sex

ually arousing scenes, but were told the relamtion would cause a

decrease in arousal (though the investigators expected an increase).

In the next phase aversive scenes of vomiting folloyed sexual material,

but §.S vere told this 'WOuld increase sexu.a.1 arousal (though the investi

gators expected a decrease). Ratings and measures of penile volume

shotted arousal patterns expected by the covert sensitization hypothesis
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and opposite those the subjects were told to expect. A six~onth

follOll-UP shoved no relapse of homosexual behavior. This is a poorly

controlled study. It should be replicated using more control, and

possibly more subjects. One possibility is that the ,2s guessed the

a's hypothesis, but that does not seem too likely. Overall it 'Was a

very interesting demonstration.

There have been a number of other studies lmch have been concerned

with the effects of covert punishment (or covert sensitization). Berecz

(1972) found that a group of ,2s 'Who used self-administered punishment

of imagined emoting reduced their smoldng more than either placebo

control procedures or overt smoting treatments. Janda and Rinnn (1972)

found that a covert sensitization technique caused greater yeight re

duction at the end of treatment and at a six-week follow-up than either

a placebo treatment or no treatment. lfagner and Bragg (1970) compared

five smoking treatments. The results were rather complex, but in

general a combillation covert sensitization--desensitization procedure

'Worked best. HOlvever either method alone 'Was not as effective. Sachs

and Bean (1970) found that. covert sensitization 'Was more effective in

reducing smoking than a self-control technique and a placebo control

technique. The self-control technique consisted of training in avoiding

antecedents (discriminative stimuli) of smoting behavior. Layson and

~~y (1970) using a small sample found no differences between covert

sensitization, contingency management, contractual management, and a

non-directive form of counseling. They found decreases across time for

all treatments. In general then, it appears as if covert punishment

procedures have been effective in reducing at least temporarily the fre-
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quency of habits that are generaJJy considered to be very resistent to

change. However, there is little evidence that covert punishment, per

se is the effective variable. For example social reinforcement may

have caused it.

Conditioning 2£ Covert Responses

All of the studies discussed thus far have r~ tested the effects

of covert reinforcement on overt responses more than 011 covert responses.

Cautela (1970a) assumes that his clinical covert reinforcement procedure

will work on overt responses through covert reinforcement of covert

responses. An important part of this assumption and of the assumption

that covert learning principles are isomorphic to overt learning is that

covert responses increase in probability when reinforced.

Mahoney, Thoresen, and Danaher (1972) have performed an experiment

Yhich tests the effect of an overt reinforcer on a covert response. They

used two measures of the frequency of imagery, which 'Was the covert

response they were studying. The first measure 'Was .§s r reports of their

frequency of imagery. The second 'Was based upon findings by Paivio

(1971) and others which have produced strong evidence that the use of

imagery as a mediator in paired-associate learning is more effective

than the use of words as mediators or the use of repetition. SUbjects

were given paired-associate training and allowed to choose from one or

four methods of remembering items-imagery, sentence, repetition, and

"other"• .All.§s vere first taken through a baseline period w.i.thout

reinforcemen·~. Then all .§S vere reinforced in three different phases.

Subjects in the first group were at first given a dime for each imagery

response, then given a dime for each repetition response, then 'Were
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given a dime for each imagery response again. Subjects in the other

group received reinforcement in an opposite pattern-repetition, ima

geIJT, repetition. Subj ects were not given recall tests until the end

of the whole procedure for fear that their choices would be affected

by the superiority of recall using the imagery method. The patterns

of the frequencies of the covert learning methods reported varied as

expected. In addition the accuracy of the §.S r reported use of imagery

and repetition wos checked by comparing recall on items §.S reported

using repetition vs. items .§.s reported using imagery. For the items on

yp..ich imagery 'WaS reported recall 'Was significantly greater. In a

second experiment the authors performed a similar study using punish

ment for covert responses. They found results that would be expected

from applying instrumental conditioning principles. In a case study

l.fa.honey (1971) reports that a client used self-pw1ishment (snapping a

heavy rubber band on his wrist) to decrease negative thoughts about

himself and. reinforcement (smoldng) to increase positive thoughts about

himself. Thus some additional support is provided for the applicability

of conditioning principles to the study of covert behavior.

Covert Reinforcement-A Classical E.t Instrumental Conditioning~

~?

An attempt has been made in tIns paper thus far to differentiate

classical from instrumental conditioning as procedtlres and as principles.

Separating the two is very dL"ficult even for overt responses. Some of

the problems as they relate to the question of which principle best

explains conditioned reinforcement have already been discussed. Das

(1969) has reviewed studies which have successfully applied the instru-
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mental conditioning paradigm to get change of responses normally changed

only b;~,- classical conditioning and vice-versa. Arguments for either

principle as the fundamental one underlying the other can be made.

There are two particularly diff'icult problems in studying the two

types of conditioning. First, did some response occur betveen CS and

UCS much was increased in probability or not? Second, did some rein

forcer occur after the CR to reinforce it or not? In the long sequence

of S and R that occur in any study it is difficult to control or even

detect every instrumental R or Sr.

In studies of covert conditioning these problems are greatly mag

nified. This is especially true in the studies 'Where both the R and

S are supposed to be images. For example it is difficult to tell

-vThether desensitization is really an association between the formerly

feared stimulus and a positive stimulus, or 'Whether the positive sti

mulus acts as a reinforcer for covert representations of approach

responses. The same problem exists 'With covert reinforcement. There

is no good 'tro.y to find out until subject' s covert responses can be

operationalized better.

One 'tro.y to oPerationalize this difference between conditioning

procedures is in terms of differences in instructions and subj ects '

reports of 'What they imagined. This is not an entirely adequate yay,

but it is a beginning. In covert classical conditioning one can parallel

overt conditioning by asldng subjects to imagine a neutral stimulus

folloved by a previously conditioned stimulus. Subjects' reports of

their covert Rs should correspond to this sequence. The 1j; should

expect greater changes in "involuntary" responses such as emotional
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responses. In covert instrumental conditioning the 2 is asked to

imagine himself performing some instrumental response in a certain sit

uation, then receiving reinforcement for it. Verbal report should

again correspond to instructions. The! would expect greatest change

in similar overt instrumental responses (cf. Kimble, 1961). These are

very hazy distinctions, but may still be useful in generating useful

experiments and applied methods. Of course these unsophisticated

methods can not be used to make clear statements about underlying covert

processes.

In the !shem and Donner (1968) experiment on alcoholism there is

a particularly difficult problem of classification. The authors classi

fied an image of drinking as the CS and the unpleasant scene following

it as the UCS eliciting an unpleasant response. They could have just

as well called the drinking the R and the unpleasant scene the Sr-.

Using this author's above convention one would probably classify this

as classical conditioning if they had emphasized the stimulus aspects

of drinking and expected the 2' s emotional responses to be the focus

of most immediate change. It would be instrumental conditioning if

they had emphasized the response aspect of drinking and measured change

in frequency of drinking. Of course this is convention only! Nothing

can be said of the underlying principle based upon such vague distinc

tions. Hopefully this is at best a temporary measure until more ade

quate operational definitions can conveniently be used.

A problem which is related concerns the difficulty of differentia

ting between desensitization procedures and covert rehearsal or covert

reinforcement procedures. This problem is particularly acute when the
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behavior being covertly rehearsed or reinforced is approaching a feared

stimulus. There does seem to be a fairly clear distinction betveen

investigators' descriptions of desensitization and covert reinforce

ment. In the desensitization procedure relaxation training is under

taken or some other positive stimulus is paired with presentation of

the feared stimulus (real or imagined). This appears to fit a classical

conditioning paradigm better. In the covert reinforcement procedure

the approach response is imagined (or actu.a.11y made); then the covert

reinforcement is given. While there are clear differences in dis

criptions of the two procedures, in practice the differences may not

be so great. It is possible that many therapists use a combination of

the tvo. For example during desensitization the .§ may go ahead and

imagine a positive outcome, or he may be reinforced overtly in various

'Ways by the therapist folloYing his imagining the feared stimulus. On

the other hand the therapist using covert reinforcement may do many

things to cause the .§ to feel relaxed before he imagines the approach

response. Finally, the actual scenes imagined may be very similar. The

Flannery (1972) experiment 'Was designed to test covert reinforcement

procedures on approach behavior and elimination of fear. He found

that covert reinforcement of overt approach responses was more success

ful than covert reinforcement of covert approach responses. The second

procedure ws more successful than an attention placebo control. The

results vere consistent for both approach behavior and reported fear

reduction. Thus the results of this procedure parallel those of de

sensitization-both procedures seem effective in reducing fear and

increasing approach behavior.
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An even more difficult problem is differentiating between covert

rehearsal and the other two procedures. The problem of distinguishing

between covert rehearsal and covert reinforcement is discussed else

were. However, the covert rehearsal procedure is very similar to

the desensitization procedure also. When desensitization focuses upon

making a feared instrumental response the differences are vague. Yet

the differences that are stressed here are the conscious pairing vith

a relaxation stimulus and the nature of the target response (fear or

approach) • Also, while shaping may be used, no graded hierarchy is

generally used in covert rehearsal. Instead the goal response is

usually practiced from the beginning. Probably both procedures are

enhanced by therapists' subtle reinforcements for imagining or perform

ing the response. A final difference is that covert rehearsal is

more often used as practice in developing a new skill even when one

has no fear at all. Desensitization literature focuses almost exclus

i vely on reducing fears and increasing approach behavior.

Of course these are rather subtle and possibly superficial differ

ences between these procedures. It is possible that the same causal

processes are responsible for the effects of desensitization, covert

rehearsal, and covert reinforcement. However, at this time it may

still be somewhat useful to make distinctions in these procedures until

it is clearer what processes underlie them.



CHAPI'ER IV

THEOREl'ICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERJMENrAL PARADIGM

AND STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC HIPOTHESES

To summarize at this point may help the reader get a better per

spective on the hypotheses that are to be tested. First a general de

finition and a number of dimensions for describing self-control be

havior vere presented. This definition emphasized the nature of self

control responses as responses which manipulate the variables controll

ing other responses. The free availability of controlling stimuli

(such as reinforcers) ws thought to be an important part of the self

control definition.

Self-control response systems such as "imitation", "expectation"

and "self-shaping" skills vere also presented as having important

theoretical significance. These systems probably are to a high degree

learned and maintained by external stimuli such as delayed reinforce

ment. Some possible distinctions betveen classical and instrumental

self-control phenomena vere discussed.

It ws asserted that covert self-control responses are a special

type of self-control response, and that both covert and other self

control phenomena obeyed the same conditioning law as overt and non

self-control phenomena. More specifically research in overt self

reinforcement and covert self-reinforcement was examined. Research

in the former area was found to be less than totally adequate, but

in general was mildly supportive to the self-reinforcement hypothesis.

It 'Was asserted that self-reinforcers are one type of conditioned

68
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reinforcer. Some of the implications for establishing reinforcement

value for self-reinforcers was discussed-the effect of classical con

ditioning 'WaS emphasized. Also, associating a conditioned reinforcer

with a variety of stronger reinforcers makes it a generalized condi

tioned reinforcer. This reduces the dependence on one or two external

reinforcers and makes it appear to be more "autonomous".

Covert conditioning phenomena vere also discussed in some detail.

Much covert conditioning is considered a type of self-control phenomena.

There are problems of studying unobservable covert responses and de

fining them as intervening variables. Yet research has show that

such definitiona of verbal and imagery covert responses have been very

useful in a number of areas including verbal learning, memory, percep

tion, language meaning, desensitization, and covert behavior rehearsal.

The area of covert reinforcement is of particular relevance for

this paper. There are very fev methodologically sound experiments in

that area-though they are generally supportive to the hypotheses pre

sented herein. Only the cautela, Steffan, and Wish (see Cautela, 1970)

experiment adequately controls for social reinforcement. Other problems

exist in attempting to distinguish the covert instrumental response from

the covert reinforcer and in attempting to separately define covert

instrumental conditioning from covert classical conditioning. Relying

upon verbal report and Parametric studies seems like a stop-gap solu

tion until better methods can be found. This is far from an ideal solu

tion. Still, it is asserted that these difficulties should not prevent

research in the area. More experience v.tth covert behavior should lead

to better methods. Also, there may be many useful applied te.chniques
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that can be discovered even though the theoretical base may not be as

strong as one vould like. In conclusion there is evidence which sup

ports the utility of applying conditioning principles to covert be

havior. In addition there is no strong reason to think that covert

behavior should be essentiaJ.J.y different from overt behavior.

~ Experimental Paradigm

In the experimental paradigm presented here there are three treat

ment groups. One is the Covert Rehearsal Reinforcement (CRR) group, in

vhich subjects are instructed to imagine themselves making friendly

assertive responses in various social situations. They also imagine a

positive response by the person they imagine themselves talking with.

The second group is the Covert Rehearsal Neutral (CRN) group. They are

treated identically to the ORR group except that they are instructed

to imagine less positive responses on the part of the person in the

imagined scene that they are conversing with. The third group is the

Placebo Control (p) group. These subjects are told that they are being

given a treatment also, but the treatment simply consists of a brief

lecture on the Id, Ego, and Superego and they are asked to think about

some questions related to the discussion and their personal experiences.

They are told that this is a method of "guided self-exploration".

Theoretical AnalYsis .2!~ Experimental Paradigm

The first set of hypotheses concerns the applicability of the

instrumental conditioning principle to covert behavior. In the pro

posed experiment it is assumed that covert verbal and image responses

can serve as discriminative stimuli (00), responses (R), and reinforcing

stimuli (Sr). The operational definitions of the covert Sd, R, and Sr
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follow. The ~s are given instructions to imagine a setting (covert Sci),

imagine themselves maldng a response in it (covert R), and imagine .·some

reinforcing scene (covert Sr). It is presumed that these instructions

elicit actual covert Rs. This presumption could be tested by the ~'s

rating the images' clarity later. This rating is not a. completely

satisfactory demonstration, since variables other than the occurrence

of the covert R may control the verbal report. However, it is an

acceptable method.

It is hypothesized that the follotdng four related instrumental

conditioning processes occur in this experimental paradigm.

Instrumental Conditioning .9! Covert Responses. It is assumed that there

are two important classes of Sd present in the experimental situation.

One is a set associated with the experimental setting itself (experi

mental Sd), such as the~, the room, the listening equipment, the

testing room, etc. The other is the covert Sci of the setting described

on the tape (covert Sd). This is the image presumed to take place as

a response to the instructions to imagine the scenes. It proceeds the

presumed covert R. Since both the experimental Sd and covert Sci occur

before the covert R and Sr, it is expected that both function as Sd.

The frequency of occurrence of the covert R (imagining oneself being

assertive) should increase in both settings.

There is a third important Sci not present in the training room.

That is the Sci in the natural environmental situation, which it is hoped

the actual target R will occur in (natural Sci). An example would be

act~ sitting next to a stranger. It is expected that the covert R

'Would also occur more in the presence of natural Sci through stimulus
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generalization because of the similarity between the covert Sd and the

natural Sd (cf. Kimble, 1961). For example the covert Sd of imagining

sitting next to a stranger in the cafeteria seems similar to actually

sitting next to a stranger in a real cafeteria. It is assumed that

the covert R of imagining oneself speaking to a stranger wuld genera

lize to the real cafeteria situation. Sitting next to a stranger in

the testing situation might also be included as a natural 00.

All of these predictions about the conditioning of the covert

response are important; but not all are of central interest in this

experiment, and not all vere directly tested. H?wever, they are all

fundamental theoretical assumptions underlying the specific hypotheses

tested. Some of these hypotheses vere indirectly tested, however. If

.§S do more frequently elicit a covert image of themselves talking to

others in these situations, then this may increase their expectations

that they wuld actually perform that response. (See the earlier

discussion on expectations.) This change in expectations could be

measured by verbal reports of what the .§S expect to do in social situa

tiona. In the actual experiment the PEN Erlraversion Scale and Friendly

Assertive Expectations Questionnaires vere used to measure changes in

expectations.

Generalization 2! Conditioning ~~ Responses. There is some evi

dence that response generalization can occur between overt responses

(Kimble, 1961). It is hypothesized here that generalization 'Will occur

between the covert target R (imaging oneself being assertive) and the

overt target R (actually being assertive). The measure of this was an

actual, fairly unobtrusive measure (cf. Webb, Cambell, Schwartz, &
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Sechrest, 1966) of talking vith a stranger. The change in the percen

tage of free time spent talking from pretest to posttest was a depen

dent variable.

Effect of Related~ Unrelated Reinforcers .2!l Generalization. A re

lated reinforcer may be defined as one 'Which is presented in this train

ing situation and is representative of the reinforcers the subject

vould actually find or expect to find in the natural environmental set

ting after his overt target R actually occurs. An unrelated reinforcer

is one that occurs in the training setting but is unrepresentative of

those occurring in the target setting for that response. Representative

means that the reinforcer in the setting is itself likely to occur or

that it is symbolic of one that might occur.

In an earlier section of the paper a section uas devoted to the

discussion of the role of anticipated behavioral contingencies. It was

hypothesized that anticipating behavioral contingencies is a learned

habit which can have pover.fu1 self-discrimination effects on other

responses. The 2s may receive reinforcement equivalent in all other

respects except relatedness. This should have an equal effect upon

the tendency to elicit the covert R in that situation. But the subject

should be able to discriminate the artificial training situation

(experimental 00 and covert 00) from the natural environmental situation

(natural 00). To the degree that the covert reinforcers in the arti

ficial training situation are related to those the 2 might really

expect in the natural environment situation, then they should have a

greater effect on generalization than unrelated reinforcers.
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The author's greatest criticism of cautela's procedure is that he

uses unrelated reinforcers. For example a boy might imagine himself at

a football game as a reinforcing scene for approaching a girl for a

date. That is fine if that is where the date is to be, but being at a

game is not really contingent upon approaching a girl. Therefore he

vould not expect to really get to go to a football game because he

asked the girl for a date. Thus that expectation could not serve as

an Sd to elicit approach responses. More related outcomes would be

her agreeing, having run on the date, or even the distant possible re

lated outcome of marrying her or having a home and family.

It is assumed that the expectancy habit serves as a covert response

which mediates the generalization from the experimental situation (ex

perimental ScI and covert Sd) to the real situation (natural Sd). But

it Yill do so more if the covert and artificial reinforcers in the

experimental situation are like those anticipated in the natural Sd.

In other vords he might make a response such as, "I could really have

that (related Sr), if I am friendly." This mediation by an expectancy

R could serve as an Sd to increase the chance that the ~ vould elicit

an overt friendly response toward a stranger. If unrelated reinforcers

are used, discrimination training may occur--even in the training situa-

tion. The subject may say to himself, "That sounds great, but it can't

happen to me in real life."

Training Situation:

Experimental.§g: (room, !, etc.)-!l (cooperate) --.§!: (~, s praise, etc.)

Covert~: (Image of cafe- -Covert!l (Image of--eovert .§!: (Image of
teria setting, etc.) assertive R) friendly reply)
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~latural Situation:

Natural Sd-Covert Expectancy n (acts as Sd)~n-:-----§t
{actual (assesses likelihood of (actually (friendly
cafeteria getting Sr given Sci and R.) is assertive) reply)
setting, etc~

Covert Sd ------ Covert R ---- Covert Sr
(Image of cafeteria (Image of - (Image or
setting, etc.) assertive R) friendly reply)

In this study an attempt will be made to find covert reinforcers vhich

are similar to the reinforcers the subj ects might expect in their

actual life situations.

Conditioning A agneralized §.2J:!-Control Technique. Another result that

is expected from this procedure is that treatment group subjects will

learn how to apply this general covert conditioning technique to change

other habits. They may also use it to help others change their habits.

This vas not measured in the experiment, though.

Variables Affecting .:!a!l! Strength .2!: Conditioning

Reinforcement ~.2!~ Scenes. In order for the scene outcomes to

be covert reinforcers, they must be "high probability" covert responses

themselves (Premack, 1965). It is also assumed that §.sf ratings of

the pleasantness of these outcomes can be used as a crude measure of

their reinforcement value (RV). It is assumed that the scenes used

in the experiment 'WOUld get reinforcement value from similarity to past

images, verbal description, and actual pleasant situations the §.s have

experienced. Yet this type of conditioning may be rather weak. A more

complex experiment might attempt to establish the RV of the scenes ex

perimentally (£1:. Ascher & Cautela, 1972). It would be a good idea,

but it is time consuming and hopefully not necessary. Nevertheless it
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is important that care be taken in selecting reinforcing scenes. It is

important that there be a large enough difference in RV between the

CRR group outcomes and the eRN group outcomes. Otherwise the covert

reinforcement hypothesis cannot be tested. If none of the scenes are

reinforcing then there should certa.inJ.y be no difference between the

treatment groups and the neutral reinforcement group which is to ima

gine a neutral scene. Likewise, the neutral scene group should be

receiving soenes that have no reinforcement value. A pre-experimental

procedure was used to validate the reinforcement value of the scenes.

SUbjects (not used in the experiment) rated written descriptions of the

reinforcing scenes for reinforcement value and believability.

~ Variables. The scenes in this paradigm are presented immediately

after the response to minimize delay of reinforcement. Also a variety

of situations and reinforcing scenes are used to minimize satiation

and maximize generalization. One other problem is that the time and

number of conditioning trials is necessarily very small compared to

the o2's entire past history. Thus vhile some effect is predicted, it

is expected to be small.

"Demand" Characteristics. Orne (1962) has described ways that the .§S

may-in an attempt to help the experimenter-actually do things he

would not ordinarily do, vhich invalidates the experiment. For example,

if the 02 discovers the ~' s hypothesis, he is likely to try to help him

prove it. One possible source of demand characteristics in this experi

ment vas that members of control groups could realize that they were

control subjects. This lower expectancy to change could cause their

assertiveness to increase less than treatment groups. In the actual
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experiment this 'Was assessed somewhat by a post-experimental question.

Howver, Orne has warned of a possible Itpact-of-silencelt even with

these precautions. There is another possible source of demand differ

ences. It could be that ,28 in the CRR and CRN groups are given more

information from the content of the scenes about specifically what the

~ is attempting to measure. It would then be easier to do what the

~ expects.

l!2a-Specific Treatment 2t Placebo Effects. Something about the extra

attention, interest, or experimental nature of the situation~ affect

all treatment groups simply because .§S are being treated. This is

different from the specific treatment effects hypothesized above. There

fore a placebo treatment group that is given attention and hopefully

made to feel they are being helped is used. It is hypothesized that

this type of group would improve less than treatment groups. Numerous

investigators have stressed the importance of using placebo controls

in applied intervention experiments. ActualJ.y this is the crucial

control to see if effects specific to this treatment are obtained.

"Spontaneous" Improvement. It is possible that some general change

could take place in many gs'behavior that has not been caused by any

thing in the experimental situation. The placebo control is also a

control for this type of confounding variable.

SUmmary .2!: Hypotheses !2!:~ Actne' RmAriment

Questionnaire Responses. Questionnaires were used to assess ,2S' -verbal

reports about how friendly-assertive they vould be in the future. It

was expected that covert rehearsal and reinforcement of friendly asser-
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tive responses would have an effect of increasing §;S' expectations of

how frienc1ly they voald behave in the future. Therefore it was expected

that the Covert Rehearsal Reinforcement (ORR) group wuld report that

they expected to be more extraverted on the Extraversion scale of

Eysenck's (1969) Psychoticism, Extraversion, Neuroticism Scale than

the other two groups. They should also score higher on a specially

designed questionnaire called the Friendly Assertive Expectations

Qu.estionnaire. l It was also predicted that the effect of rehearsal

plus some possible reinforcement would cause the CRN group to score

higher than the P group. Finally it was expected that the combined

CRR and CRN group would score higher than the P group.

A third questionnaire was also used. It is called the Attitude

Survey and bas one to nine ratings of pleasantness of various assertive

responses. This test is designed. to see if any attitude changes take

place. It was expected that the responses themselves could become

more positive due to their close relation to the reinforcement imagined

in the scenes.

Amount .2! Talking. Subjects were run in pairs. The amount they talked

to each other during testing sessions was measured before and after

they listened to the treatment tapes. It was predicted that the CRR

group subj ects vould show a larger increase in percentage of time talked

than the CRN group, and that the CRN group would increase more than the

P group. It was further predicted that the combined CRR and CRN group

would change more than the P group.

lSee Chapter V for descriptions of these tva tests.



CHAPl'ER V

MEl'HOD

Pretest Instruments

Pretests were included primarily to help control for effects of

individual differences. Subj ects filled out a questionnaire asking for

biographical information in addition to the tests to be described belOVe

In pilot vork several measures had moderate correlations llith the de

pendent variables. These measures included sex, reported years in

school, reported grade-point average, the Social Anxiety Scale, the

Ma.rlowe-Growne Social Desireability Scale, the Friendly Assertive Ex

pectation Questionnaire (FAE) pretest score, and question 18 of the

FAE. These pretest measures were all included in the analysis of

covariance performed on the questionnaire dependent variables. The

last four of these measures llill nov be described.

Social Anxiety Questionnaire. A pretest was needed which would be easy

to give and score and which vould be correlated llith talking to a

stranger and correlated to the questionnaires which were to be used as

dependent variables. Watson and Friend (1969) have reported that their

Social Avoidance and Distress Scale (SAD) was a useful predictor of

ta1kl.ng in an experiment which they performed. Furthermore, in pilot

work the short form of this test vas found to have moderate correlations

wi.th each of the questionnaires used as dependent variables (to be des

cribed below). The original test consisted of three scales-the 28 item

SAD, the Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale, and the Marlove-erovne

79
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Social Desireability Scale. Watson bas since made a short, unpublished

form which is much briefer. It consists of a 20 item Social Anxiety

Scale version of the original SAD Scale and the 10 item Marlow-Grovne

Scale. Since time was an important factor, the shorter form was adopted.

The Marlow-Crowe Social Desireability Scale was included in their

questionnaire (Crowe & Marlowe, 1964). It was also found to correlate

with questionnaires used as dependent variables in pilot wrk for this

study. (For a copy of the Social Anxiety QIlestionnaire see Appendix

D.)

FriendlY AssertiveExoectations Qu.estionna1re (~E2!"l!!!!! Question

~). This questionnaire llill be described more completely in the section

below. The short form consisted of nine of the 18 items from the full

form. One of these nine items 'Was question 18. Question 18 was, "One

year from today you will probably describe your past year's behavior

as being (1) very shy, (2) shy, (3) average, (4) outgoing, or (5) very

outgoing. " In pilot work both the short form score and question 18

separately were found to correlate with questionnaire dependent variables.

(For a copy of the short form of this test see Appendix D.)

Dependent Variables

Extraversion~ s: m. The 20 item E:xtrav~rsion scale of Eysenck's

Psychoticism, Extraversion, Neuroticism Questionnaire (PElf) was chosen

because it is a brief, simple extraversion questionnaire that had some

emperical support on its reliability as a test and as a factorially

independent scale (see Eysenck & Eysenck, 1969 and Schulz, Miley, &

Evans, 1972). (See Appendix D for a copy of the PEN Extraversion scale.)
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Friend.1Y Assertive Expectations QIlestionnaire. l-lhile the PEN seems to

be a fairly good questionnaire, it is incomplete for the purposes of

this study. It had too many i tams lrlhich were rather static descrip

tions of past or present behavior. It had too few items that explicitly

asked subjects llhat they expected to do in the future. Also, many of

its items were very general. Therefore the Friendly Assertive Expecta

tions (FAE) Questionnaire was developed. The FAE consists of 18 items.

Setlenteen items begin with a description of a social situation and an

eighteenth Yhich is a global self-rating of shyness-outgoingness. Fol

lowing the description of the situation are the descriptions of three

to five alternative responses. Each choice is a description of a possi

ble response the § can make to the situation. For emmple one question

describes a scene in a store in which the subject sees someone he knows.

Below the description are five alternative responses. One response is

"say hello only if he sees yoult , another is Itget his attention and say

hellolt • Subjects are asked to pick the alternative most like how they

v.i.ll behave in the near future. Items are rated for Itfriendly assertive

ness lt and given different amounts of points in scoring. The total score

is the sum of the scores on all items. It is to be emphasized that the

FAE was designed primarily as a test to measure reported expectations

not actual overt friendly behavior. Overt friendly behavior is mea

sured by the amount of talking. (See Appendix D for a copy of the

FAE.)

Attitude SUrvey. In order to see if any change in pleasantness of

frien.d.ly assertive responses took place a very brief 10 item question

naire was developed. Each item consists of the description of a
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behavior such as "starting a conversation with a stranger". SUbjects

are asked to rate this behavior in pleasantness on a one to nine scale

of unpleasantness-pleasantness. (For a copy see Appendix D.)

Change !!! Percentage .2! Talking. There ws a microphone attached to a

cassette tape recorder hidden in the testing room. Tapes were made

of each pair's conversation. In order to compensate for differences

in the total amount of free time §.s had during the testing session

(since some finished the witten tests faster than others) ample time

ws left for all to finish. The last three minutes of the pretest

session were checked in the same my. The change in percentage of

talking is defined as the difference in the percentage of talking

from the pretest check to the posttest check. The change score 'Was

used to help control for initial subj ect differences in their level of

ta.lki.ng.

It might have been more ideal if the samples of time in which

talking ms measured would have began immediately folioving the in

stant both §s vere finished ldth the tests. That way there would have

been less variation in the amount of time between the time the tests

vere completed and the sample began. The problem was that someone

would have had to visually observe the §.S to see exact~ wen they

finished. This was not practical. Instead.2s were given plenty of

time to finish and the samples were taken later in the session. In

addition they vere requested to vrite dow. the time they finished.

This was used as a check to see that the sample did not intrude into

their test-ta1dng time. In any case this lack of control vould have

only increased random error. There is no reason to believe that it
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would have caused any systematic bias between treatment groups.

Posttest Debriefing Q!lestions. A final questionnaire was given to the

subjects regarding the experiment itself. There wre tva different,

but similar versions. One version was administered to the CRR and

CRN groups. It contained items on how helpruJ. the treatment had been,

how pleasant the scenes ware, how pleasant the actual events would

have been if they had really happened, how believable the scenes vere,

how clear the images were, how awre they vere of the hidden microphone,

whether they thought they 'Were in a control group or not, and how well

they knew the other 2. The P group received. a debriefing questionnaire

'With similar questions that fit the P procedure better. (For copies

see Appendix F.)

l.faterials

Part of the experiment took place at the University of Havaii and

part at Whittier College. Three rooms vere utilized.--a. testing room,

an experimenter control room, and a training room. At the University

of Hawaii the testing room \laS a classroom down the hall from the other

two rooms. The investigator wanted a room that students would be un

likely to think would have a hidden microphone. Very fev subjects

reported that they thought there might be a hidden microphone. (A

total of six out of 72 2s for both schools answered the question that

was designed. to test for awareness affirmatively.) At Whittier a

seminar room liaS used as the testing room. The training room at both

schools w.s a small experiment room with a one-way mirror in it. Sub

jects sat at desks with a microphone and headphones on it. A barrier

prevented them from seeing each other, so that they would have fever
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distractions vhi1e imagining the scenes. At Whittier a fan ran to help

dram out any external noise. The experimenter control roam vas the

room in llhi.ch the experimenter spent most of his time. He was on the

other side of the one-way mirror and could observe the §.s. An elec

tronics system was bullt wch enabled the experimenter to converse

with either or both subjects through their headphones. A cassette

recorder vas connected to the system. The treatment tapes wre played

over this recorder.

Subjects

Subjects vere 24 male and female college students from the Univer

sity of Hawaii rs second summer session and 48 male and female college

students from Whittier College. At both schools §.S vere recruited. by

class announcements telling of the general nature of the experiment.

The presentation emphasized the knoW'ledge the §. might gain about psy

chological experiments. The aspect of getting §.S for a neW' treatment

method for increasing friendly assertive behavior vas also present to

a mild degree. This announcement 'Was consistent with the investigator's

attempt to raise expectations to an equal degree among §.S of all treat

ment groups by telling them wat they were being treated for instead of

trying to hide it and taldng the chance that some 'Would discover it.

Also, this made the treatment situation more like a clinical situation;

although no §.S 'Were inter...tionally recruited specifically because they

had ~ problem.

Altogether 82 §.S started the experiment. The results of five pairs

were deleted. One pair ws dropped from the P group because one §.
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refused to go on. He said that he did not like some of the ideas which

Yare expressed in the introductory rationale-they were too "Freudianft •

Tvo pairs vere dropped because of tape recorder failure (one in the

CRN and one in the P group). One pair in the CRN group was dropped

because a .§ left before the ! returned in the posttest situation, and

one pair in the P group 'Was dropped because the ! accidentally returned

too early in the posttest situation.

Design

There were three main treatment groups-the Covert Rehearsal Rein

forcement (GRR) group, the Covert Rehearsal Neutral (eRN) group, and

the Placebo Control (p) group. There vere 12 pairs of §.s in each main

treatment group. The groups vera balanced for sex, sChool attended,

and the high or loTI average Watson's Social Anxiety Questionnaire

score for each pair. The high or low average score was determined by

finding the average Social Anxiety score for each pair of subjects.

If it was 12 or greater, they were considered a high Social Anxiety

pair. If it ws less than 12, they vere considered a low Social Anxiety

pair. Main treatment groups were balanced with respect to this Social

Anxiaty variable, but the number of high-scoring §.s did not equal the

number of lOll-scoring .§s. Subjacts vere randomly assigned to groups

within the constraints mentioned. They participated in the experiment

in pairs. Each pair consisted of members of the same sex. They had

been asked to sign up for the experiment that way.

An analysis of covariance dasign vas used for the questionnaire

variables. The variables of sex, grade point, year in college, Social

Anxiety Scale score, !-farlow-Crowe Social Desireability Scale score,
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question 18 of the FAE, pretest (short) FAE score, and percentage of

pretest talking were used as covariates on each questionnaire data

analysis.

Howver, the design for predicting change in Percentage ot talking

ws kept simpler-utilizing ozily the Social Anxiety score as a covariate.

There vere several reasons why the talk analysis was simpler. First,

pilot \lork ws inconclusive about lolhat va.ri8.bles might have been useful

covariates. Second, the talk scores vere group scores, while the pre

test scores vere individualized scores. Finally, it was thought that

using a change in talk score would be a good control for individual

differences in talk rate.

Procedure

The ! approached the pair of .2S seated in the hall. He then intro

duced himself and asked them to follov him to the testing room. Once

in the room he asked them to be seated. Then he handed them the set

of pretest questionnaires and asked them to fill them out. He asked

them to use the clock provided to wite down the .c;\'X'act time they began

and the exact time they finished. The last sheet in the test booklet

also reminded them of this. The time they recorded as having finished

served as a check later on to make sure subjects did not work into the

time established as a time to measure their talking. The ~ then told

the 2 that he would return in exactly 17 minutes at whatever time that

would be on the clock. He then left. When the ! returned he collected

the questionnaires and asked the subjects to follov him into the next

room. When they arrived in the treatment room, the 11: asked the.§s to

be seated and try on the headphones on the desks in front of them.
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He then said,

This (pointing at the mirror) is a one-w.y mirror. I
will be on the other side of this one-waY' mirror. I vill
be able to see you, but you won't be able to see me. I
will be playing a prerecorded tape that you will be able
to listen to through the headphones. If at anytime during
the experiment you have any questions, please wave at me
and .I vill talk to you through the headphones. You may
talk to me through the microphone in front of you. The
instructions vill be on the tape. Do you have any ques
tions?

The ~ then went into the control room. He quickly scored the .§s'

SAD questionnaires. Then he checked the overall assignment sheet to

make sure that none of the experiment design assignment categories were

filled. Using slips drawn from a box he then assigned the §.S to the

unfilled group that 'Was drawn first. Categories were filled in two

stages to prevent long chance runs in any one category. Then he played

the cassette with the prerecordacl treatment selected.

The only difference in the treatment of the three main grOt.1P~ was

in the tape that they listened to. These tapes vill now be described.

For a more complete description see ApPendix A and Appendix B. The

CRR and CRN group tapes vere identical except for the scene endings

(the response of the stranger whom the .§ imagines himself talking to).

The introduction was identical for all three groups. It follows:

This is an experiment to test a method for helping people
become more friendly, outgoing, and assertive. If you
think that you would prefer not to became more friendlY' and
out-going, please wave at the experimenter nov and you can
drop out of the experiment and still receive full credit for
it. You may drop out of the experiment at any other time,
but we prefer that you make your decision now if possible.

SUbject on your left, how is the volume level. Please tell
the experimenter hOll it is now. (pauseLTesting, testing,
testing. Is that better? (This is repeated for the other
subject. )
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Thus all £s vere told that this was a treatment method to help them

become more outgoing. It 'WaS hoped that any .§S wO might not take

the situation seriously would drop out. Only one subject dropped out

during the tape. He dropped out during the Placebo tape. That pair

vas voided.

Following that introduction the treatment rationale was given.

The rationale vas identical for the CRR and CRN groups. It follows:

You will hear the descriptions of various scenes and
be asked to imagine that the events described are actually
happening to you. Then you vill be asked to imagine your
self making certain responses. This is called covert be
havior rehearsal, because you practice making certain respon
ses in your imagination. The responses that you will practice
are examples of friendly and assertive responses that you
could make in that particular situation. This experiment
is designed to find out if imagining yourself being more
friendly and assertive can help you actually be more friendly
and assertive.

This covert behavior rehearsal method is still rela
tively new. However, there is reason to believe that it
can be useful in helping people change their behavior.

A similar treatment rationale 'Was 'Written which better fits the.P

tape. It follows:

You will be given a short introduction to some theory
which will help you understand yourself better. Then you
will be given a series of questions about yourself. You
will be asked to think about these questions. From analy
zing yourself using some of the theory in reation to these
questions·it is hoped that you will get more insight into
your personality in general so that you may become more
friendly and assertive. This method of treatment is called
"guided self-explorationll • The theoI'7 is a combination of
insights from FreUdian and Humanistic Psychology. The
guided self-exploration method is still relatively nev.
However, there is reason to believe that it can be useful
in helping people change their behavior.

Folloving the treatment rationale were the general instructions.

The instruotions for the CRR and CRN groups follow:



I will describe a scene to you. I would like for you
to try to imagine yourself as actuall.y being in the scene.
Please try to do this even if for some reason it doesn't
actually fit your life situation. Please try to relax and
,just let yourself by guided through the scenes. Whenever
YOU have a fairly clear image and are folloving pretty well,
please raise your right index finger. Keep it raised as
long as you have a clear image of the scene. The experi
menter will see it through the one-vay mirror. If you lower
it, the experimenter vi.ll try to help you. If you have a
great deal of difficulty imagining any scene, please tell
the experimenter now. (pause)

It is very important that you actively imagine your
self in the situation-living it as if it is happening
right now. Don't just listen to 'Illy voice, but actively
fill in the blanks and details that I leave out. For
example if I say something like, "Imagine that you intro
duce yourself", don't just listen to nv vards, but imagine
yourself actually saying to the person in the scene, "Hi,
I'm John Doe."

If you have no more questions, let's try a practice
scene. Please just make yourself confortable in your
chair, close your eyes, listen to nv voice, and try to
imagine yourself in the setting I am about to describe.

The Placebo group received general instructions that vere iden

tical to the covert rehearsal groups except that the first sentence

ms replaced by the statement, "In order to help you get the feel of

clearly imagining some of your life events, I will first ask you to

practice imagining a scene I shall describe." This statement had the

effect of limiting the instructions to the practice scene and fitting

it into the placebo treatment better.

The scene which ws then described depicted the .§ standing in

line at the cash register of a grocery store. Following the descrip-

tion vere some questions about the clarity of the .§' s image. If he

failed to imagine it clearly enough, that pair ws to be dropPed from

the experiment. Richardson (1969) has reported that many sUbj ects
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have difficulty generating clear images of such scenes. However, not

one ~ reported persistant difficulty in imagining the scene.

Following the questions about the clarity of the practice scene

the CRR and CRN ~s received instructions asking them to imagine a

series of eight scenes. They had two breaks-one after the third

and one after th.e sixth scene. Each break lasted about a minute and

a half. The situation and response part of the scenes vas identical

for the two covert rehearsal groups. In each scene the ~s vere asked

to imagine themselves in some social situation, then asked to iInagine

themselves initiating a friendly conversation with the person described

in the scene. The person was alwys of the same sex as the ~s. Thus

one male and one female prerecorded tape vere required for each of the

eRR and CRN conditions. For example in one scene the ~s vere asked to

imagine themselves sitting in one of their classrooms. Then they were

asked to imagine another student sitting near them. The response con

sisted of instructions to imagine themselves introducing themselves to

the other student. The only difference in the CRR and CRN groups liaS

in the scene rs ending. The CRR group ~s were asked to imagine the

other student being very friendly in return and to imagine themselves

feeling good. The CRN group ~s vere asked to imagine a rather short,

almost businesslike response b.r the other student. (See appendix A and

appendix B for complete descriptions of the scenes.)

During the time that the Covert Rehearsal groups r tapes contained

instructions to imagine scenes, the P group tape contained a brief lec

ture on the Id, Ego, and Superego and some instructions asking subjects

to think ab)ut some questions. The Placebo ~s vere asked to think: about
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some characteristics of their mother and father and their relationship

to their parents. There were also questions asking them to think about

hoy creative, impIllsive, etc. they are. (see Appendix C for a complete

description of the lecture and questions.)

The final part of the eRR and eRN group tape included the follov

ing instructions.

These scenes have been presented to help you become more
self'-assertive or outgoing in a friendly manner. They can
help, but it is also important that you do three things
to assure their effectiveness. First, practice imagining
the scenes. You can practice vh:Ue alone sOJleplace, or
you can practice imagining in the actual setting mere you
want to be more friendly.

The second and most important thing to do is to practice
actua1.ly' bcl.ng more friendly and assertive to people men
ever you have the chance. This is the crucial part of the
method-it is up to you.

FinalJ.y, please do not discuss what happened in the experi
ment 1tse1£ tdth anyone until ve tell you. This is very
important to the experiment. Thank you very much for your
cooperation. I hope you have found this experience inter
esting.

The P group tape contained a siml1ar ending. The only difference

is that in the first paragraph references to the scenes are changed.

to refer to the questions the §,s vere asked to think about. The last

tvo paragraphs vere identical to the covert rehearsal groups.

Then the ! returned to the treatment room and asked the §,s to

follow him into the testing room again. There he gave them the post

test questionnaires tdth instructions almost identical to the pretest

instructions except that §.s vere given 20 minutes. Again they were

instructed to record the time they began and the time they ended. The

! then left the room.
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Tventy minutes later the ! returned and took the questiozmaires.

Then he handed the .§S the appropriate debriefing questionnaire, and

asked them to fill it out. When they finished he questioned them

further. Then he told them about the hidden measure and the nature of

the experiment. He answered their questions fullT and honestly. He

told ~ in the P group that they vere control subjects and gave them

the opportunity to listen to the treatment tape at their convenience.

Finally he cautioned them about talking about the experiment to anyone.

The entire experimental procedure took about 85 minutes for each

treatment group. The pretest took about 18 minutes, the tape session

about 42 minutes, and the posttest about 2l minutes. In addition the

debriefing took from ; to 10 minutes.



CHAPrER VI

RESULTS

The most important results related directly to the experimental

hypotheses. The hypotheses vere essentiaJ.ly the same for each question

naire and talk dependent variable. The general experimental hypothesis

predicted a main effect due to the treatment instructions. To test

this an overall analysis of covariance vas first performed.

Two more specific hypotheses vere very important. The covert

reinforcement hypothesis predicted that the Covert Rehearsal-Reinforce

ment (ORR) group would score higher on questionnaire and talk measures

than the Covert Rehearsal-Neutral (CRN) group. To test this-hypothesis

a Scheffe post-hoc comparison test vas performed if the overall effect

vas significant (see Myers, 1967). The covert rehearsal hypothesis

predicted that the pooled CRR-cRN group would score higher than the

Placebo (P) group. To test this hypothesis the pooled CBR-cRN adjusted

mean ws compared to the P group mean using the Scheffe post-hoc test

if the overall effect vas significant (see Myers, 1967).

The results relevant to these and other hypotheses lIill be dis

cussed for each general type of dependent variable. There vere three

types of dependent variables-questionnaire measures, a talki ng measure,

and debrie.f'1ng questions.

Questionnaire Results

Three questionnaires vere used as dependent variables-the Friendly

Assertive Expectations Questionnaire, the PEN Extraversion Scale, and

the Attitude Survey. An analysis of covariance using eight pretest

93
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measures as covariates vas performed on each of the three questionnaires

(S!. Dixon, 1971). The pretest measures vere sex, reported years in

school, reported grade-point average, Social Anxiety Questionnaire

(SAD) score, Ma.rlove-Growe Social Desireabill.ty scale score (Me),

question 18 of the FAE, the FAE pretest (short form) score, and the

pretest percentage of tellc1 ng.

The reason that these covariates vere ~cluded in the analysis is

that moderate correlations with. the posttest questionnaire scores had

been found. for seven of the variables during pilot verk. The talk score

had not been included in the pilot work anal.ysis; hovever it was decided

to use it as a covariate also.

In order to test the assumption that the covariates vere not related

to the assignment of subjects to treatment groups, a prel1minsry analy

sis was Performed. The preliminary anaJ.ysis shoved that the three

treatment groups (ORR, CRN, p) were not significant~different with

respect to any of the eight pretest measures which wre used as co

variates.

Atter the overall analysis of covariance was completed on each

questionnaire variable, Scheffe post-hoc comparisons analyses vere

performed on adjusted means to test more specific hn>otheses SUM as

the covert reinforcement hn>othesis and the covert rehearsal hypothesis.

The results for each of the questionnaires will nov be presented.

Friendly-Assertive Brrectations Questionnaire

Since one of' the pretest measures used was the FAE short form,

two separate FAE dependent variables vere used. The first was a dif

ference score. The second was a simple f'ull scale score. For both
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tests an anaJ.ysis of covariance was performed using the variates sex,

GPA, years in college, Social Anxiety test score, the Mar1owe-Crovne

Sooial Desireabillty score, question 18 of the FAE, the FAE pretest

score, and the percentage of pretalk score (% pretalk).



Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Questionnaire,

Talking, and Debriefing Variables
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Dependent Group Mean S. D. Adjusied
Variable Mean

FAE Change ORR 0.58 3.41 O.Cfl
CRN 2.08 2.52 1.69
P 0.79 1.93 0.80

FAE (Full) eRR 61.46 7.03 60.96
CRN 61.26 6.26 62.33
p 58.63 9.47 58.05.

PEN Ex:traversion eRR 13.08 4.18 13.11
CRN 14.33 3.71 14.53
P 1l.92 .3.32 1l.70

Attitude Survey ORR 50.33 8.90 50.23
CRN 51.00 9.01 51.00
p 48.04 9.95 48.04

Talk Change eRR 0.145 0.388 0.145
CRN 0.291 0.280 0.286
P -0.050 0.228 -0.045

How Helptul.? (1-5) eRR 3.17 0.96
CRN 3.04 1.06
P 2.62 1.09

How Pleasant eRR 5.4h 1.61
Listening? (1-9) CRN 5.67 1.70

P 5.00 2.06
How Pleasant ORR 7.13 1.42
Endings? (1-9) CRN 6.00 1.82
How Believeable? ORR 3.63 1.13
(1-5) CRN 4.17 1.27
Hov Clear Images? ORR 3.96 0.80
(1-5) CRN 4.17 0.63
Imagine enra eRR 4.29 0.69
details? (1"1"5) CRN 4.04 o.sa

aAdjusted means are the means resulting £'rom subtracting effects
due to the covariates in the a.nalysis of covariance.



m Change SCore. The FAE change score vas defined as the posttest

short form FAE score minus the pretest FAE short form score. The tva

tests were identical. The FAE change variable thus was a measure of

change in response for the same items. The adjusted means (from Table

1) were CRR=.97, CRN=1.69, and P=.80. There vas not a significant over

all treatment effect. Therefore no farther analysis was performed.

See Table 2 for a summary of the analyms.2

Table 2

Analysis of Covariance of FAE Change Scores

Source SS S!: MS !

TOtal~adj~ 304.90 6,3
Error adj 296.23 61 4.856

0.S94n•s•Treatmant(adj ) 8.68 2 4..339

E.M~ Scale. The posttest full scale FAE included all 18 items, nine

of which had not been givan to the §.S before. There was an overall

treatment effect (p less than .01). See Tables 1 and 3. The tull scale

FAE adjusted means looked a little more as expected (CR.R:60.96, eRN:

62.33, P=5S.05). It may seam strange that there was no significant

difference in the FAE change score for nine i tams while there was a

significant FAE posttast difference for the .full test. During the ex

periment, several §fl volunteered that they had consciously attempted

to answer i tams the same from pretest to posttest in case the ! 'Was

~f the overall analysis of covariance resulted in n less than
.05, then the Scheffe post-hoc comparisons tests (cf. Myers, 1967)
vere performed to compare CRR, CRN, and P differences in adjusted
means. If ~ ws greater than .05, then no post-hoc comparisons vera made.



testing to see if their answers were consistent. Other §.s may have

automatically answered items the same way as the first time to keep

from having to re-read the whole item. This tendency toward consis

tency could effect FAE change scores severely, but could have less of

an effect on the tull FAE in which half of the items were given o~

once.

Table 3

Analysis of FAE (full scale) Post Test

Source SS S!: MS I

Total{adj ) 1203.78 63
Error{adj) 1008.05 61 16.525
Treatment{adj) 195.73 2 97.865 5.922**

**~ less than .01

Three posthoc comparisons were made using the adjusted means.

It was found that the pooled CRR and CRN group mean was significantJ,y

greater than the P group mean (l=12.54; St 2,61; ~ less than .05).

In addition each of the covert rehearsal groups was individually greater

than the P group mean (for ORR vs. P, l=6.l8; .9.t 2,61; ~ less than .10;

and for CRN vs. P, l=13.34; S!: 2,61; ~ less than .01. There aLS no

difference betveen the CRR and CRN group means {l=1.38; B! 2,61; ~

greater than .10).3

3For each Scheffe comparison it aLS appropriate to use an .E
test which tested for the possibility that any comparison OIltof !JJ.
possible comparisons is significant. The appropriate F is (a-l)
Fdfl,mat ~ less than .10. The reason a number of authors suggest

using the .10 level instead of the traditiona! .05 level is that the
l is for all comparisons experimentwise. The alpha for any individual
comparison 'WOUld be considerabJ,y less than .10 (see Hays, 1963; Morrison,
1967; Myers, 1966; and Scheffe, 1959).
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m Extraversion~

An analysis of covariance vas performed on the PEN Extraversion

variable using as covsriates: sex, GPA, years college, Social Anxiety,

Mar1owe-Grovne, question 18, FAE pretest, and %talk. A significant

overall treatment effect was found (l?, less than .01) betveen the

adjusted means of CRR=13.1l, CBN=14.53, and P=1l.70 as show in Table

1. The summary of the ~sis is given in Table 4.

Table 4

Analysis of PEN Ertraversion Scale

Source SS .9! MS !

TOtal~adj~ 505.23 63
Error adj 425.25 61 6.971
Treatment(adj) 79.98 2 39.990 5.736**

HE less than .01

The Scheffe test was performed on the adjusted means, and a pattern

similar to the one for the FAE vas found for the posthoc comparisons.

The pooled covert rehearsal grottp (CRR plus CRN) mean was significantly

greater than the P group mean (£:=4.86; .9! 2,61; E less than .10).

However, the only significant pairwise comparison'W.S that the CRN group

mean 'WaS significantly gi"eater than the P group mean (£.=10.00; Bot: 2,61;

E less than .01). Neither the CRR va. CRN comparison (£:=3.47; .9! 2,61;

l? greater than .10) nor the eRR va. P comparison (!=3.40; .9! 2,61; l?

greater than .10) was significant.

Attitude SUrvey

An. analysis of covariance was performed on the Attitude Sarvey

Scale using the same eight covariates: sex, GPA, years college, Social
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Anxiety, Marlove-Growe, question 18, FAE pretest, and %pretalJl:. The

adjusted means from Table 1 were CRR:50.23, CRN=5l.00, and P=48.04.

Hovever, main treatment effect was not significant (see Table 5).

Therefore no post-hoc comparisons were made.

Table 5

Analysis of Attitude Survey

Source SS 2!: MS r
Total(adj} 3451.49 Q3
Error(adj} 3299.47 61 54.090

1.405n•s •Treatment(adj } 152.02 2 76.009

n s• •.2 greater than .05

Change.~ Percentage 2! 1!J1&

There had been insufficient pilot work to establish which covar

iates would be most useful in predicting the amount of talldng. Hov

ever, Watson and Friend (1969) presented evidence that their Social

Avoidance of Distress scale was a good predictor of individual differ-

ences in talking. Therefore Watson's shorter version, the Social

Anxiety Scale, ws used as a covariate for the change in percentage of

talk from the pretest situation to the posttest situation. No other

covariates were used in the analysis of covariance. The adjusted means

(from Table l) vere CRR=.145, CRN=.286, and P=-.045. There was a main

treatment effect as shown in the SUIDJIIS.rY in Table 6.
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Table 6

~sis of Talk Change

Source SS S! MS I
Total(adj) .3.701 .34
EtTor(adj ) 2.998 .32 0.0937
Treatment(adj) .703 2 0.03512 .3.74*

*~ less than .05

The Soheffe test \laS performed on the adjusted means for all four

comparisons. The pooled ORR-GRN group mean was significantly greater

than the P group mean (£:=5.79; !!t: 2,32; ~ less than .10) •. The ORR and

CRN groups did not di£fer significantly (£:=1.28; .9! 2,.32; ~ greater

than .10), nor cUd the ORR and P groups (l=2.30; .9! 2, 32; ~ greater

than .10). However, the CRN group mean was significantly great~r than

the P group mean (1=7.02; .9! 2,.32; ~ less than .05).

In order to check for possible initial group differences in amount

of talking, an overall ! test was performed using the pretest percen

tage of talking as the dependent variable. The initial differences

vere not significant.

Debriefing Questions

Several debriefing questions vere included in the analysis. Some

wre included to find out wether some other possible explanations which

are contradictory with the main hypotheses wuld be supported or not by

this additionaJ. data. Others were included vhieb tested main assump

tions of the experimental procedure.

Helpfulness

First, it was important to find out if something about one treat-

ment procedure or another had anything about it which might genera" y
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increase ,2S' expectations of improving. This general expectations

effect might be similar to the "experimenter bias" or lIdemand cha.ra.c-

teristics" effects discussed earlier. Thus the question, "How helpful

do you think this experiment was in helping you to become more friendly

and assertive in the future?" was included. Stlbj ects vere presented

with a simple scale of one to five from "not very helpful" to Dvery

helpfulll • Means were CRR=3.17, CRN=3.04, and P=2.62 (see Table 1).

A one-w.yana.J.ysis of variance test revealed no significant treatment

effect on .§s'repJ,y to this question (see Table 7).

Table 7

Debriefing Question 2: Helpfulness of the Procedure

Source ~ ~ MS !
Total 75.760
Error 71.898 69 1.042

1.85n•s•Treatment 3.862 2 1.9.31

n.s.~ greater than .05

General Pleasantness sa!~ I!E2

One question 'Was included to see if the tapes differed in pleasure

or interest value. Sabjects vere asked to rate pleasantness from highly

:unpleasant (1) to highly pleasant (9). Means vere CRR=5.46, CRN=5.67,

and P=5.00 (see Table 1). Again a simple analysis of variance revealed

no significant effect (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Debriefing Question .3: Pleasantness of Listening

Source SS !!! MS E
Total 218.285
Error 216.591 69 3.1,39 O.zf'·s.Treatment 1.694 2 0.847

Pleasantness .2!~ .-OU..,t..c..ODl..e..s

A fundamentally important question concerns the relative reinforce

ment value of the endings of the CRR and CRN scenes. It w.s assumed

that the CRR scenes vere more reinforcing. In a pilot study, college

students in a psychology class vere gi.ven very brief witten descrip

tions of the situation and response part of the scenes and verbatum

descriptions of the outcomes of the scenes. They vere asked to rate

them on a scale ranging from "highly unpleasant" (1), to "neutral"

(5), to "highly pleasant" (9). For every scene, the two-tail 1 test

was sig:n:i.ficant in the expected direction at ~ less than .01 or better.

It was largely on the basis of these means that the investigator had

felt justified in using the labels DreinforcingD scenes and "neutral"

scenes in relation to the CRR and CRN groups, respectively.

The §s in the CRR and CRN groups of this experiment independently

rated the scenes for pleasantness in their response to the question,

"On the average, how pleasant wuld it have been if the events des

cribed in the scenes had rea"y happened to you (especially the last

half' of the scenes)1" They used the same one-~nine rating scale.
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The means ware 7.13 and 6.00 for the CRR and CRN groups, respectively'

and were significantly different (using a tvo-tai1 ! test, :e less

than .05).

Thus data from the tva studies vere consistent in supporting the

assumption that the scene outcomes were more pleasant for the CRR

group than the CRN group.

Believability .s:~ Scenes

It liaS assumed that the believability of the CRR and CRN outcomes

needed to be similar or else believability might account for any differ

ences in the group means. Thus in both the scene rating study men

tioned in the last section and this experiment, believability ratings

vere included. SUbjects vere asked to rate believability on a scale

from "unbelievable" (1) to "highq believable" (5). In the former

study, beJievabill1iy means vere not significantly different wen all

scenes vere compared using an overall! test for the analysis of

variance. In the present study, the debriefing question, "On the

average, hov believable did the scenes seem for you PersonallTl It

'Was included. SIlbjects were asked to rate believability on the same

one-to-five scale. Means were 3.63 and 4.17 for the eRR and CRN

groups, respectively. They vere not significantly different (tw

tail 1 test).

Therefore, again both sets of data wre consistent in supporting

the assumption that the believability of the CRR scenes w.s not diff

erent from that of the eRN scenes. Also, §;S in each. study rated the

ba1ievability of the scenes rather high. The overall mean 'Was 4.06

out of 5 possible for this study. That could be important for achiev-
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ing s:ny effect for the covert rehearsal.

Claritr !!!!! Activeness .2! !me geS

Two questions vere included on the clarity of the images for the

ORR and. ORN groups. Subjects rated the clari.ty of the images .from

"very unreal and unclear" (1), to "very reaJ. and clear" (5) to the

question, "Hov real or clear did the scenes seem to 10U as yaa. vere

imagining them? Did you feel llke you vera actuall.y in them?" The

means vere 3.96 and 4.17 for the eRR and. CRN groups. The difference

was not significant (tvo-tail 1 test).

The question, "To what extent did you fill in the blanks and

imagine additional details and wrds as asked by the narrator?1I was

included to provide a check on hov actively 2S imagined the scenes.

A five-point rating scale ranging from "not at all" (1), to "almost

all the time" (5) ws provided. Means vere 4. 29 and 4.04 for the

CRR and eRN groups respectively. The difference was not significant

(two-tail 1 test).

From the absolute value of the means to both of these questions,

plus the lack of difficulty expressed. by 2S during the practice scene,

it appears that §.s vere able to form fairly clear images. At least

they consistently reported that they vere able to.

Awresess .2! Artificial Aspects 9.!.~ Experiment

Of course all §.s vere aware that they vere participating in an

experiment. There vere tva aspects of the experiment for which it vas

important to maintain low awareness. The first was awareness of the

bidden observation of their talking. Five questions liTere included to

measure this. Only three £s in the CRR, only one in the CRN, and tvo
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in the P group expressed awreness in the questionnaire. Three or

four additional §.s said they had vondered. if they trere being recorded.

Hovever, they did not say this until after they were told about the

recording.

The other important hidden aspect was including a condition (p)

lolhich ws not expected to have much effect. Yet it was important that

£s not be aware of the I's expectation. Special precautions discussed

above vere taken to reduce this possibility. There were tvo meaSlIres

of the effectiveness of these precautions. The first was the question

on the perceived helpfulness of the method discussed above. The second

lmS a direct question about whether §.S thought they wre in a control

group or not. Only one §. in the CRN group and one in the P group said

they did. None in the CRR thought so. Thus, Sa expressed lovawre-- .

ness of being in a control group.



CHAPrER VII

DISCUSSION

A particular methodology was used in designing and implementing

this experiment. The investigator began vith an abstract principle

(instrumental conditioning) which bad been well-established for the

conditioning of overt behavior and applied it to predict behavior

using covert rehearsal and covert reinforcement instructions. The

assumption under~g these predictions was that covert instrumental

conditioning took place with resultant generalization to overt behavior.

There was no direct test of this assumption in this experiment. How

ever, hypotheses deduced from this oovert instrumental oontitioning

assumption vere tested.

Discussion s:~ Covert Reinforoement Results

The Covert Rehearsal Reinforcement OUtcome (CBR) group, vhiob

was asked to imagine positive outcomes, did not score signif'icantly

different from the Covert Rehearsal Neutral Outcome (CRN) group, which

w.s asked to imagine neutral outoomes on any of the qt1estionnaire

variables or on the ehange in t.a1Jd ng variable. Therefore, the hypo

thesis that a difference in covert reinforcement instructions will

change overt qt1estionnaire and. talking responses was not supported.

Since no effect tm.S found, one does not have to look for variables to

explain this. This evidence does not disprove the covert reinforoement

1J3'pothesis, since it is possible that the EDperiment did not properly

test the hypothesis. It is also possible that the differenoe in covert

reinforcement between (the ORR and CRN) treatment groups was too small

to adequately test the hypothesis. Perhaps later experiments should

107
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try to create larger differences in covert reinforcement and see if' that

makes a difference.

llevertheless, student ratings did shOll a difference in rated

pleasantness between the reinforcements. One might also question the

relationship between rated pleasantness and reinforcement value, but

at this point it seems simpliest to a8StlJ1le that the experiment was a

fair test of the hypothesis and failed to support it.

Other evidence related to the covert reinforcement hypothesis has

been reviewed in an earlier section. There were~ experiments and

case studies in which investigators used tfcovert reinforcement pt"Oce

duresn• Among those fOund in the Iiterature there was a strong trend

tovards finding positive results using these procedures. However,

Wile there was evidence that the covert reinforcement procedure worked

better than no treatment or some sort of placebo treatment, there ws

little evidence that the covert reinforcement instructions E §!WS an

important part of the treatment or that the §;s changed because they-

'Were receiving covert reinforcement. In a number of studies there were

nc controls. In every other study, except one, the investigator failed

to control for the effect of social reinforcement provided directly by

the therapist or experimenter. Only Cautela, steffan, and Wish (reported

by Cautela, 1970) used a proper control group in wch §.s were treated

identically except that one group was asked to imagine positive scenes

and the other neutral scenes as reinforcements. They found a positive

result.

Thus wen the evidence concerning the value of covert reinforcement

instructions is examined very caref'ully the evidence that is left is that
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Cautela ~ !!!' s experiment supports it and this one fails to. support it.

It is not clear ld1y there were differences in the resuts of these two

experiments. There vere dif'ferences in procedures. Cautela used un

related reinforcers for circle over- or underestimation. In the pre

sent experiment related reinforcers were given for imagined talking.

Their response ws an overt response requiring no response generaliza

tion; the one in this eJq>eriment was a covert response requiring re

sponse generalization. Perhaps other experiments should be Performed

to find out if one of these variables associated vith procedural dif

ferences may have interacte4 vith covert reinforcement to explain the

differences in results of the two experiments.

In general then the evidence related to the covert reil1forcement

instructions hypothesis is insufficient. Certainly one cannot conclude

at this point either that the evidence supports the hypothesis or that

it fails to support it. There is too little evidence and too lIIaIlY

unanswered qu.estions.

~ Possible Bmlanations .2!~ Covert Rehearsal.Results

A second hypothesis under consideration was the covert rehearsal

hypothesis that §s !mag:!"i ng themselves speaking to strangers would

change in their verbal reports about their speaking to strangers and

change in the amount they actually spoke to strangers. In general

there vere significant differences between the pooled CRR and CRN

group and the Placebo (p) group all both questionnaire and change in

talking scores. Thus at least superficially the results were in line

wi.th the prediction.
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However, there are an infinite number of hypotheses that can be

used to explain the general finding that the covert rehearsal groups

shoved greater changes in expectations and overt behavior than the

placebo control group. Although, the fact that the covert rehearsal

hypothesis was used to }D.'8dict this result in advance ad"s corroborat

ing evidence for the covert rehearsal hypothesis (Popper, 19.34).

The covert rehearsal hypothesis needs f'urther discussion, however.

First, the effect of covert reinforcement cannot be ruled out altogether

as a cause of the covert rehearsal effect even though the explicit

prediction based upon it (that ORR §.S would change more than CRN ~s)

'Was not supported. First, it is possible that §.S received covert

reinforcement in both ORR and CRN groups, but that there vas not enough

difference between them to make a measurable difference in the depen

dent variables. Subjects in both groups rated the outcomes as pleasant

(means 'Were CR,R;::7.1.3, CRN=6.o0 on a one to nine scale). In addition,

several §.s in the CRN group spontaneoualy expressed pleasure about the

thought of having performed~ response. There may also have been an

intrinsic reinforcing effect due to imagining oneself performing the

assertive response which vas present in both covert rehearsal groups.

It is also possible that there may have been a ceiling effect of rein

forcement due to intrinsic reinforcement. To better test the efficacy

of differences in covert reinforcement instructions, one might use a

less pleasant response. This intrinsic reinforcement hypothesis may

explain wy Cautela (1970 and 1971a) reported effects of covert rein

forcement ilP-en. the' response 'WaS over or underestimating the size of

circles vhiJ.e this investigator found no difference on what may have
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been a more intrinsicalJ.y reinforcing response. Possib~ there was a

"ceiling effect" due to some intrinsic reinforcement from imagining

the response in the present experiment, but not present in Cautela's.

Fo:r; it is hard to imagine that underestimating or overestimating the

sizes of circles wuld be reinforcing. Therefore, the covert extrinsic

reinforcement may have provided a sizeable increase in reinforcement

for Cautela's, but not for these CRR §.s.

There are a number of hypotheses which in effect say that covert

reinforcement ws not important, but that some other variable can

account for the lack of difference between the eRR and CRN groups and

the difference bet~reen these and the P group. One hypothesis which

might help explain the differences between the covert rehearsal and

placebo grOllp results is an increase in the 2,S' skill to respond \!hen

meeting a stranger. The 2,s were given some guidance about what to

say and do. Possibly these instructions increased their knowledge

about what to do when meeting a stranger. There is no evidence in

the experiment Tolbich tests either the reinforcement-of-both-groups hyp0

thesis or the increase-in-ski.li hypothesis. This explaination would

also be consistent with a social behaviorist type the91"Y such as that

favored by Staats or this investigator.

Another explaination might be that there is a desensitization type

effect taking place wah is different than the covert instrumental

conditioning presumed to be occurring. This may be equivalent to say

ing that the classical conditioning principle can be used to explain

the results better. This is a possibility, but the experiment 'WaS de

signed to fit a covert instrumental conditioning paradigm. (For some of
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the difficulties in differentiating between covert classical and instru

mental conditioning see the discussion in Chapter III.)

There are tllO "expectationslf type hypotheses vhich maY' account for

the observed differences. The first is the "demand" ~thesis (see

Orne, 1962). This hypothesis states that §.S discover what the ~ is

doing and attempt to help him by' behaving as the;y think he expects them

to. They maY' even keep quiet about what the;y did when asked. by" the I

later on so he will feel that everything in his experiment was well

done.

The second "expectations" hypothesis states that there maY' have

been a difference in treatment which changed §.s I generaJ. expectations

about how good a treatment they vere getting. There maY' have been an

"experimenter bias" effect (see Rosenthal, 1964). This means that the

lIS expectation that one treatment is more effective could cause the

§.s to behave differentl;r if it was subtlY' communicated to them, or if

he favored one group in other ways extraneous to the experimental hypo

thesis.

There were a number of precautions taken to minimize differences

in both demand and experimenter bias-type expectation effects. These

included taping instructions, standardizing treatment procedures rigidly,

m1 ni m1 zing experimenter-subject interactions,' not choosing vh1ch group

~s were to be run in until the last possible moment, designing a placebo

treatment vh1ch seemed very real to the §.s, and emphasizing to a1l§.s

that it was hoped their treatment would make a change in their friend

liness. In addition, debriefing questions were included to measure

differences in §.s I reported expectations about the "helpfulness" of the
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method, whether or not they were in a control group, and how pleasant

it was listening to the tape. There vere no significant differences

betveen groups on responses to any of these questions. Therefore the

debriefing data did not support these "expectations" hypotheses.

There is also a more subtle form of the experimenter bias hypo

thesis which may expJ 81 n the results. It is that §.S in the covert re

hearsal groups vere able to tell from the descriptions of the scenes

what the ! was looking for. Since the P group members did not receive

as much of this kind of specific information, it may be that this

difference in information could account for the results. This is simi

lar to the increase in skills ~thesis above. The difference is that

in the former case the §.S would be doing it because of an increase in

skill per se, while in this case they would be doing it because they

better knev what the ! wanted them to do. There is no evidence that

bears directly upon this issue. However, there was no significant

difference in reported avareness of being tape-recorded between groups.

One might expect a difference if covert rehearsal §.S somehow better knew

what the ! was looking for. This hypothesis cannot be ruled out as a

possible explanation, however.

Another hypothesis could be called the placebo decrement hypothesis.

It is possible that. the covert rehearsal procedures had no effect upon

the §.S natural questionnaire response or talking habits at all. It

could simply be that the placebo treatment had some kind of a detrimental

effect upon the §S' natural habits. Even though there was not a signifi

cant absolute decrement in P group performance, there may have been a

difference relative to their natural habits. Given this type of an
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experimental situation this type of ~thesis would be very difficult

to falsify. The reason is that it is difficult to operationally define

the term "natural situationa convincingly'. One could argue that a

nno treatmentn control could have been used in addition to the placebo

control. However, one problem in this situation lies in the length of

time between the Pretest and the posttest situation. The time interval

vas 42 minutes. What ano treatmentn colild have been given that would

convince others that it could not possibly have had a detrimental

effect on §.s' normal questionnaire answering and talldng habits? Were

they to read for the 42 minutes, talk, sit alone doing "nothing", or

what? Instead, the author used. a:.placebo treatment lfhich should have

increased the §p' expectations that they vould change a little, at least.

In the literature placebo groups have consistently had effects at least

equal to "no treatment" groups and usually they have had greater effects

(cf.. Paul, 19(9).. It appears that in fact the major question should

be whether or not there is a difference betveen the treatment and place

bo groups. This question is more important because it asks vhether or

not there is ~ effect due specifically to the experimental treatment

that is not found to be an effect of all or most treatments.. In this

case the evidence supported the hypothesis that there was a specific

covert rehearsal treatment effect.

There m.ay have been other differences between the covert rehearsal

and placebo tapes vhi.ch may have caused the differences in effects. For

ammple the narrator talked more on the covert rehearsal tapes. Also,

there vere two one and one-halt minute breaks on the covert rehearsal

tapes that vere not present on the placebo tape. Subjects could have
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interacted during these times. However, only one or two pairs did.

In order to interact it vas necessary to go around the barrier separa

ting them. The placebo §.S vere not specifica.J.ly given breaks. However,

they had more time with no t.a1lring, so it was felt that these nthought lf

periods served as breaks. AIry of these differences and possibly' others

could have caused the observed effects. However, this problem exists

whenever a placebo type control is used. The solution to this problem

may come only after there is more information about eDctly which

variables it is important to control.

Another possible explaDation of the results is that something else

about the taped instructions caused the differences, but that true covert

rehearsal had nothing to do vith it. Of course this is possible. How

ever, there is at least evidence that the §.s reported they were imagi

ning the scenes clearly and actiVely adding details, which is the opera

tional definition of covert rehearsal in this st~.

Despite the possibility that some Ifexpectationll type h1POthesis

or some other hypothesis might account for the consistent d:l..fferences

betveen pooled covert rehearsal and P groups, the analysis of the proce

dure used and the debriefing ansvers generally do not support them. . In

addition the experimental hypotheses vere stated in advance. Th~efore,

it can be concluded that the results supported the hypothesis that some

thing inherent in the covert rehearsal of the scenes caused the observed

dii'ferences in §.S r questionnaire responses and increases in talking to

each other.

&Planations Specific .!:,g, Questionnaire Results

.An elaborate theory has been presented in earlier chapters concern-
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ing the application of conditioning principles to covert behavior. One

might ask how this is relevant to explaining the results specific to

the questionnaire results.

The FAE Questiozmai:re provided the most straightforward teat of

§.s' .verbal reports of how friendly they expected to act in a lIlDIlber of

sit'U8.tions. The test wos designed only to measure their verbal report

of their expectations, not to predict actual behavior in those situations

or to measure some trait. Results showed a positive effect for the

covert rehearsal treatment (eRR, CRN vs. p), but not for the covert

reinforcement treatment (CBR vs CRN).

The theory presented earlier assumed that ~R habits, including

complex: response systems, vould be changed by covert conditioning pro

cedures. It was hypothesized that the response of imagining oneself

being friendly vould be more likeJ..y when the §. either imagined himself

being v.:tth a stranger or was actually with a stranger. It was expected

that this change in imagining oneself being more friendly would effect

~' verbal reports of how friend.l.y they expected to be in the future.

The hypothesis that covert reinforcement had an effect on frequency of

covert behavior did not receive an:y indirect support from the FAE results.

However, the hypothesis that covert rehearsal affected the probability

of the covert response received some very indirect support. That indi

rect support lies onJ.y in the fact that a deduction of this hypothesis

ms supported (ie. §.s reports of expectations changed as predicted).

However, one might relate this hypothesis to the Mahoney, Thorensen,

and Danaher (l972) experiment discussed earlier. They used an external
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reinforcer web apparently increased the response rate of a covert

response. Their experiment ws a much more direct test of this hypo

thesis.

The PEN Extraversion scale consisted of items that were designed

to measure a "trait" of extraversion (Eysenck, 1969). A trait theorist

might then wonder if the effect of the covert rehem:sal ws due to the

test being affected by influences other than traits. He also might

wonder if the test measured a true change in the trait. In that case

the results might provide insight into how traits are learned. Either

of the explanations would be plausible from the point of view of trait

theory. However, the conditioning theory presented here made no men

tion of traits. Instead the theory assumed that S-R habits would be

changed by covert conditioning instructions. In Chapter Four there

ws an explanation about how complex symbolic responses could serve as

expectations, and hOll these expectations might be affected by condi

tioning. It is assumed that these covert expectations about one's

behavior influenced the §.s' verbal statements about their behavior.

This may have affected even the more general, timeless statements

found on the PEN.

Change !!!~ Behavior-Relation ~~ Studies~ Theoretical !2s

planation

Another contribution of this study is that it is the first controll

ed experiment with llhich this author is familiar that found a positive

effect of covert rehearsal on an important overt interpersonal response.

McFall and his associates have failed to find differences of their co

vert rehearsal procedures on their "behavioral" measures of refusing
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persistent salesmen, though they found differences on qIlestionnaire

measures. Oautela' s controlled experiments using covert reinforcement

for overt behavior vere performed using estimates of the sizes of

circles as the dependent variable. However, estimating the size of

circles is not as directly relevant to therapeutic intervention as is

teJJcing to strangers. In addition, Oautela's vork utilized covert

reinforcement instructions, but not covert rehearsal.

Flannery (1972) found that a group of §;s who received covert rein

forcement for covert approach responses to feared rats actual1.y approach

ed the rats more than placebo control .§s, but approached them less than

§.S who received covert reinforcement for overt approach responses.

Gardner (1971) had found temporaJ.'y effects of a treatment simi lar to

Hoae's (1965) coverant control method on smoking. However, four months

later the groups were no longer different.

There are a number of controlled experiments which have been con

cerned .v.tth the effects of covert punishment. (These were previous~

discussed in Chapter III.) Studies finding greater effects of covert

punishment than placebo treatments of smoking include thos~ by Berecz

(1972), Sachs and Bean (1970), and Gardener (1970). Wagner and Bragg

(1970) found that a combination desensitization and covert punishment

procedure was more effective than other smoking treatments, but that

either alone was not. Lawson and May (1970) found no differences be

tween covert punishment and other methods in modifying smoking. Hov

ever)/ their sample loIaS very small. In addition Janda and Bimm (1972)

found that covert sensitization caused greater effects on weight

reduction than a placebo treatment. Most of' these studies employed
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Cautela's (1967) "covert sensitizationtt technique. Even though covert

reinforcement and not covert punishment ws the focus of this paper,

it has been pointed out that in order to demonstrate a general isomor

phism between covert conditioning principles, and overt conditioning

principles both must be discussed.

In general then controlled studies using covert reinforcement and

covert punishment for covert responses and studies using covert be

havior rehearsal have frequently found at least temporary effects of

these procedures upon overt responses which were preS'DDled to be similar

in structure to the covert responses. However, several of these studies

failed to find positive effects. studies using Homme rs method (classi

fied here. as covert self-discrimination) have been particularly un

encouraging (see Chapter III). The present study did not lend support

to the covert reinforcement hypothesis, but did lend support to the

covert rehearsal hypothesis.

The theory that was presented, explained the effects of covert rein

forcement and covert rehearsal procedures in terms of conditioning prin

ciples and response systems. It was also hypothesized that these re

sponse systems vere originally learned according to these same condi

tiOIWlg principles. In general these ideas follov those of Staats (196.3,

1968, 1971) and are somewhat in the tradition of ideas expressed by

Skinner (1953, 1957).

It was hypothesized that the following events occur during the

covert rehearsal and covert reinforcement procedures. The,2, following

instructions, imagines that he is in a specific situation, such as meet

ing a stranger. He imagines himself' making a friendly response, and
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then he imagines himself receiving some sort of reinforcement. The

covert reinforcement increases the probability of the covert response

occurring wenever he imagines meeting a stranger. This is in line vith

Mahoney, Thoresen, and Danaher's (1972) finding an increase in a covert

response due to reinforcement. From that point there is both stimulus

and response generalization so that the person vill increase his overt

friendly responses when he is in the situation of actually meeting a

stranger. This generalization process may be accounted for either by

some sort of a direct generalization process or by mediation of pre

viously learned response systems.

One such hypothetical system that ws discussed ws the expectation

system or the system which presumably assesses behavioral contingencies

then serves as a discriminative stimulus changing the probability of

other responses. The expectation response changes the probability of

responses as a function of the likelihood that the response will lead to

the desired reinforcement. It ws further assumed that this system

would be affected by changes in the probabillty of covert Sd-covert R

covert Sr relations such as imagining oneself talking to a stranger in

a cafeteria (i.e. if the covert R is more likely given the covert Sci, it

increases the expectation effect.) If these hypotheses are valid, then

it becomes obvious that an expectations response system could mediate

the generalization from covert conditioning to changes in overt behavior.

Therefore, the theory predicted an increase in .§s' reported expecta

tions of the likelihood that they vould be friendly in various inter

personal situations. It also predicted an increase in talking when §.S

were with someone they did not know. It ws expected that there would
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be increments in both reported expectations and actual tel 'kj ng depen

dent variables due both to covert rehearsal and due to additional amounts

of covert reinforcement. Both the expectations and talking predictions

were supported by the covert rehearsal but not by the covert reinforce

ment results. The application of conditioning principles to covert

behavior seems as though it may have a great deal to offer-including

a rapprochement between traditional conditioning and cognitive theories

of complex human behavior. However, as promising as it may be, it needs

a great deal of research before it can be clearly supported or rejected.

:FUture Research on Covert Reinforcement and Covert Rehearsal- - ;.

The results of t.hi.s experiment look encouraging for the study of

covert behavior. While this is just an ear,Q" step in the investigation

of covert rehearsal and covert reinforcement, it is hoped that research

in this very complex, yet potentially exciting area v.i.ll flourish~

There are several questions for future research 1ilhich arise directly

as a result of this experiment.

First, some fUture experiments should also attempt to provide ex

perimental designs which control for general "expectations" effects

discussed above. This rems; DS a probl l3Dl in almost all research. A

series of experiments using a variety of experimental designs to study

covert rehearsal and covert reinforcement lolOuld provide more convincing

evidence on their efficacy than a single lDperiment. If different methods

vere used to control for the expectations efrects, then it vould be less

likely that expectations effects could account for observed differences

in all experiments. The same argument holds for any other possible

confounding variable such as any possible decrement effect of the P g;DOUp
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treatment. A number of different "placebo" treatments could be used•

.An additional value of doing a series of different experiments on

covert rehearsal and reinforcement is that one wuld feel more free to

generalize conclusions to more situations and different kinds of re

sponses.

In addition to the need to clearly separate expectations effects,

etc., there will be lnany issues to be resolved in case covert rehearsal

and covert reinforcement should prove to be important variables over a

whole series of ~eriments. For example, possibly the effects of skill

acquisition, intrinsic reinforcement from the response, and covert

reinforcement from the outcomes can be more effectively separated. Also

parametric studies could be made to see if variables lilbi.ch have tradi

tionally affected instrumental conditioning of overt responses (e~g. ,

deprivation, reinforcement schedules, etc.) effect covert conditioning

in similar w.ys. It is o~ through. this type of parallletric study that

psychologists can come to conclusions about wether the term "covert

instrumental conditioning" can be justified. For it is only through

demonstrating an isomorphism between overt and covert coilditioning that

psychologists can conclude that the same learning 'principles apply to

both phenomena. This experiment \laS an early step in the attempt to

ansver this question.

Covert Rehearsal ,!,!~ AutOmated ~-control Treatment Principle

The purpose of the experiment w.S not to perfect a powerful treat

ment procedure. Instead, the purpose 'Was to discover and test a po

tentially important treatment principle in a situation llhich would be

similar to situations where it might be applied. In the applied science
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model it is desirable that experimental 8UppOrt for treatment princi

ples precede further developnent of these principles into sophisti

cated techniques. Thus experimental control of variables ws stressed

at the possible cost of wakening the treatment procedure. For emm

ple, tape recordings vere used instead of live presentations. Also,

the same general scenes vere used once on a large number of §.s instead

of individualizing scenes for a longer treatment Period for a smaller

group of §.s.

It is very interesting that this relatively controlled and hi~

automated covert rehearsal procedure appeared to produce changes in

reported specific expectations and overt behavior. Bandura's 'WOrk

showing the effectiveness of models on TV seems to be one effective

mass communication means of changing behavior. The taped covert re

hearsal scenes provide a different method. Subj ects were asked to

imagine themselves in certain standardized situations doing certain

things on a prerecorded tape that is a potential source of mass communi

cation. It seems entirely possible to imagine using a series of such

tapes to teach .§S new complex skills including interpersonal skills

such as the one used here. In the past the only psychological treat

ments available have usually been very expensive and have required a

great deal of direct supervision by a highly trained professional.

There are potentially many practical advantages to covert rehearsal

and reinforcement as treatment techniques if they can be made effective.

First this technique is highly POrtable. Covert rehearsal and covert

reinforcement can be self-administered. This means that .§S could listen

to tapes llhe!"e and when they wnt. For example, listening to a tape
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immediately before going into a problem situation might be more effec-

tive than having been in a therapist's office six days before. Or

one could imagine scenes without the presence of a tape recorder.

This means he could use the sc'enes even in the immediate problem situa

tion. It may be like bringing your own therapist to dinner.

In addition to the portabillty advantage, there is also a flexi

bilityadvantage. There may be great advantages to having ~s overtly

rehearse responses and receive overt reinforcement in natural environ

mental or simulated situations. This investigator believes that overt

rehearsal is the preferred technique where practical. Hovever, it may

not be practical or possible to m8.nipulate the .§'a wrld to that extent.

In that case other methods should be available. Covert rehearsal and

reinforcement may be one alternative..
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APPENDIX A

SITUATION-RESPONSE SCENES USED IN COVERT REINFORCEMENT

AND COVERT NEt1l'RAL SCENES GROUP~

During .9!!!!~

Imagine that you are 8itting in one of your classes where you know

very few students who sit around;you. Look around the room and picture

it as clearly as you can. Can you see the doors, the blackboard, the

v.f.nd.ovs, the other desks? You have arrived very ear~ this day. Other

students are coming into the room. You can hear the screeching of

chairs and banging of books. A fellow (girl) you have seen lI18.D1' times,

but never talked to, comes over and sits two seats down from you. He

(She) puts his (her) books down and begins straightening things out a

little. Then he (she) looks toward the door and starts to watch other

students coming in.

You decide that since you want to get to know other students better,

you will sPeak to him (her). You might for instance decide to simply

introduce yourself by' saying something like, "Say, I've seen you here

all semester, but I don't know you. My name is John Doe. n Imagine

yourself doing that now.

Party Scene

Imagine that you have been invited to a party by' a friend. The

party is at someone's house whom you don't know. You may feel a little

~ch scene also included an ending or outcome. The outcomes were
different for the CRR and CRN groups and are listed in Appendix B. These
were the "male" scenes. The "female" scenes were identical except Ss
in general talked to other females. -
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uneasy about going at all, but you have said you v.l.1l go, so you go.

You arrive and it is night.

You look at the old frame house v.l.th a small front porch that

creaks when you vall: on it. You knock on the old wooden screen door,

and someone yells through the door to come on in. You walk into a

narrow hall~ and a gay comes up to you and says, 'I'm Bill Haller,

come on in. n Imagine yourself' replying by' introducing yourself. Then

someone calls him and he excuses himself and says, nJust make yourself

at home. 1I

You look around the room. You see several groups of people talk

ing, but don't see anyone you know. You feel rather uncomfortable, and

you wonder where your friend is. But you decide to make the best of

the situation and try to meet some people and have some fun. Yal1

notice that everyone seems to be in groups talking. You can hear the

dull roar of people and the stereo playing in the background. You

also see some drinks on the dining table and go over and begin fixing

yourself something. At the same time you sort of look over the groups

to see vhich one looks most interesting to you.

After you have fixed yaur drink you w.lk over toward a group of

people. At first you just valk up and stand there tdth them. You

listen care£ull;y to what they are saying so that you ldll be able to

join in later. (There are three~ and two girls in the group.) They

are talking about what kind of changes need to be made to make educa

tional systems--especially college-better. One fellov lIho is tall

vJ.th long dark hair thinks that there is no need for 8ll1lectures,

instead everybody should have something like on-the-job training. A oute,
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short, blond girl thinks that the system is just fine the way it is

nov. As you listen you begin formulating your ovn opinions and think

of vhat you think should be done. Then men a brief pause occurs, you

tell them what you think and how you feel. Imagine yourself briefly

stating your position to them nov.

Arter Lecture Scene- -
Imagine yourself seated in one of your classes. Think of a parti

cular class that you presently have with an instructor you are a little

afraid of. Look around the room. Imagine the doors or the windows, •••

the walls••• the chairs••• the blackboards.

Imagine seeing the other students in class. Do you recognize one

or tvo'l Nov imagine that you are listening to your instructor lectur

ing. You seem to be following ld1at he has said pretty well, but then

he says something that suddenly makes you feel lost and confused. You

didn't expect that at all. You think to yourself, "This could really

screw me up on the test."

You think that maybe you had better ask the instructor vhat he

meant. Yet this immediately makes TOU feel a little uncomfortable.

You feel afraid that he might think you aren't too bright or that you

should have understood without asking. Besides, you feel like you

don't want to bother him, since he always seems so busy and in such a

rush.

SUddenly the instructor stops lecturing and students start to pour

out of the classroom. The instructor begins to gather his things to

gether. You know that it is nov or never. You say to yourself some

thing like uTo heck with my fear-I want to knov "hat he meant. n
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You get up and walk toward him. He is just beg:l nn1 ng to walk

toward the door. Imagine yourself calling out his name. He turns

toward you. Nov imagine yourself' telling him how confused you vere

about what he said. You also tell him that you hesitated to approach

him because you were afraid that he might think you are stupid for

asking.

Library Scene

Imagine that you are in the college library. You are at a desk

reading near SODle book stacks. You can picture the rows and rows of

stacks near you v.Lth the little call number signs on the ends. You

happen to notice a student walkLng around WO is a fellow (girl) about

your owage.

He (She) looks Chinese. He (She) is wandering around and suddenly

stops in front of you looking very puzzled. You decide to try to help

him (her). Imagine your exact vords as you ask 1£ you can help him

(her).

He (She) replies that he (she) wants some books about Mohammadism

for a paper he (she) needs to write for his (her) religion class, but

that he (she) doesn't even know how to find books in the library. He

(She) says the librarians all looked so busy' that he (she) thought he

(she) vould just go look around himself' (herself'). But he (she) can

see nov that is not getting him (her) anyplace.

You think it over and decide to help him (her) by showing him

(her) how to look up books in the card catalog by subject, get the call

nUll1bers, then find the books in the shelve••
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Imagine yourself telling him (her) that you would be happy to show

him (her) hov to find books for his (her) subject.

Cafeteria Scene

Imagine that you have some time and are near the student cafeteria,

so you decide to go in and get something to eat for lunch. It is late

and there aren't maIJY people inside. Imagine your going into the lunch

line. You get something to eat and something to drink. Notice the

shiD1' bars that you put your tray on, the drink machines, the ice, and

all the desserts and salads. You pay the cashier 'Who takes your money,

rings up the sale, and gives you change.

Then you look around to find a table where no one is sitting. You

find one and seat yourself. You make yourself' comfortable and begin to

eat. Imagine that a fellow (girl) about yaur ow age walks by and puts

his (her) things dow across the table almost next to you. He (She)

pulls the chair out and sits down. He (She) straightens his (her) books

out. Then he (she) begins to eat a hamburger and sip his (her) coke.

You begin to think that it would be a good. idea. if' you spoke to him (her)

to be friendly. You decide that you will not let ~ excuse prevent you

from being friendly. You decide that this time if no other you vill be

friendly and speak up.

You begin to think: verry quickly about what you v.l.ll say to him

(her). It might be about something in the immediate situation, about

something on campus or off campus, it might be something about your

self', or it might be a personal question such as "How long bave you

gone to school here?II,IIWhat is your major?", or "Have you lived here

long?" He (She) gives you a rather short reply. But you decide to
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persist. So again you speak to him (her) in a friendly way.

~ Together Scene

You decide that you will have a fev friends and acquaintances over

for a get-to-gether soon.

You knOll that all you need is a place, a time, some food and drinks,

and some people. Think of a place-it could. be your place or someone

elae's. Think at a date and time when it vlll be. It might be tonight

if its just a come-on-over thing or it might be something you plan

ahead for. Think of vhat people can eat or drink. You may decide to

furnish some 7-up, coke, and other mixers, but let them bring their own

drinks.

So you've got everything you need but some people. This may be a

little scarry if you are not used to getting a group ot friends together.

But you realize that this is really not much different from inviting

just one or two people over. Let's pretend that you have between 3 and

15 people you'd like to call. It depends on vhat you want. You thiIlk:

of who you would call ·and possibly make a list of the phone n'UDlbers.

Finally, you are ready to phone some people. Imagine yourself

going over to the phone. You lift the receiver off the hook. You can

feel your heart pounding faster. You look at the list and think about

vhat you'll say a minute. Then you dial the first number, but the phone

rings and rings.

Depressed Friend~

Think of a specific friend who might get lonely or depressed. Pic

ture his (her) dress, his (her) mannerisms and his (her) face. Imagine

that you are visiting him (her) alone in his (her) home. Picture him
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(her) as best you can sitting in a slumped position in his (her) chair

looking very downcast.

You wonder vhat' s wong. Imagine yourself asking him (her). He

(She) replies, nOh, I don't knov." You say nWell, don't tell me if' you

don't want, but maybe it will make you feel better if' you do."

He (She) begins telling you. about hOll lonely and depressed he (she)

has been lately. He (She) says he (she) feels like he (she) has hardly

any real close friends at all.

You listen carefully and encourage him (her) to go on. He (She)

does and tells you that one of the 'flOrst things is that he (she) feels

so freaky for feeling this wy. He (She) feels like he (she) must be

the only person to ever feel this way. Other people seem to feel so

self-assured all of the time. You realize that most people feel de

pressed at some time or another and think that it might help if' you

llould tell of a time when you felt very depressed and lonely, so he

(she) 'flOuld realize that he (she) wsn' t alone. Think of a time when

you felt that way that vorked out OK. Imagine that you tell him. about

i~ nOll.

Outside Prof's Office~

Imagine that you are waiting outside your advisor's new office to

see him. His doOr is shut and he is talking to another stlJdent inside.

From the w.y they are talldng you are afraid it will be awhile, so you.

8it down. You look around the outer office. You notice a table stacked

.:f'ull of boxes and.papers in one corner. There is a gray metal bookshelf

.:f'ull of books and a two-file cabinet next to the table. His office is

at one end, and the outer door at the other end of the room. Just then
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another student valks in. He (She) walks aver to your advisor's door,

listens for a moment, then comes over and sits in the empty chair

beside you. He (She) looks across the room.

You decide you will speak to the student in order to be friendly'.

Imagine your emct vords as you tell him (her) that it looks like your

advisor will be busy for awhile. The other student says quietly that,

"r guess he will be. n You tell him (her) that you hate to wait so

long, but that you need to get your schedule straight for next semester.

He (She) says that he (she) is waiting to make' up a test he (she) missed.

He (She) says he (she) is worried about it because he (she) missed so

much class this semester. Imagine yourself asking why he (she) missed

so much.
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APPENDIX B

OUTCOMES :FOR RKl:NFORCING (eRR) AND NEUTRAL (CRN) SCENES GROUPs2

During Q!!!!~ OUtcome!2£ gm~

He smiles broadly and replies in a triend.ly manner, "Oh, hi!

I'm Jim Banner. II Then you say something like, "Hey what do you think

of this class ~. a Imagine his reply, and yours as you go on to

discuss the class more and you already feel a liking for Jim.

Just then the professor starts to lecture, so you each start to

pall out your pens and papers. But as you do you are each alert, smil

ing, and reeling happy. What a difference between the beginning of

~ class period and most or them. You talk with Jim during the next

tvo class periods. About a week later wen class is over imagine

putting your things together. You feel like you want to get to know

Jim better. So you decide to ask him if he'd like to get a coke, a

beer, or lunch with you later on. Imagine your doing that. He smiles

and says, liRa, you knOll that's~. I have thought about asking you

the same thing, but I didn't say anything. II You both laugh. Then you

set a time and leave. Inside, you feel very good and warm because v.J..th.

just a little effort, you've gone a long way toward maldng a new friend.

Dgring~ Scene outcome !:9.t .Q&i~

He looks over and replies, 1I0h, ••• ah, I'm Jim Banner. a Then you

say something like, WHey vhat do you think or this olass anyw.y. II

Imagine his reply, and yours.

2.rb.ese are outcomes for the situation-response scenes listed in
Appendix A. Also, these are the llmalen scenes. "Female" scenes wre
identical except the other persons in the scene in general were females.
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Just then, the professor starts to lect'ltt"e, so you each start to

pull out yaar pens and papers. You feel rather sleepy and out-of-it

as the lecture starts, which is the way you usuaJ.ly feel.

You see Jim during the next two class periods. You think that

though you haven't gotten to know him too well yet you vill try to get

to lalow him better. So you decide to ask him if he'd like to get a

coke, a beer, or some lunch with you later on. Imagine you're doing

that. He looks at you and says, "Thanks, but I'm meeting some friends

for lunch already.a You say, nOh, fine. Maybe we can make it another

time. " You leave the class alone, and notice other students leaving

also. You see Jim about a week after that in class as he enters the

classroom. You see that he is looking the other 'Way and goes over to

sit in a place across the room. You think well maybe you can still

get to know him later.

Party Scene Outcome. f.2!: gm~

Each of the other four group members looks at you casually and

seems interested in what you are saying. They are quiet and seem to

'W8Jlt you to go on. A tall guy is nodding his head in agreement with

ToZhat you are saying. One girl v.tth long dark hair is frowning a

little as if she may disagree slightly. They begin to ask you qaestions,

and seem pleased by your answers. Then the dark-haired girl who had

been frowning seems to be changing her position to match yours.

After you have all been discussing this awhile, you notice people

seem to be running out of vords. Imagine yourself saying something like

"Nov that we've settled that problem, I think I'd like something to
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munch on. If Everyone smiles and begins to .fb1.low you to the snack tray

to get something to eat. Then they begin asking you questions about

yourself. You suddenly realize how accepted you feel.

The realization that you overcame your initial anxiety and success

fu.lly broke into a group of total strangers makes you feel even better.

You feel a sense of strength surge through you-like you could 'W8lk

into any group and join in.

Party~ OUtcome !2!:'.Q!Yl Group

A tall gu:y and a girl wi.th long dark hair turn towrd you as you

are talking. The other two conti.nu.e to talk to each other. The tall

~ continues to sip his drink tmile you are talking, but appears to

be listening to llhat you are s¢ng. The girl walks aw.yand gets some

chip and dip and. returns. After you are finished lifith what you were

saying, the tall ~ and girl lifith long dark hair turn back and start

listening to the other two who were talking all along. You just decide

to listen too. After awhile the two that were talking seem to run out

of things to talk about. Imagine yourself saying, "Now that that pro

blem is settled, I think I'd like something to munch on. If You go over

to the snack table. One of the fellows in the group walks over to

another group, one of the two girls start talking to each other, and

the other gay goes over to another table and fixes himself another

drink.

You decide to leave fairly early. You look around for your friend,

and find that he still has not arrived. Then you decide to see if' you

can .find the host to say goodbye. You have forgotten his name, but

think that it doesn't matter much. Finally, you locate him and tell
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him you need to get home. You wave and walk back i;hrough the narrow

hall and onto the squeaky porch.

~ Lecture~ Outcome !s: Qm! Group

He laughs and says, "You know its tu.nny. When I was a student

I felt the same way you do about approaching my teachers. I never

realized until I was an instructor myself' that teachers don't feel that

wy at all. I knOll darn well that all my stt1dents have questions, I

genuinely admire those-like you-who have the get-up-and-go to come

up and hash things out. .As it works out, it usually turns out to be

the better students who ask questions. I wish I could get more to

do it."

You notice that your tenseness has eased quite a bit, your heart

is beating at a normal pace again, and you feel very pleased with your

self'. You feel a genuine warmth toward him £or his understanding, and

you are really glad that you approached him. It seems so really

simple to just ask when you have a question instead of stewing over it.

Then something else happens. The next day in class as the period

is drawing to an end the Pro£. says to the class, "If any of you Pave

questions come and talk to me. One student yesterday asked me a question

and had the courage to tell me just how he felt. He is the kind of

student who will help get good cOIllJllUDication going. He is going to do

'Well in this course if he continues to seek real depth understanding

like that." You feel warm inside and your mole body palsates vlth

pride in what you did. What a pleasant, unexpected surprise to be used

as a positiva emmple for the whole class.
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~ Lecture~ Outcome m Qmi~

He looks back at you and tells you that asking questions doesn't

mean you are stupid. It may just be that you didn't understand the

lecture, vhich could have even been his fault. Though, he adds that

he did his best to make it clear.

Then he tells you that he v.1.ll not be able to answer your ques

tion nov, but asks you to either try again next class period. or come

and see him during his office hours. You ask him when they are, and

he tells you that they are listed on the class syllabus i1hich he handed

out the first day of class. You thank him, and he hurries on out the

door.

The next day in class the lecture goes on as usual. At the end. of

class, though, he tells students that if they want to see him, they

may do so during his office hours. He then repeats when they are. He

also suggests that students may phone him.

Librarx~ outcome !2£ Q!m !i£2!m

He smiles and says that he very much appreciates your kindness

and. would appreciate it if you could help. But he doesn't wnt you to

if it v.1.ll be an inconvenience at all.

You assure him that it llOn't be and suggest that the two of you

go dowstairs to the card catalog. Imagine yourself taking him down

stairs. You show him hov to use the card catelogs and are heading

toward the section upstairs were the books on Mohammadism are. He

turns and says, "That's so easy, and to think I was just looking

through all of those books before." You smile and laugh a little

about that. You decide to introduce yourself. Imagine yourself doing
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that he is from Indonesia, and has just been over in the United states

this semester.

Meanwhile, you shoy him the call numbers at the end of the aisles.

He smiles and thanks you in a 'WaY that makes you feel like he is very

appreciative of what you did. He adds, "You are the first American

student I have met since I have been here. I am very happy to meet

American students. n Imagine that you tell him that you are happy to

meet an Indonesian student and you ask him questions about what he

thinks of the U. S. and questions about Indonesia. The more he talks

the more fascinated you become with hearing about things you kney

nothing about before. During the conversation, he tells you that he

is Iiving with his Uncle and Aunt here and he lIould like you to come

over for dinner some night for a real Indonesian dinner. You feel

very pleased that he has asked, and agree to come.

Library~ Outcome !Q!..Q!lli~

He says that he is glad someone will help him. Then he asks if

you can help him right now, that he is in a hurry.

You say that you can, and suggest that the tvo of you go dovn

stairs to the card catalog. Imagine yourself taking him dOTmstairs.

You arrive at the card catalog downstairs. You can see drawer

after drawer. Imagine yourself telling him to find the subject Mohamma

diem first. He does so and you show him that the oaJ.l numbers are on

the left top corner of the cards. He selects a fev titles and dis

covers the books all seam to have about the same call numbers. You see

that they should be on the second floor, so you take him back up him-
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self for having taken the ini.tiative to speak first. You say to your

self that this is the ability that others who make friends easily have

developed. Now I am developing it myself.

Cafeteria~ Outcome !2£ Qm!~

Imagine that he again gives you a rather businesslike reply as

he begins gathering his things together. He stacks his books and tucks

them under his arm as he is getting up. He then picks up what is left

of his coke and takes it wi.th him. You begin to look around the cafe

teria again and notice other people w.lld.ng around. You start to look

at them and notice things abou,t them. Then you look aver at some

paintings that have been hung on the wll. They seem to all be paint

ings of household items and boats. You finish your lunch, pick up

yom- books, and leave. You begin thinldng about the class that ldll

be coming up soon. You wonder if the instructor will announce vhen the

next test vill be. You think that he has wited quite late to annouce

it; but you aren't worried, since you feel that you are fairly well

prepared.

~ Together Scene Outcome is: mm Group

You call the next person and ask him if he can come. He replies

that he vould really like to come. He asks you what the occassion is.

You reply that you're just doing it so some of your friends can get

acquainted ldth each other and you can all have a good time.

He says that he thinks that is really a great idea. He says he

thinks its really neat that you would just call people up like that.

He says he has thought about it before, but he never got around to it.

You reply that you have ptlt it off too, but that you finally got your-
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self together and did it. He asks what he can bring? You tell him to

bring any booze he wants, but you are furnishing mixers. He asks if

there isn't something else he can bring. You say no, even though he

seems anxious to help. You talk a 1ittle longer then he thanks you

again. for asking him, and you say goodbye. You phone everyone on the

list. You have a little difficulty reaching several of the people on

it, but fi.nal1.y get them all. In general you vere surprised at how

responsive people were. They seemed really flattered that you had

cared enough to ask them to come. About one-fotn"th of the people

couldn't come, but even they seemed genuinely pleased that you had

asked them and seemed to have good reasons why they couldn't come.

The wole things makes you feel really good that so many wanted to

come to your get-together.

The evening of the get-together people casually come in and you

are pleased at how vell people talk ldth each other. Even people

whom you waren' t sure wuld get along with each other seemed to have

good conversations. There is a lot of talk: and laughing during the

party-yet no one felt compelled to talk. It is relaxed. After the

get-together is over you know· you had a good time, and everyone else

seemed to also. People stayed late, and everyone ws in a hearty

spirtt when they left. Several people commented upon how much fun

they had. One fellow tells you he usually hates being in groups, but

that this w.s so relaxed that he rea.1.ly enjoyed it. Several people

ask if they could help clean-up. You feel really happy and excited

inside. Your stomach seems to leap around. To think that you had

helPed to cause these people to have such a good time together. You
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have turned what had seemed like a far-out idea a fev days ago into a

real fine happening. You feel a IIttle like pinching yourself to make

sure its real!

~ Together~ Outcome !2!: Q!Y! Group

You call the next person and ask him if he can come. He replies

that he vould like to come, but that he has a paper that m.n be due

about a week after that, and he doesn't think that he bad better come.

You tell him that you are sorry he can r t come. You say goodbye and

hang up.

You call the next person on the list. You tell him about your

get-together and ask him if he would like to come. He says that he

thiDks he can, but he isnr't sure. He says that it depends upon wether

or not some other plans come through. You talk for a little bit more,

then he says he has to go, and you say goodbye and hang up.

Then you call the next person on the list. She 'WaS home, but \laS

not sure if she could come to the party or not. She would have to

check, because she said she thinks she already has something planned

for that evening. You tell her to please let you know wen she finds

out.

AIthough you have a little difficulty reaching several of the

people on the list, YOU finally get them all. In general you didn't

do too badly. About half of the people said they thought they could

come.

The evening of the get-together you had fever people shOll up than

expected, but there are still enough people. People seemed. to get

along 'With each other all right, ldth just a couple of exceptions. One
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There ws also a Iittle aYkwardness because some of the people didn't

seem interested in the same things. There vere a couple of people who

didn't bring anything to drink and sort of bummed quite a bit off of

others. but you reB.lly didn't mind. that too much. The group seemed

to get tired early and people began leaving. Some said they had to

get up early in the morning. As people were leaving one fellow told

you he had a good time. In a way you vere glad people left early,

so you could clean up the mess a little now instead of tomorrow. So

you begin to do that.

Depressed Friend~ Outcome !2!: .Q!Y!~

As you are tal ki ng you notice that he seems to be listening intent

ly to what you say. Also, you notice that his posture and facial ex

pression perks up some. He talks faster and in a higher pitch as he

asks you questions about your experience. And he sP9ntaneously comments

two or three times, that is just the vay I feel.

When you are finished, he says, "Gee, I just can't believe hov

much better I feel." "I don't knOll vhf, but I feel relieved. I guess

part of it is knowing that I'm not so wierd-I don't knov. But part is

just that you were interested enough to talk with me about it and tell

such a personal thing about yourself'. I guess right now at least I feel

like I've got at least one friend, and that helps a lot. I really ap

preciate your concern-you don't know what a big help you've been!"

Depressed Friend~ Outcome !:s:. .mm Group

As you have been talking you notice that he has not looked up at

all, hardly even moved or spoken. He just continues to look at the
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noor. He hardly responds at all, and you are not sure wether he

'WaS listening or not. Finally, you ask him if he heard you. He replies

slOliTly in a rather faint voice that he did. You look at him some more.

He adds that he is sorry he is such a drag right nov, bu.t that he will

probably be feeling better tomorrov. You talk a little Wile longer,

then decide you had better go. So you leave, and hope he tdll feel

better soon.

Outside Prof's Office Scene Outcome~ .mm Group

He replies that it was because he was helping to make a TV movie

for CBS television this semester on Kauai. You suddenly feel yourself

becoming very alert and interested. You ask him about it. He tells

you that it i"s a film that will be starring steve McQueen in his first

TV movie. It is the story of a scuba diver wo lives on KauaL You

are really fascinated and wnt to knovall about Wat he does. You.

want to knovall about him, Steve McQueen, what its like to film, vha.t

unusual experiences he's had and so forth. He seems very happy that

you are interested. He becomes very animated and dramatic. He tells

you that he is a technician and diver himself, and joyfully answers

your questions and throw in some fascinating stories about some of

his adventures.' Then he tells you that he'd like to show you his camera

outf'it and take you to some filming nearby if you are interested. He

tells you he can get rou a special pass, and that only a fev people

are allowed to 'Watch the actual filming. He takes yOUI' name and phone

number, and tells you that he td11 call you 'When he knollS the exact

time. You feel a tinge of excitement spurt through you, because that

sounds like such a different and fun thing to do. You think to yourself
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that it is funny. You vere just sitting next to this guy who seemed

like every other student. Yet come to find out even the most average

looking person can have fascinating things to tell if you only bother

to find out Yhat they are.

Otltside Prof's Office~ Outcome !E£ £m! Group

He replies that it we because he just didn't like the course too

much. He says that he thought it was kind of boring, and that besides

he really didn't know if he WIlted to finish school anyway. You ask

him my, and he says he just doesn't know Wat he wants to do, but

that he doesn't think a college educati.on is much good for making money

~y. He starts moving around some, then says "I'll be right back,

don't let anyone get my place, OK?" He ptlts his books in the chair and

wlks out the door. You seem a bit surprised by it all. You continue

to look around the room. You notice that there is a large piece of

metal sculpture in the corner under the desk. You begin to look at it

and see that it is made out of old bottle caps welded together. It is

ptlt together in the form of a large sailing ship. It has three masts.

You WIlder llhat it is doing there under the table?
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APPENDIX C

PLACEBO TREATNENT LECTURE AND QUESTIONS

Freud has said that ~i.e human Psyche is divided into three parts

the id, ego, and superego.. He thought that the nature of these three

parts determined a person's behavior.. He said that the id is the part

from wch all basic psychic energy comes from.. It is the storehouse

of energy.. It includes all of the basic drives.. The fundamental prin

ciple 'Which he thought the id operated under was the pleasure princi

ple. That is the id seeks what is most pleasant'regardless of vho

gets hurt in the long run.. A small baby can be said to live primarily

by the pleasure principle..

After mmile though the child starts to get punished by his

parents for hurting others and doing things they don't like. This

causes the child to internalize his parents' mshes and rules. The

result of this is the development of the child's superego (commo~

called his conscience). Freud thought that men should have consciences..

But he thought tbat many neuroses stem from having too strong of a

conscience. For example a person that gets depressed too much~

do so because his strong conscience causes him to .frequently get angry

m th himself.. Yet too weak of a zo.lperego may cause a person to mis

treat others, to lie and cheat, and to be a drain on society.. He

thought that criminals for ~ple usually have too weak of a superego..

Freud conceived that the ego ws sort of caught in the middle

betwen the id and superego.. The ego could be the center for rational

thinking and planning, and had the pover to divert potentially harmful

drives from the id such as aggression to self or socially usef'ul func-
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tions. For emmple a man with a lot of aggression could divert it to

work hard on his job.

The term ego strength has come to be a very positive one in psy

chology and applies to the person wo thinks rationally and acts

realistically. Yet the ego can also be the center for ego defense

mechanisms to protect itself from being overcome with anxiety. Ration

alization is one e:xmnple. BJaming others wen you are at fault is

another neurotic defense mechanism. Thus again analyzing ones ego

takes some thought.

The id so far has been portrayed as almost all bad. Yet that-is

not the entire story. For if a person is too controlled by his ego

and superego, he will be too controlled. Freud thought of the id as

being the source of creative and artistic impulses. So some expression

of them is good. However, if the id or pleasure principle gains real

control over the personality, it is possible that the person may be

come either a criminal type or psychotic. So in a sense domination by

the id is the worst possible event.

Many of these basic ideas have survived the test of time. For

instance today Humanistic Psychologists such as Carl Rogers and Abraham

MasloW' have espoused many ideas which are siroil ar to Freud's. Rogers

especially has used similar concepts. Freud's ego is like Roger's Self.

Freud's superego is like Roger's ideal self and Freud's id is like

Roger's organismic evaluator. These concepts are all important.

The questions below will serve as a guide to help you explore your

own feelings, thought, and relationships with your parents in order to

help you understand. your id, ego, and superego better. It is hoped that
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knomng these concepts and ansver.ing these questions can help you

understand yourself a 11ttle better.

1. Think about your mother (or if you never knew her vell about the

woman who ws most like a mother).

a. Imagine 'What she looks like. Try to describe her physical

appearance.

b. What is her personality like? Think about that for aWile.

c. HOll has she treated other members of the family-especially

your father and you? Think about that for awhile.

d. How did you feel toward your mother as a child? Think of

both the positive and negative feelings.

e. How do you feel toward your mother no'W1 Reflect upon that.

F. HOll should you feel towrd. your mother? Is this much different

than you do feel?

g. What can you do to improve your reJ..a.tionship with her?

2. (Repeat same questions using Father, a-g.)

3. Let's focus upon your Id.

a. How often do you give in to your impulses? Think about some

times that you have done this.

b. Think of some times when you should have given in to your

impulses wen you didn't.

c. Think of some times wen you~ give in to your impulses

when you shouldn't have.

d. HOli creative are you? Think of hoy you could be more creative.

e. How impulsive are you? Think of hOll you can learn to control

undesireable impulses more.



4. Let's focus upon your SUperego nOll.

a. Hov often do you feel depressed and guilty when you really

shouldn't? Think of some times when you have.

b. What can you do to make yourself feel less guilty and depressed?

HOll can you relieve your overstrong conscience then?

c. How often do you hurt other people more than you should? Think

of some times.

d. lfuat can you do to prevent doing these kinds of things in the

future?

5. Nov let.' s focus upon your Ego or Inner self.

a. HOll often do you make realistic plans and carry them out?

Think of some times when you have.

b. Think of some times 'When you haven't planned adequately or

carried out your plans.

c. What can you do to improve your pJanning and ca.rrying out

plans in the future1

d. Think of the excuses and other irrational means of avoiding

unpleasant situations and anxiety that you most often use.

These are called defense mechanisms and prevent you from

acting rationally. Identifying them can help reduce them.

e. One way of looking at defenses is times that you are not

honest with yourself. Think of some wys that you are not

honest with yourself.

f. Think of some times that you vere honest with yourself and

hoY' you can be more honest with yourself in the future.
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APPENDIX D

QUEBrIONNAIRE PACKAGE GIVEN TO ALL MALE SUBJECTS

Background Information

Name _

Telephone number _

Address _

Age_

Sex

Ethnic Group _

Number of years of college _

Approximate grade point average _

Marital status _

student I .. D.. Nmnber _

EXACT TIME BEGIN _

EXACT TIME FINISH_

Answers .tg, "Questionnaire"

(Circle your choice)

1.. T F ll.. T F 21.. T F

2. T F 12. T F 22. T F

·3.. T F 13.. T F 23.. T F

4.TF 14.. TF 24.. TF

5.. T F 15.. T F 25.. T F

6. T F 16.. T F 26.. T F

7.TF 17.. TF 27.. TF

B.. T F lB.. T F 28.. T F

9. T F 19.. T F 29. T F

W.. TF ~.TF ~.TF

- PLEASE PUT YOUR NlU~ ON EACH ANSlolER SHEEr FOR EACH QUESTIONNAIRE

THAT YOU ARE GImJ IN THIS EXPERIMENT
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Here is a series of statements 'Which a person might use to des

cribe himself. Read each statement and decide wether or not it

describes you. Then indicate your answer on the seParate answer sheet.

If you agree t.r.i.th a statement or decide that it does describe you,

answer TRUE. If you disagree tdth a statement or feel that it is not

descriptive of you, ansver FALSE.

In marking your answers on the answer sheet, be sure that the

number of the statement you have just read is the same as the number

on the ansver sheet.

Answer every statement either true or false, even if you are not

completely sure of your ansver.

1. I feel relaxed even in unfamiliar social situations.

2. It is easy for me to relax wen I am w.t.th strangers.

3. No matter who I'm talking to, I'm alwys a good listener.

4. I have no particular desire to avoid people.

5. I often find social occasions upsetting.

6. There bave been occasions wen I took advantage of someone.

7. I usually feel calm and comfortable at social occasions.

8. I am usually at ease when talki.ng to somsone of the opposite sex.

9. I am sometimes irritated by' people wo ask favors of me.

10. I try to avoid talking to people unless I know them wll.

li. I have never deliberately said something that would hurt some

one's feelings.

12. If the chance comes to meet neY' people, I often take it.
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13. I often feel nervous or tense in casual get-together in Ybich

both sexes are present.

14. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with rrr:r york if I am dis-

couraged.

15. I am usually nervous vith people unless I knOll them well.

16. Being introduced to people makes me tense and nervous.

17. There have been occasions when I felt like smashing things.

18. Even though a room is full of strangers, I may enter it anyway.

19. I would avoid w.lking up and joining a large group of people.

20. I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget.

21. I often feel on edge we-n I am with a group of people.

22. I tend to withdrall from people.

23. I alwys t'7 to practice what I preach.

24. I don't mind talking to people at parties or social gatherings.

25. I often think up excuses in order to avoid social engagements.

26. I never hesitate to go out of my 'Way to help someone in trouble.

27. I sometimes take the responsibility for introducing people to

each other.

28. I try to avoid formal social occasions.

29. I have never intensely disliked anyone.

30. I find it easy to relax ldth other people.
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m Situation QUestionnaire

(Form M)3

This questionnaire measures only what it simply appears to

namely, hov you think you vill act in the various situations described

below. There is no hidden or "deeper" meaning to your answers. There-

fore, it is very important that you try to be an honest as possible.

Please try to:

(1) imagine that you are actually in the situation and

(2) respond as you think you probably wuld if this rea.lly

happened to you!!!~~ future.

1. You are in a department store shopping. You see an acquaintance

whom you don't know very well. He hasn't seen you yet. You would

probably

(1) go over and start a conversation with him.

(2) go in the other direction before he sees you.

(3) keep doing vhat you are doing.

(4) say hello only if he sees you.

(5) get his attention and say hello.

2. You hear that a good friend i~ in the hospital. You 'WOuld probably

(1) phone him.

(2) go see him.

(3) not do anything.

(4) send him a card.

3Female packets vere identical except that female forms of the
FAE questionnaires were used.
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3. You ask a TV repairman to look at your TV. He tells you he will

charge you $10 to fix it. When it is done he hands you a bill for

$20. You vould probably

(1) pay the bill as is and say nothing.

(2) refuse to pay the extra $10 unless you are very confident

he acted in good faith.

(3) act as in "2", but also speak in a pleasant manner.

(4) ask him about it, but probably pay the bill even if you

don't believe or understand his explanation.

4. You make a nell acquaintance at a party who asks you to phone him

to do something together next week. You like him. You would probably

(1) do it, and look forward to doing it.

(2) tell him you would, but not do it.

(3) do it, but be a little anxious about it.

(4) tell him some reason wy you can't do it.

5. You bump into someone you used to know. He says hello, then invites

you to come to a party he is giving. You suspect that you yon' t know

anyone there except him. You would probably

(1) tell him you don't want to go because you don r t knoW' anyone.

(2) tell him you will go, but inside you feel a little uncom

fortable about going.

(3) tell him you will go, and inside feel you really want to go.

(4) tell him you will go, but not shoY up.

6. You are dining at a pizza parlouz, with a friend. You see another

friend come in with someone you don't knov. He doesn't see you but is

looking for a table. You would probably
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(1) wit until he gets seated, then greet him.

(2) say hello right then, before he is seated.

(3) keep doing what you are doing.

(4) ask them to join you.

(5) turn awy so he won't see you.

7. You are placed in a discussion group for one hour vith five strang

ers. No one has been designated leader. No one talks at first. You

would probably

(1) keep quiet until spoken to.

(2) address the group and suggest everyone get acquainted.

(3) talk to the person nearest you.

(4) wit for one person to talk, and then join in.

8. You have a friend vhom you have know a Y.bile, but never done any

thing socially Yith. You would like for him to accompany you to a

movie. You vould probably

(1) wit for him to initiate any such social activity.

(2) ask him to go the next time you see him.

(3) phone him right then and ask him if he wants to go.

(4) wit until you see him at school an~ hint of the activity,

hoping he vil1 suggest going together.

9. One year from today you Yill probably describe your past year's

behavior as being which of the folloYing

(1) very shy

(2) shy

(3) average

(4) outgoing

(5) very outgoing



_ Please record the time you finish.

_ Did you complete the questions on the back of "Questionnaire"?

_ Please remain seated until the experimenter returns.

Thank you!

155
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Name _

ATTITUDE SURVEY

Please answer the follOYing i tams by making a quick decision based

upon how you feel toward the item. Circle the number that best

approxi.mates your feelings.

highly neutral highly
unpleasant pleasant

(1) (5) (9)

1. Going to a party 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Talking to a stranger in a class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Helping a stranger who appears lost 1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9

4. Asking someone vho cut in line to

go to the rear of the line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Asking a friend wo seems vorried

what the matter is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Having some people over for a

get-together 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Asking your instructor for help 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. starting a conversation Tdth a

stranger 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. Washing dishes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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P. E.· N. INVENTORY

Please indicate your answer to each question on the IBM answer sheet.

If the answer is rYes r, fill in the spaoe marked r1 r• If the ansver

is rNOr, fill in the space marked r2r • You should use a no. 2 pencil

and erase mistakes completely.

There are no right or wong answers, and no trick questions. Work

quickly and do not think too long about the cmLct meaning of the

question. Remember to answer each question.

1 - YES 2 - NO

1. .Are you more distant and reserved than most people?

2. Can you get a party going?

3. Would you do almost anything if dared to do it?

4. Would you enjoy huntiilg, fishing and shooting?

5. Do you nearly always have a "ready answer" wen people talk to you?

6. Are you rather livel;r?

7. Do you like plenty of bustle and excitement around you?

s. Do you like mixing 'With people?

9. lfould you call yourself happy-go-lucky?

10. Can you usually let yourself go and enj oy yourself a lot at a

vild party?

11. Do you like people around you?

12. Do you like going out a lot?

13. Do you like practical jokes?

14. Do you normally prefer to be alone?

15. Do you find it hard to shoy your feelings?
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16. Would you call yourself talkative?

17. When you vere a child did you often like a rough and rowdy game?

18. Do you like telling jokes or funny stories to your friends?

19. Do you make friends easily vitb. members of yaux own sex?

20. When you make neY' friends do you usua.lly' make the first move?
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m Situation Questionnaire

(Form M)

This questionnaire measures only what it simply appears to

namely, hoW' you think you llill act in the various situations described

below. There is no hidden or ndeeper" meaning to your answers. There

fore, it is very important that you try to be as honest as possible.

Please try to:

(1) imagine that you are actually in the situation and

(2) respond as you think you probably would if this really

happened to you !!l~~ future.

1. You are in a department store shopping. You see an acquainta.":'lce

whom you don't knOY very wll. He hasn't seen you yet. You vould

probably

(1) go over and start a conversation with him.

(2) go in the other direction before he sees you.

(3) keep doing vmat you are doing.

(4) say hello only if he sees you.

(5) get his attention and say hello.

2. You hear that a good friend is in the hospital. You would probably

(1) phone him.

(2) go see him.

(3) not do anYthing.

(4) send him a card.

3. You ask a TV rePairman to look at your TV. He tells you he ldll

charge you $10 to fix it. Shen it is done he hands you a bill for $20.

You would probably
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(1) pay the bill as is and say nothing.

(2) refuse to pay the extra $10 unless you are very confident

he acted in good faith.

(3) act as in "2", but also speak in a pleasant manner.

(4) ask him about it, but probably pay the bill even in you

don't believe or understand his explanation.

4. You make a new acquaintance at a party who asks you to phone him to

do something together next week. You like him. You would probably

(1) do it, and look forward to doing it.

(2) tell him you TIOUld, but not do it.

(3) do it, but be a little amdous about it.

(4) tell him some reason vhy you can't do it.

5. You have 8-10 friends-moet of whom don't know each other very vell.

You would probably

(1) avoid getting ones who didn't know each other together.

(2) have a Party in order to get them all together at once.

(3) if it is convenient, invite two wo don't mow each other

to do something vith you.

(4) make a conscious effort to get 2 or 3 w.o don't know each

other together at a time.

6. You have noticed that a close friend bas recently seemed very irritable

towrds others. You would probably do which of the folloving?

(1) tell him he seems more irritable, then encourage him to

talk about it.

(2) avoid commenting about it as much as possible.
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(3) if he asked, tell him he did not seem irritable.

(4) !t!!! asks, tell him he does seem more irritable, then

encourage him to talk about it.

7. You are in the eampus bookstore looking at the books for next

semester in your major. Someone else you don't know is looking at

some of the same books you are. You would probably

(1) initiate a conversation with him.

(2) leave.

(3) carry on a conversation, if he speaks to you first.

(4) ignore him.

8. It is 7:00 at night and you are finishing a paper that is due in

two days" SUddenly you have an important question about what to !lo.

You cannot go on without knowing the answer. You could see the pro

fessor tomorrow, but then you might not get the paper finished in

time 0 You could call a friend, but he is a poor student and a wrong

answer could mess up your wole paper. You would probably

(1) call the friend.

(2) call the professor nOll.

(3) see the professor in his office tomorrow.

(4) take a chance and complete the paper.

9. You hear that a good friend of yours is leaving town in three weeks.

You would probably

(1) say goodbye if you happen to run into him.

(2) contact him and also do something special for him such as having

friends get together to say good-bye or buying him a present.

(3) phone him to say goodbye if you don't see him.
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(4) phone him and arrange a time to get together.

10. You see someone vho seems to be looking for something in the grass.

You would probably

(1) ask him what he is looldng for and help him look for it.

(2) walk on by or just watch him.

(3) vatch him and speak to him.

ll. You attend a party. You knO'll only one person, and he has not

arrived yet. You 'W'OU1d probably

(1) find another person who is alone and join him.

(2) attempt to form a group by rounding up people who are nearby.

(3) join a group wo is already talking.

(4) sit alone and wit for him to arrive.

12. You have just gone through the cafeteria lunch line and are looking

for a place to eat. You Bee a casual friend who is with someone else

you don't knov. You vould probably

(1) say hello and ask if they mind if you join them.

(2) sit by yourself even if he had been alone.

(3) sit by yourself, since he is not alone.

(4) say hello and wait to be asked to join them.

(5) w.lk by and say hello.

13. Your instructor asks you to give a special 10 minute talk on" a

topic you are enthusiastic about to your class. You 'WOuld receive extra

class credit. You have time to prepare. You llOuld probably

(1) agree to do it, but have a strong fear of doing it.

(2) tell him you would prefer not to because it is so unpleasant

for you..
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(3) make up a reason for not doing it.

(4) agree to do it, but have a moderate fear of doing it.

(5) agree to do it, and actually look forward to doing it.

14. You bump into someone who you used to mov. He says hello, then

invites you to come to a party he is giving. You suspect that you

von't knOll anyone there except him. You 'WOuld probably

(1) tell him you don't wnt to go because you don't knOll anyone.

(2) tell him you will go, but inside you feel a little uncomfor

table about going.

(3) tell him you wi.l1 go, and inside feel you really w.nt to go.

(4) tell him you vlll go, but not shall up.

15. You are dining at a pizza parlour with a friend. You see another

friend come in with someone else you don't knOll. He doesn't see you

but is looking for a table. You vould probably

(1) wait until he gets seated, then greet him.

(2) say hello right then, before he is seated.

(3) keep doing what you are doing.

(4) ask them to join you.

(5) turn away so he won't see you.

16. You are placed. in a discussion group for one hour ~1i..th five stran

gers. No one has been designated leader. No one talks at first. You

would probably

(1) keep quiet until spoken to.

(2) address the group and suggest everyone get acquainted.

(3) talk to·the person nearest you.

(4) wit for one person to talk, and then join in.



17. You have a friend whom you have known a Wile, but never done

~ng socially with. You vould like for him to accompany you to

a movie. You vould probably

(1) wait for him to initiate any such social activity.

(2) ask him to go the next time you see him.

(3) phone him right then and ask him if he wants to go.

(4) wait until you see him at school and hint of the activity,

hoping he will suggest going together.

18. One yea:r from today you 'Will probably describe your past year's

behavior as being 'Which of the following;·

(1) very shy

(2) shy

(3) average

(4) outgoing

(5) very outgoing

-Don't forget to record the exact time that you finish.

Thank you

-Please wit here for the experimenter to return.

164
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APPENDIX E

KEYS TO QUESrIONNAIRES

Social Anxiety (§!!!) Scale~

1-F 7-F 13-T 19-T 25-T

2-T 8-F 15-T 2J.-T 27-F

4-F 10-T 16-T 22-T 28-T
5-T 12-F 18-F 24-F 3O-F

Marlove-Growne Items

3-T 14-F 23-T

6-F 17-F 26-T

9-F 20-F 29-T

11-F

Pen Extroversion Scale-
I-no 5-yes 9-yes 13-yes 17-yes

2-yes 6-yes 10-yes 14-no 18-yes

3-yes 7-yes 11-yes 15-no 19-yes

4-yes 8-yes 12-yes 16-yes 20-ye6

m Questionnaire

11. 1=5, 2=1, 3=2, 4=3, 5=4

12. 1=3, 2=4, 3=1, 4=2

13. 1=1, 2=3, 3=4, 4=2

14. 1=4, 2=1, 3=3, 4=2

15. 1=1, 2=4, 3=2, 4=3

16. 1=4, 2=2, 3=1, 4=3

17. 1=4, 2=1, 3=3, 4=2

18. 1=2, 2=4, 3=3, 4=1

19. 1=1, 2=4, 3=2, 4=3

110. 1=3, 2=1, 3=2

ll1. 1=2, 2=4, 3=3, 4=1

ill. 1=5, 2=1, 3=2, 4=4, 5=3

113. 1=3, 2=2, 3=1, 4=4, 5=5

114. 1=2, 2=.3, 3=4, 4=1

115. 1=3, 2=4, 3=2, 4=5, 5=1

116. 1=1, 2=4, 3=.3, 4=2

117. 1=1, 2=.3, 3=4, 4=2

118. 1=1, 2=2, 3=.3, 4=4, 5=5
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APPENDIX F

DEBRIEFING QUESTIONNAIRES

illY! !!!S .QlYi Group Debriefing Questionnaire

Name _

Questions~~ B?mAriment Itself

1 .. What comments do you have about the experiment (you may use back

if necessary)?

2.. BOll helpful do you think this experiment ws in helping you to

become more friendly and assertive in the future (circle one) ..

not very helpful
1 2 3 4

very helpful
5

3.. How pleasant 'WaS listening to the scenes on the :9a,pe (circle one)?

highly unpleasant
1 2 3

neutraJ.
4 .2 6

highly pleasant
7 8 9

4.. On the average, how plesant would it have been if the events des

cribed in scenes had really happened to you (especially the last half

of the scenes)?

highly unpleasant
1 2 3 4

neutral
.2 6

highly pleasant
789

5.. On the average, hoW' believable did the scenes seem for you personally?

unbelievable
1 2 3

highly believable
4 5

6.. How real or clear did the scenes seem to you as you were imagining

them? Did you feel like you were actua.lly in them?

Very unreal and unclear
1 2 3

very real and clear·
4 5

7.. To what extent did you fill in the blanks and imagine additional

details and words as asked by the narrator?
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not at all a litt1e part of the time most of the time almost all
of the time

1 2 3 4 5

8. Did you ever think that the experimenter vas looking for something

that he hadn't tolo. you about? (yes or no)

9. He ws looking for something. What do you think it might have been?

10. Did you think you vere in a control group?

11. Have you ever met the other subject in the experiment before?

(If ";res", then how well do you know him (her)?)

hardly at all
1

acquaintence
2

friend
3
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Placebo~ Debriefing Questiopnaire

Name _

Questions~ Ih! B'meriment Itself

1. What comments do you have about the experiment (you. may use back

if necessary)?

2. HOlo1 helpf'ul do you think this experiment was in helping you to

become more friendly and assertiva in the future (circle one).

not very helpf'ul
1 2 3

very helpful
4 5

3. HoW' interesting was this experiment (circle one).

very boring
1 2 3

neutral
42. 6

very interesting
789

4. On the average, hoW' pleasant was thinking about these questions?

(circle one)

highly unpleasant
123

neutral
42. 6 7

highly pleasant
8 9

5. On the average how thought-provoking were the questions?

not at all
1 2 3

highly thought-provoking
4 5

6. HoW' much of the time did you actually think about lrlhat you were

asked to?

not at all
1 2 3

aJJnost all the time
4 5

7. Did you ever think that the experimenter 'Was looking for something

that he hadn't told you about? (yes or no)

8. He was looking for something. What do you think it might have

been?

9. Did you think you were in a control group? Do you think so nov?



10. Have you ever met the other subject in the experiment before?

(If "yes", then how vell do you know him (her)?)

169

hardly at all
1

acquaintance
2

friend
3
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